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Raymond D. Thayer (Resigned)
Horace R. Williams (Appointment)
David G. Bisson (Deceased)
Susan J. Rice (Appointed)
Keith A. Bisson
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PLANNING BOARD (Elected RSA 673:2(b))
Stephen A. Laurin






Brian J. Bufagna (Resigned)












































Linda J. Fader (Resigned)
Debra L. Stewart
Susan M. Lemaire
Cathleen H. Surette (Resigned)
Kevin F. Surette
Nancy J. Slombo
Donna A. Labell, Ex-Officio
FAMILY MEDIATION













COMMISSIONERS OF ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
Mary M. Allen Term Expires 2001
None Term Expires
SALEM-PLAISTOW-WINDHAM TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Stephen A. Laurin Term Expires 2000
EMERGENCYMANAGEMENT DIRECTOR
John C. Owens Term Expires 2000
ASSISTANT EMERGENCYMANAGEMENT DIRECTOR




Barbara J. Card, Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Col




Nancy J. Wrigley Term Expires 2000


















Robert R. Leverone Term Expires 2000
CABLE TV COMMITTEE
Jeffrey L. Card Term Expires 2000
Bruce A. Gordon, Chairman Term Expires 2000
Lawrence R. Morse Term Expires 2000
Pauline M. Morse Term Expires 2000
David H. Robinson Term Expires 2000
Stephen M. Cushing Selectman
TREE WARDEN (Appointed by Director, Div. Of Forest & Lands)
David A. Baker
250th ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE
Janice J. Bennett Term Expires 1999
Lynn Harding Term Expires 1999
Lise Laurin Term Expires 1999
Stephen Laurin Term Expires 1999
Robin L. Parsons Term Expires 1999
Forrest T. Reynolds Term Expires 1999
Myrtle B. Rogers Term Expires 1999
Diane M. Sousa Term Expires 1999
Cathy Surette Term Expires 1999
Carol Szot Term Expires 1999
Raymond D. Thayer Term Expires 1999
Donna M. Woodsom Term Expires 1999
250th ANNIVERSARY PARADE COMMITTEE
Sheila Bergeron Term Expires 1999
Chris Collins Term Expires 1999
Mike Collins Term Expires 1999
Nancy Collins Term Expires 1999
Sharon Collins Term Expires 1999
Kelly LeBlanc Term Expires 1999
Roger LeBlanc Term Expires 1999
Karen O'Malley Term Expires 1999
Suzanne Ryan Term Expires 1999
Michele Shepherd Term Expires 1999
Connie Smith Term Expires 1999
Carol Szot Term Expires 1999
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
Stephen A. Laurin Term Expires 1999
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE
Stephen M. Cushing Term Expires 2000
Jennifer Gaines Term Expires 2000
Frank E. Gibbs Term Expires 2000
Lise Laurin Term Expires 2000
Stephen A. Laurin Term Expires 2000
Amy Leach Term Expires 2000
Mary Marshall Term Expires 2000
Richard Russell Term Expires 2000
Suzanne J. Ryan Term Expires 2000
Nancy Slombo Term Expires 2000
Carol Szot Term Expires 2000
Andrew D. Theriault Term Expires 2000
Gordon J. Whitford Term Expires 2000
GALE LIBRARY BUILDING COMMITTEE
Jean Constantineau Term Expires 2001
Norman A. Constantineau Term Expires 2001
Theresa Ducharme Term Expires 2001
Stephen A. Laurin Term Expires 2001
Amy K. Leach Term Expires 2001
Mary Keeler Rowe Term Expires 2001
Diane M. Sousa Term Expires 2001
Carol J. Szot Term Expires 2001
MODERATOR APPOINTED
BOARD OF APPEALS WITH APPROVAL OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Thomas R. McElroy, Chairman Term Expires 2000
Charles R. Melvin, Sr., Vice Chairman Term Expires 2000
Bradley Cardoso Term Expires 2001
Jack M. Kozec Term Expires 2001
Chester E. Bearce Term Expires 2002
Kenneth A. Pelletier Alternate 2001
Kimberly D. Pettit Alternate 2001




Population in 1998 Approximately






Sanborn Regional School District
Dr. James H. Weiss, Superintendent
Class I 5.1 miles
Class II 8.2 miles
Class V 27 . 5 miles
Class VI .0 miles















U.S CONGRESSMAN 1st Congressional District








Ruth L. Griffin Portsmouth
(603) 271-3632
Term: Jan 1997 - Jan 2000
N.H. SENATOR
Beverly A. Hollingworth Hampton Term Expires: Jan 2000



















TO THE PEOPLE OF NEWTON
As we celebrated our 250th Anniversary this past summer, we saw proof
of the contributions individuals make to their community. From the
present time to long ago when Newton was just starting out as a town,
there have always been individuals working to make their community a
better place to live. The dreams and hard work of these people have
given us the town we have today. This legacy of caring and personal
involvement continues today and will insure the town we pass on will be
worthy of the commitment and involvement of future generations. This
is a tradition of which we can all be proud. The diversity and cross
generational partnerships occurring in the town, as new generations step
forward to take their place in the fabric of the community, allow the
wisdom and vision of the past to be energized with the enthusiasm and
idealism of the present. All of this happens as individuals believing they
can make a difference, work, often long and hard, and without any
thought of personal glory, to make that difference a reality.
It is to these people this Town Report is dedicated!
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1999 YR-DATE PROP 2000
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
67,136.00 66,180.39 90,000.00 22,864.00
2,500.00 3,312.84 3,479.00 979.00
100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00
1,000.00 45.00 1,000.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 4,500.00 4,500.00
4,500.00 4,976.28 5,000.00 500.00
500.00 0.00 500.00 0.00
1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00 0.00
76,736.00 74,514.51 105,579.00 28,843.00

































750.00 463.00 550.00 (200.00)
25.00 32.40 50.00 25.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00
300.00 0.00 0.00 (300.00)
50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
600.00 1,180.37 1,100.00 500.00
600.00 677.73 600.00 0.00
350.00 162.50 350.00 0.00
1,500.00 1,402.50 1,500.00 0.00
225.00 167.00 225.00 0.00
7,000.00 8,300.19 7,000.00 0.00


























































































1999 YR-DATE PROP 2000
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
6,200.00 6,,200.00 3,000.00 (3,200.00)
750.00 750.00 769.00 19.00
700.00 281.83 750.00 50.00
325.00 0.00 200.00 (125.00)
500.00 259.90 800.00 300.00
50.00 85.80 450.00 400.00
250.00 0.00 400.00 150.00
175.00 175.50 200.00 25.00
8,950.00 7,,753.03 6,569.00 (2,381.00)
7,000.00 7,,000.00 7,000.00 0.00
5,000.00 3,,080.00 4,000.00 (1,000.00)
1,000.00 1,,214.71 5,300.00 4,300.00
550.00 438.00 1,500.00 950.00
50.00 28.80 50.00 0.00
50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
1,900.00 821.66 1,000.00 (900.00)
400.00 16.18 300.00 (100.00)
1,500.00 1,,623.43 1,600.00 100.00
2,200.00 1,,480.00 1,900.00 (300.00)
500.00 1,,212.50 500.00 0.00
2,250.00 2,,000.00 1,000.00 (1,250.00)
22,400.00 18,,965.28 24,200.00 1,800.00
2,000.00 1,,812.86 2,000.00 0.00
600.00 515.45 600.00 0.00
325.00 77.50 325.00 0.00
200.00 200.00 200.00 0.00
525.00 495.00 525.00 0.00
200.00 200.00 300.00 100.00
2,500.00 3,,251.86 3,500.00 1,000.00
1,800.00 2,,004.58 2,200.00 400.00
2,000.00 2,,362.63 2,250.00 250.00
1,500.00 815.32 1,000.00 (500.00)
150.00 43.55 150.00 0.00
200.00 302.71 200.00 0.00
400.00 475.20 500.00 100.00
800.00 0.00 800.00 0.00
36.00 396.00 400.00 364.00
13,236.00 12,,952.66 14,950.00 1,714.00
1,500.00 724.37 1,500.00 0.00
250.00 240.45 250.00 0.00
100.00 39.65 100.00 0.00
200.00 25.00 200.00 0.00
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1999 YR-DATE PROP 2000
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Misc. General 100.00 6.00 100.00 0.00
Postage 530.00 136.70 530.00 0.00
Other Expenses:
Legal/Advertising Fees 200.00 56.00 200.00 0.00
TOTAL 2,880.00 1,228.17 2,880.00 0.00
GRAND TOTAL 90,586.00 95,709.94 78,135.00 (12, 451.00)











Grounds Maint . -Summer






1,500.00 1,364.54 1,500.00 0.00
3,800.00 3, 662.50 3,800.00 0.00
5,000.00 2,366.89 5,000.00 0.00
3,500.00 1,125.00 4,000.00 500.00
7,500.00 7,700.97 7,500.00 0.00
100.00 21.46 100.00 0.00
4,250.00 2,747.87 4,250.00 0.00
3,300.00 3,667.75 3,500.00 200.00
3,500.00 350.60 3,500.00 0.00
100.00 265.19 200.00 100.00
3,000.00 1,161.08 3,500.00 500.00
100.00 15.56 100.00 0.00

























16,000.00 14,202.78 19,000.00 3,000.00
150.00 526.71 500.00 350.00
200.00 1,489.93 1,000.00 800.00
400.00 990.50 1,000.00 600.00
0.00 172.35 200.00 200.00
3,500.00 3,417.00 3,500.00 0.00
200.00 229.79 200.00 0.00
0.00 495.30 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 500.00 500.00
100.00 365.95 100.00 0.00
2,000.00 2,459.95 3,000.00 1,000.00
1,000.00 1,343.75 1,000.00 0.00
100.00 914.79 100.00 0.00
100.00 40.00 100.00 0.00
5,800.00 7,567.00 5,800.00 0.00
500.00 0.00 500.00 0.00
30,050.00 34,215.80 36,500.00 6,450.00
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1999 YR-DATE PROP 2000
POLICE DEPARTMENT BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Personnel Expenses:
Salaries: Chief 42,000.00 41,879.98 45,000.00 3,000.00
Full Time Officers 84,000.00 79,088.55 94,000.00 10,000.00
Part Time Officers 50,000.00 52,944.57 46,000.00 (4,000.00)
Secretary 26,240.00 26,526.96 27,600.00 1,360.00
Overtime 7,000.00 9,324.74 7,000.00 0.00
Community Policing 2,500.00 1,374.77 1,500.00 (1,000.00)
Prosecution Expenses 0.00 0.00 3,000.00 3,000.00
Health Insurance 4,400.00 13,527.60 12,000.00 7,600.00
Dental Insurance 0.00 1,143.53 1,300.00 1,300.00
Facilities Expenses:
Telephone 4,000.00 2,894.88 4,000.00 0.00
Other 400.00 398.35 400.00 0.00
Equipment Expenses
:
Ammunition 1,200.00 374.80 1,500.00 300.00
Cruiser Maintenance 7,000.00 10,092.60 7,000.00 0.00
Equipment Supplies 2,000.00 2,425.26 2,000.00 0.00
Gasoline 11,600.00 8,719.32 9,000.00 (2,600.00)
Radio & Radar Maintenance 2,500.00 1,586.09 1,000.00 (1,500.00)
Uniform Allowance 3,000.00 3,022.40 1,500.00 (1,500.00)
New Cruiser 27,000.00 26,726.70 23,000.00 (4,000.00)
Administrative Expenses:
Miscellaneous & Mileage 200.00 129.90 200.00 0.00
Office Supplies 3,300.00 3,334.41 3,000.00 (300.00)
Recruiting Expense 750.00 189.67 200.00 (550.00)
Seminars and Dues 1,600.00 744.99 2,000.00 400.00
Training 2,500.00 1,725.98 2,000.00 (500.00)
Petty Cash 500.00 306.24 500.00 0.00
Hepatitus B 300.00 86.25 200.00 (100.00)
Animal Control Expenses 0.00 0.00 7,500.00 7,500.00
TOTAL 283,990.00 288,568.54 302,400.00 18,410.00
COPS-FAST MONIES RECEIVED: (18,822.00)
HIGHWAY - SUMMER
Personnel Expense:




Gravel & Stone 13,550.00 3,313.70 10,000.00 (3,550.00)
-Hot Top 80,000.00 67,900.00 75,000.00 (5,000.00)
-General Supplies 200.00 1,199.01 2,450.00 2,250.00
-Leaves & Mowing 1,300.00 900.00 1,800.00 500.00
TOTAL 119,050.00 97,830.66 113,850.00 (5,200.00)
Equipment Expense:
Equipment Rental 37,000.00 31,017.25 43,000.00 6,000.00
Equipment Purchase 0.00 650.00 0.00 0.00
Street Signs 700.00 1,566.11 0.00 (700.00)
GRAND TOTAL 156,750.00 131,064.02 156,850.00 100.00
Hwy Block Grant 56,153.09 60,712.85
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1999 YR-DATE PROP 2000
HIGHWAY - WINTER BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Personnel Expense:
Salaries 4,500.00 708.95 4,500.00 0.00
Equipment Expenses:
Expendables-Salt & Sand 10,000.00 9,460.44 10,000.00 0.00
Equipment Rental 96,500.00 63,515.75 96,500.00 0.00




































* The Animal Control Officer Budget is now reflected in the Police Department




























57,418.00 49,721.44 62,000.00 4, 582.00
1,800.00 1,467.89 1,800.00 0.00
2,700.00 2,000.74 2,700.00 0.00
1,500.00 2,237.04 2,500.00 1,.000.00
2,200.00 1,483.04 2,200.00 0.00
4,800.00 2,241.73 4,800.00 0.00
7,100.00 17,958.79 10,000.00 2, 900.00
3,000.00 2,548.03 3,000.00 0.00
3,500.00 3,998.74 3,500.00 0.00
500.00 1,256.29 600.00 100.00
700.00 732.12 700.00 0.00
4,000.00 3,271.25 4,000.00 0.00
1,500.00 1,917.67 2,000.00 500.00
400.00 783.12 400.00 0.00
200.00 0.00 400.00 200.00
200.00 70.00 200.00 0.00
300.00 141.50 300.00 0.00
825.00 801.00 825.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 47,792.76 47,,792.76
92,643.00 92,630.39 149,717.76 57,.074.76
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1999 YR-DATE PROP 2000
GENERAL ASSISTANCE BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Personnel Expenses:
Welfare Agent Salary 6,370.00 6,449.61 6,490.00 120.00
Deputy Agent Salary 513.00 143.26 526.00 13.00
General Assistance Expenses:
Medical 2,000.00 256.97 1,000.00 (1,000.00)
Utilities 2,000.00 1,073.98 2,000.00 0.00
Fuel 1,000.00 429.00 1,000.00 0.00
Rental or Mortgage 8,125.00 5,649.76 9,000.00 875.00
Contingency Fund 1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00 0.00
Personal Maintenance 50.00 0.00 0.00 (50.00)
Administrative Expenses:
Office Supplies 25.00 125.25 25.00 0.00
Travel Expense 15.00 0.00 0.00 (15.00)
Dues, Seminars, Subscrip. 35.00 0.00 35.00 0.00
Telephone 400.00 339.95 400.00 0.00
Other Expenses:
Legal Fees 200.00 0.00 200.00 0.00

















Balance Paid to Commission
TOTAL
1,950.00 1,,770.55 2,,025.00 75.00
150.00 100.60 100.00 (50.00)
400.00 125.05 300.00 (100.00)
175.00 175.00 175.00 0.00
100.00 40.00 100.00 0.00
100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00
300.00 0.00 200.00 (100.00)
100.00 105.00 125.00 25.00
125.00 0.00 125.00 0.00















"GREENIE" PARK 8, 700,,00 9,540.,00
Utilities 465.40
Grounds Maintenance 3,420.00




Other Employee Expenses 1,069.20
TOTAL 6,654.19
TOWN BEACH 2, 180..00 2,600..00
Utilities 0.00
Grounds Maintenance 280.00
Equipment & Repairs 48.50
Chemical Toilet 537.43
Dumpster 100.00
N.H.D.E.S. (Water Test) 54.00
Other 0.00
TOTAL 1,019.93















SPECIAL EVENTS 300.,00 1,800.,00
Seniors Trip 1, 500.,00
Transportation 600.00
Refreshments & Entertainment 100.00
Other 93.54
Youth Halloween Party
Refreshments & Entertainment 300.00
General Expenses 0.00
TOTAL 1,093.54
OFFICE EXPENSES 1, 900.,00 2,500.,00
Secretary Salary 460.00
Telephone 99.66









1999 YR-DATE PROP 2000




Balance Paid to Commission 4,645.73



























28,017.00 31,828.48 30,730.00 2,713.00
2,500.00 2,484.63 6,957.00 4,457.00
250.00 742.36 573.00 323.00
1,000.00 149.26 1,000.00 0.00
475.00 448.94 475.00 0.00
125.00 494.00 720.00 595.00
4,000.00 2,893.00 4,000.00 0.00
15,000.00 123,018.34 150,000.00 35,000.00
48,800.00 46,148.25 48,800.00 0.00
1,500.00 550.00 1,500.00 0.00
1,000.00 0.00 1,200.00 200.00
0.00 577.12 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 6,100.00 6,100.00
2,500.00 1,178.00 1,200.00 (1,300.00)
0.00 133.10 0.00 0.00
1,500.00 0.00 1,500.00 0.00
100.00 247.10 200.00 100.00























44,687.00 44,568.19 50,292.00 5,605.00
1,900.00 2,009.03 2,040.00 140.00
1,100.00 412.89 1,100.00 0.00
3,300.00 3,199.27 3,300.00 0.00
400.00 392.52 400.00 0.00
1,280.00 1,140.00 1,300.00 20.00
120.00 105.65 120.00 0.00
300.00 240.00 300.00 0.00
900.00 601.00 900.00 0.00
400.00 1,080.35 3,950.00 3,550.00
750.00 0.00 750.00 0.00
500.00 68.15 500.00 0.00
200.00 2,350.00 200.00 0.00
700.00 1,089.39 700.00 0.00
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1999 YR-DATE PROP 2000
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Travel Expense 300.00 228.60 300.00 0.00
Community Programs 700.00 607.03 700.00 0.00
Professional Advancement 700.00 100.00 700.00 0.00
Media 17,000.00 18 ,456.81 17,000.00 0.00
Dues & Associations 250.00 281.20 300.00 50.00
Postage 125.00 91.36 125.00 0.00
General Expense 100.00 270.20 100.00 0.00
Legal Expenses 250.00 0.00 250.00 0.00













7,500.00 5, 815.07 7, 688.00 188.00
1,500.00 1, 604.75 1, 500.00 0.00
0.00 43.56 0.00 0.00
100.00 9.04 100.00 0.00
800.00 123.60 800.00 0.00
9,900.00 7,,596.02 10,,088.00 188.00


























3,500.00 3,229.92 6,000.00 2500.00
0.00 71.00 0.00 0.00
3,500.00 3,300.92 6,000.00 2500.00
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VALUATION - INVENTORY
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Land - Improved and Unimproved
Buildings
Gas Pipe Line
Electric Lines & Poles
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED
Blind Exemptions (5)
Elderly Exemptions (25)
Physically Handicapped Exemption (2)
NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE IS COMPUTED
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Blind
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Elderly
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Physically Handicapped
Amount of War Service Tax Credit
Amount of Solar Tax Credit
Amount of Wood Heating System Tax Credit
Number of Inventories Distributed



















TAXES ASSESSED FOR 1999 AND TAX RATE
Executive
Election, Registration & Vital Statistics
Financial Administration
Legal Expenses



















Area Homemaker Home Health Aide





































































Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (NHSPCA) 550.00
Retired Senior Volunteer Program 100.00
Rockingham County Community Action Program 2,199.00
RVNA-Hospice 5,67 8.00
Seacoast Hospice 375.00
Sexual Assault Services 950.00





Cable TV Franchise Fee 2% 8,640.00
Care of Trees 4,500.00
Conservation Commission 3,475.00
Cable TV - Hiring PT People 3,500.00
Interest Expenses - Tax Anticipation Notes 5,000.00
Assessment-Notices, Hearings 10,500.00
Fire Truck Lease 48,559.00
Transfer Station - Paving 5,000.00
Transfer Station - Hopper Enclosures 2,000.00
250 th Anniversary - Fireworks 7,500.00
250 th Anniversary Expendable Trust Fund 5,000.00
Capital Improvements - Impact 15,000.00
Police Station Improvements 20,000.00
Cops Universal Hiring Program 30,000.00
Cable Consultant - Contract 1,500.00
Step Increases - Pooled 7,500.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $1,759,662.00
LESS ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS
Land Use Change Tax $ 90,000.00
Yield Taxes 1,869.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 73,014.00
Business Licenses, & Permits 71,200.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 470,000.00
Building Permits & Other Inspections 50,000.00
Boat Permit Taxes & Other Fees 6,700.00
Cops Universal Hiring Program 22,500.00
Shared Revenue 24,302.00
Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 74,090.00
Highway Block Grant 56,153.00
Road Toll Refund & Railroad Tax 5,500.00
Income From Departments 3,000.00
Bad Check Penalties 700.00
Rent of Municipal Property 5,700.00
Interest on Deposits 45,000.00
Cable TV Franchise Fees, Refunds, Forest Fires 40,000.00
250 th Anniversary Expendable Trust Fund 15,000.00
Interest From Trust Funds 3,200.00
Fund Balance (To Reduce Taxes) 130,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $1,187,928.00
Town Appropriations $ 571,734.00
School Appropriations 2,364,426.00
State Education Taxes 1,100,474.00
County Taxes 181,102.00
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL AND COUNTY $4,217,736.00
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Deduct: Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 15,381.00
Add: War Service, Solar & Wood Heating Credits 19,100.00
Add: Overlay 99,073.00
PROPERTY TAXES ASSESSED $4,320,528.00
Less Tax Credits: War Service 19,100.00
Solar ( 200.00)
Wood Heating Systems (2,050.00)
TOTAL TAX COMMITMENT $4,301,428.00
Approved by Department of Revenue Administration
1999 Tax Rate - $19.29 per $1,000.00






State Education Adequacy Grant $1,917,186.00
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BALANCE SHEET
STATEMENT OF ASSETSAND LIABILITIES 1999
ASSETS
:
Cash & Investments $1,214,502.69
Cemetery Wall restitution cash bal. 384.04




Day Subdivision Reclamation Bond 2,757.14
Homes by George & Sons 34,146.95
Peaslee Hill 40,318.17
Father & Son Realty Trust 22,286.05
Professional Review Escrow 3,876.02
Total Cash and investments $1,325,905.79
Accounts Receivable:
Uncollected Taxes - 1999 Property 249,066.16
Uncollected Taxes - 1999 Land Use 8,917.00
Unredeemed Taxes, net of $10,000 146,044.65
Lien for Elderly and Welfare, and
Property; net of $34,826.71 0.00
Total Accounts Receivable 404,027.81
TOTAL ASSETS $1,729,933.60





Deferred Land Use Change Taxes 2,229.25
Due to Harris Trust Funds 3.85
Due to School District 1,051,533.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES $1,227,596.11
FUND BALANCES:
Reserved for encumbrances 17,113.60
Designated for carry forward appropriations 65,206.82
Undesignated Fund Balance 420,017.07
TOTAL FUND BALANCES 502,337.49
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES $1,729,933.60
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Town Buildings and Land
Recreation Area, Land, Heath St.
Town Beach, Land, Wenmarks Grove
Police Station, L/B, Amesbury Road
Police Department, Equipment
Historical Museum, B/O, Wallace St.
Gale Library, L/B, South Main St.
Furniture and Equipment
Peanut Trail, R.O.W.
Town Hall, L/B, Town Hall Road
Furniture and Equipment
Fire Department, L/B South Main St.
Equipment
Peanut Trail, R.O.W.
Transfer Station, Dugway Road




30.60 A (004-05-001) 142,300.00
9.94 A (005-07-001) 86,600.00
1.70 A (010-07-015) 94,100.00
40,000.00
(011-06-018) 30,300.00
.48 A (011-07-008) 142,300.00
52,508.55
6.50 A (011-07-060) 12,600.00
.66 A (011-08-002) 258,200.00
65,000.00
.86 A (012-01-011) 132,100.00
40,000.00
8.50 A (012-01-013) 11,100.00
16.80 A (016-01-002) 45,800.00
47,400.00
Fire Pond, 2 Keezer Lane
Fire Pond, 13 Whittier St., Ext.
Fire Well, Tanglewood Drive
Fire Pond, 11A Whittier Street
Fire Pond, 49 Smith Corner Road
Fire Pond & Road, Durgin Drive
Fire Pond, Dugway Road
Fire Pond Easement, 82 No. Main St.
Fire Pond Easement, 1 Goulds Hill Rd,
.57 A (003-01-004-7) 2,400.00
.00 A (006-09-010) 4,000.00
.75 A (006-09-011) 5,800.00
.15 A (006-09-036-1) 4,700.00
.39 A (008-02-017-A) 37,700.00







Willow Grove, Whittier Street
Quaker Grove, Baker Street
Pond Street,
Town Hall, Town Hall Road
Farmer's, Dugway Road
4.28 A (005-04-023) No Value
1.70 A (006-13-001) No Value
.25 A (007-06-007) No Value
.06 A (010-02-002) No Value
1.00 A (011-07-001) No Value
.30 A (016-05-001) No Value
LAND AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED
Off New Boston Road,




Off Bartlett Street, Land
Shaw Land, Country Pond Road,
Country Pond Road, Land
Off Country Pond Road, Backland
2 West Main Street
Country Pond Road, Backland
3.50 A (003-02-009) 1,200.00
7.00 A (003-02-010) 2,400.00
.16 A (004-02-005) 800.00
14.50 A (004-06-005) 4,900.00
15.00 A (005-01-006) 12,300.00
2.70 A (006-01-005) 18,900.00
5.30 A (006-02-002 & 3) 4,600.00
4.31 A (006-02-002-1) 3,100.00
4.00 A (006-02-004) 235,000.00
1.60 A (006-03-001) 600.00
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.09 A (006-04-001) 7,800.00
1.07 A (007-03-024) 19,000.00
.16 A (007-07-001) 4,400.00
9.70 A (008-02-001) 2,900.00
12.60 A (008-02-008) 15,100.00
5.00 A (008-02-018) 7,500.00
13.00 A (010-07-005-1) 21,800.00
.95 A (011-05-003) 26,100.00
6.00 A (011-07-054) 11,100.00
.28 A (012-05-007) 14,200.00
2.30 A (016-01-003) 34,200.00
LAND AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED
1 West Main Street,
Sonning Development, 3 Smith Corner
Road, Land
21 Whittier Street Ext.
E/S B&M Railroad, Wetland
Elmer Larson Land, Smith Corner
Road, Backland
Hall Land, Off Whittier St. Ext.
Stanley James Land, Maple Ave.
Addie Wallace Heirs, 38 Highland St.
Willard Paul Land, Bancroft Rd.
Bozek Land, Hadley Road
Dugway Road, Land
CONSERVATION COMMISSION LAND
Stronach Land, 30 Bartlett St. 20.00 A (005-01-002) 30,500.00
Guscora Land, Thornell Road
Bkld 04/08/97 Town Mtg. Art. #23 6.50 A (006-08-005) 9,900.00
Robert & Frank McCourt,
Currierville Road 28.64 A (009-05-001) 73,400.00
The Marshall Property, Wallace St.
L/O 03/12/91 Town Mtg. Art. #21 5.20 A (011-06-018) 47,800.00
Town Hall Road,
L/O 04/08/97 Town Mtg. Art. #23 4.55 A (011-07-017) 31,900.00
Town Hall Road,
L/O 04/08/97 Town Mtg. Art. #23 4.31 A (011-07-017-1) 28,600.00
Pilgrim Homes Land, Bear Hill Rd.
L/O 04/08/97 Town Mtg. Art. #23 10.66 A (011-07-041) 20,500.00
Hadley Road, TOWN FOREST,
L/O 03/09/94 Town Mtg. Art. #40 13.16 A (012-04-017) 23,900.00
Hadley Road/Merrimac Line
L/O 03/09/94 Town Mtg. Art. #40 9.48 A (012-04-018) 18,900.00
Amesbury Road, Backland 20.50 A (016-04-015) 23,100.00
Busch Property, 91 North Main St. Not




RECORDS OF TOWN MEETING - 1999
DELIBERATIVE SESSION FEBRUARY 3, 1999
The meeting was opened at 7:03 PM, by Moderator Suzanne Ryan. Mrs. Ryan
stated that we are here tonight to discuss and amend articles as they will
appear on the ballot for March 9, 1999. Mrs. Ryan thanked all of the people
that helped in the preparation of the warrant, and the deliberative session.
Mrs. Ryan stated the rules, and told the voters that no question is
unimportant, and that she would like all questions directed to the moderator.
She also asked for respect and decorum for all. At this point Mrs. Ryan asked
everyone to stand for the pledge of allegiance.
The second session will be held at the Memorial Elementary School, in said
Newton, on Tuesday, the ninth day of March next, at eight o' clock in the
forenoon, to choose all necessary Town officers for the ensuing year by
official ballot, and to vote on all issues before the Town of Newton on the
official ballot; the polls to be open at eight o'clock in the forenoon and to
close not earlier than eight o'clock in the evening.
Articles # 1 through # 7 were not discussed, as these are the candidates, and
zoning questions, and can not be changed.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton, to see if the Town will vote to add an
AQUIFER-WATERSHED PROTECTION ORDINANCE to the Newton Zoning Ordinance as
follows :
1. AUTHORITY AND PURPOSE:
Pursuant to RSA 674:16-21, the Town of Newton adopts an Aquifer-Watershed
Protection District and accompanying regulations in order to protect,
preserve, and maintain the quality and quantity of existing and potential
groundwater drinking supplies and related groundwater recharge areas within
the Town.
2. DEFINITIONS
Animal Feedlot: A commercial agricultural establishment consisting of
concentrated feeding areas and related structures used for the raising of
livestock as defined by 40 C.F.R. 122.
Aquifer: For the purpose of this Ordinance, aquifer means a geologic
formation, group of formations, or part of a formation that is capable of
yielding quantities of groundwater usable for municipal or public water
supplies.
Dwelling Unit: A building or portion thereof containing one or more dwelling
units, but not including hotels, motels, rooms or a boarding house, clubs,
lodges, trailers, or structures solely for transient or overnight occupancy.
Groundwater: All the water below the land surface in the zone of saturation
or in rock fractures capable of yielding water to a well.
Groundwater Recharge: The infiltration of precipitation through surface soil
materials into the groundwater. Recharge may also occur from surface waters,
including lakes, streams and wetlands.
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Leachable Wastes: Waste materials, including solid wastes, sludge and
agricultural wastes capable of releasing contaminants to the surrounding
environment.
Non-Conforming Use: Nonconforming means use of land, building or premise
which is not a use permitted by the provisions of this ordinance for the
district in which such land, building or premise is situated.
Recharge Area: The land surface area from which groundwater recharge occurs.
Site Coverage: That portion of the entire parcel or site which, through the
development of the parcel, is rendered impervious to groundwater
infiltration.
Solid Waste: Any discarded or abandoned material including refuse,
putrescible material, septage, or sludge, as defined by New Hampshire Solid
Waste Rules He P 1901.03. Solid waste includes solid, liquid, semi-solid, or
gaseous waste material.
Structure: Anything constructed or erected, the use of which demands its
permanent location on the land, or anything attached to something permanently
located on the land.
Toxic or Hazardous Materials: Any substance which poses an actual or
potential hazard to water supplies or human health if such a substance were
discharged to land or waters of the Town. Hazardous materials include:
volatile organic chemicals, petroleum products, heavy metals, radioactive or
infectious wastes, acids and alkalies. Also included are pesticides,
herbicides, solvents and thinners, and such other substances as defined in
the NH Water Supply and Pollution Control Rules, Section Ws 410.04(1), in the
NH Solid Waste Rules He-P 1901. 3 (v) , and in the Code of Federal Regulations
4 CFR 261 as amended.
3. DISTRICT BOUNDARIES
A. Location
1) The Aquifer Protection District is defined as the area shown on the map
entitled, "Aquifer Protection District", and is hereby adopted as part of
the Town's Official Zoning Map. The Aquifer Protection District includes
the area delineated by the groundwater mapping studies entitled, Lower
Merrimack/Coastal Study as prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey in 1991
and found in the Newton Water Resource Management and Protection Program as
Map 4. It is further described on Map titled Town of Newton Aquifer-
Watershed Protection District and is hereby adopted as part of the Town'
s
Official Zoning Map. The Aquifer Protection District is an overlay
district which imposes additional requirements and restrictions to those of
the underlying district. This district also delineates and protects
recharge areas as well as the aquifers. In all cases, the more restrictive
requirement (s) shall apply.
2) The Watershed Protection District is defined as the area which includes the
Aquifer Protection District and a small portion of land in the extreme
southern portion of the Town of Newton east of Route 108 and not located
within the Aquifer Protection District and all areas within 250 feet of
Neal Pond Brook. It is further described on Map titled Town of Newton
Aquifer-Watershed Protection District and is hereby adopted as part of the
Town's Official Zoning Map. The Watershed Protection District is an
overlay district which imposes additional requirements and restrictions to
those of the underlying district. This district also delineates and
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protects recharge areas as well as the aquifers. In all cases, the more
restrictive requirement (s) shall apply.
B. Appeals
Where the bounds of an identified aquifer or recharge area, as delineated,
are in doubt or in dispute, any landowner aggrieved by such delineation may
appeal the boundary location to the Planning Board. Upon receipt of a
written appeal, the Planning Board shall suspend further action on
development plans related to the area under appeal and shall engage, at the
landowner's expense, a qualified hydrogeologist to prepare a report
determining the proper location and extent of the aquifer and recharge area
relative to the property in question.
4. USE REGULATIONS
A. Minimum Lot Size
The minimum lot size within the Aquifer Protection District for each newly
created lot shall be the same as allowed in the underlying zoning district.
Larger lot sizes may be required depending on the soil-based lot sizing
standards found within the Newton subdivision regulations.
B. Maximum Site Coverage
1) Within the Aquifer Protection District, no more than twenty percent (20%)
of a single lot or building site may be rendered impervious to groundwater
infiltration. To the maximum extent feasible, all runoff from impervious
surfaces shall be recharged to the aquifer on-site. Recharge impoundment's
shall have vegetative cover for surface treatment and infiltration.
Furthermore, the storm water drainage plan shall provide for the removal of
sediment, oil, gasoline, and all other toxic, hazardous and solid waste
materials from impervious areas. This runoff shall be treated by the use of
treatment swales, oil/gas separators or other devices, prior to retention and
percolation of the runoff. All such techniques shall be approved by the
Planning Board.
2) Maximum impervious site coverage may exceed twenty percent (20%) provided
that the following performance standards are met and the plans are approved
by the Planning Board or its designated agent:
a) The developer shall submit a storm water drainage plan. Such a plan
shall provide for the retention and percolation within the aquifer of all
development generated storm water runoff from a ten (10) year storm
event, such that the post-development discharge volume to the aquifer is,
at a minimum, equal to the pre-development discharge to the aquifer.
Further-more, the storm water drainage plan shall provide for treatments
required under ' B,l.
C. Prohibited Uses
The following uses are prohibited within the Aquifer Protection Zone:
1) On-site disposal, storage, distribution, processing or recycling of toxic
or hazardous materials or wastes including but not limited to the above or
below ground storage of all petroleum-based products except as in C,2),
below.
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2) Underground storage tanks except as regulated by the NH Water Supply and
Pollution Control Commission and only limited to the private needs and use of
the site itself, no distribution, storage, or off-site transfer of the
materials is permitted. Storage tanks, if completely contained within
basements, are permitted.
3) Dumping of snow carried from off-site or storage of snow and ice removal
chemicals or salts.
4) Automotive uses including: car washes, service and repair shops, junk and
salvage yards.
5) Laundry and dry cleaning establishments.
6) Industrial uses which discharge contact type wastes or any other toxic or
hazardous waste on site.
D. Conditional Uses
l)The following uses, if allowed in the underlying zoning district, are
permitted only after a conditional use permit approval is granted by the
Planning Board:
a) Industrial and commercial land uses not otherwise prohibited by ' 4,C of
this Ordinance.
b) Multi- family residential development.
c) Sand and gravel excavation and other mining provided that such excavation
or mining is not carried out within six vertical feet of the seasonal high
water table.
d) Animal feedlots and manure storage facilities provided the applicant
consults with the Rockingham County Conservation District (RCCD) before
such uses are established.
2) The Planning Board may grant approval for those uses listed above in ' D,
1
only after it is determined that all of the following conditions have been
met:
a) the use will not detrimentally affect groundwater quality, nor cause a
significant long term reduction in the volume of water contained in the
aquifer or in the storage capacity of the aquifer;
b) the use will discharge no wastewater or pollutants on-site other than that
typically discharged by domestic wastewater disposal systems;
c) the proposed use complies with all other applicable provisions of this
Section.
d) the land owner must prove that the standard of ' 4.D,2(a) will be met and
that provisions for continuous and perpetual compliance are in place to
insure protection of the aquifer and recharge area through substantial and
credible evidence submitted to the Planning Board and reviewed in accordance
with Site Plan Review process, including independent review of submitted
materials by a qualified hydrogeolist, environmental engineer or other
professional consultant at the direction of the Board and at the expense of
the applicant.
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3) All conditional uses shall be subject to inspections by the Building
Inspector or other agent designated by the Selectmen. The purpose of these
inspections is to ensure continued compliance with the conditions under which
approvals were granted. Failure to insure and maintain constant compliance
with this ordinance will result in revocation of the Conditional Use Permit
and other approvals in accordance with RSA 676: 4-a.
E. Permitted Uses
The following activities may be permitted provided they are conducted in
accordance within the intent of this Ordinance:
l)Any use permitted by the underlying district of the Zoning Ordinance,
except as prohibited in ' 4.C or regulated by ' 4.D of this Article.
2) Maintenance, repair of any existing non-conforming use or structure,
provided there is no increase in impermeable surface beyond that permitted in
accordance with * 4.B of this ordinance, further provided that there is no
change or expansion in use that presents increased risk to detrimentally
affect groundwater quality, nor cause a significant long term reduction in
the volume of water.
3) Agricultural and forestry uses, provided that fertilizers, pesticides,
manure and other leachables are used according to best management practices
as prescribed by the Rockingham County Conservation District, if applicable.
All said leachables must be stored under shelter.
F. Special Exception for Lots of Record
Upon application to the Board of Adjustment, a special exception shall be
granted to permit the erection of a structure for a permitted use within the
Aquifer Protection District on a non-conforming lot provided that all of the
following conditions are found to exist:
l)The lot upon which an exception is sought was an official lot of record, as
recorded with the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds, prior to the date on
which this Section was posted and published in the Town.
2) The use for which the exception is sought cannot feasibly be carried out on
a portion or portions of the lot which are outside of the Aquifer Protection
District.
3) No reasonable and economically viable use of the lot can be made without
the exception.
4) The design and construction of the proposed use will be consistent with the
purpose and intent of this Section.
G. Non-Conforming Uses
Any non-conforming use within the Aquifer Protection District shall comply to
all applicable provisions of the Newton Zoning Ordinance (Non-Conforming




Where the premises are partially outside of the Aquifer Protection Overlay
Zone, potential pollution sources such as, but not limited to, on-site waste
disposal systems shall be located outside and down gradient of the Zone to
the extent feasible.
6. ADMINISTRATION
A. Application and Interpretation
The provisions of the Aquifer Protection District shall be applied and
interpreted by the Planning Board.
B. Enforcement
The Board of Selectmen (or their duly designated agent) shall be responsible
for the enforcement of the provisions and conditions of the Aquifer
Protection District.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
3. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning Ordinance as follows:
SECTION XII LIGHT INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL ZONE AREA REGULATIONS
... 5. Lot Area: Each lot shall have not less than 150 feet contiguous
frontage on a Class I, II, III, IV, or V Highway and an area not less than
60,000 square feet.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton, to see if the Town will vote to add an
Interim Growth Management Ordinance to the Town of Newton Zoning Ordinance as
follows
:
I. Authority and Purpose.
The rapid and unplanned growth experienced by the Town of Newton has resulted
in unusual circumstances requiring immediate attention. Therefore, pursuant
to RSA 674:23, the Town of Newton hereby enacts Interim Growth Management
Regulations for the period of one (1) year from the date when this Ordinance
is enacted, or when a Timing of Development Ordinance under 674:22 is
enacted, whichever occurs first. This Ordinance is enacted for the following
purposes:
A. To insure that the rate of growth Newton experiences in the period of the
Ordinance does not unreasonably interfere with the Town's capacity and
ability to provide services to accommodate such growth.
B.To provide time for the continued effort and to update and complete the
work on the Master Plan, Capital Improvements Program, and prepare a Timing
of Growth Ordinance if required, so that the Town can effectively manage its
growth.
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C.To permit the opportunity for reasoned public debate on desired actions to
address these unusual circumstances and their impacts, as well as a long term
growth management program.
D. To insure, for the existing and future population of the Town of Newton,
that essential municipal services such as school, roads, police, and fire
services are available and will have sufficient capacity and level of service
to protect and accommodate new growth. To particularly protect the
educational opportunities of school aged students in light of documented and
continued difficulties associated with limited financial and physical
resources.
II. Findings of Fact.
A. NOTE: (The Planning Board will make further findings of fact that
require the adoption of this ordinance. These findings have been reviewed,
presented, and discussed throughout the past year as part of the Master
Planning Process and will be incorporated herein by reference after




Dwelling Unit - shall mean rooms with cooking, living, sleeping, and sanitary
facilities arranged for the use of one or more individuals living together as
a single family unit.
IV. Regulations.
A. Permits for nonresidential construction, or permits for the expansion,
alteration or replacement of existing dwelling units shall be exempt from the
provisions of this article, provided said construction does not result in
additional dwelling units. Previously approved lots or subdivisions accepted
for jurisdictional consideration shall also be exempt from the provisions of
this article.
B. The maximum number of building permits issued for the construction of new
dwelling units shall be limited to twenty- four (24) for the period in which
the Interim Growth Regulations are in effect.
C. A separate building permit shall be required for each dwelling unit
proposed for construction.
D. Permits for dwelling units shall be granted according to the following





No more than three (3) permits will be issued to one person, developer, or
entity during the period of this enactment. In order to insure equitable
distribution of available permits, no individual, partnership, corporation or
other legal entity; or related entity, individuals or affiliated entities, or
in the case of individuals, their relatives or persons associated in business
may apply for, or receive, more than the above numerical limitation.
Provided, however that, if fewer applications than the permits available are
submitted, this numerical limit may be waived to permit an individual or






In the event that fewer than the allotted permits are issued in one quarter,
the unused permits shall be applied equally to the remaining quarters. Under
no circumstances shall the total number of permits under this regulation
exceed twenty- four (24) for the year.
E. Permit applications shall be issued on a lottery basis. Applications will
only be given to the owners, or their agents, of legal building lots. The
lottery is to be conducted at the first Selectmen' s meeting of the months
listed. No building permit shall be granted under this Article until the
Building Inspector has determined that the proposed construction complies
with all other applicable regulations and ordinances of the Town.
F. In order for an application to be considered in the lottery, all required
approvals and certifications must be received. Including, but not limited
to, final Planning Board action, final Zoning Board action, and any
required federal or state permits or approvals.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
5. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by a
petition of 25 or more legal voters in the Town of Newton, to see if the Town
will vote in favor of adding Map 012-04-001-10 and Map 012-04-001 to the South
Main Street Commercial Zone. These two lots are already within the commercial
zone but are not zoned that way.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
6. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by
petition of 25 or more legal voters in the Town of Newton, to amend Section X
- #4 of the Newton Zoning Ordinance to change the commercial frontage
requirement from 200 to 150 contiguous feet.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
7. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by
petition of 25 or more legal voters in the Town of Newton, to change the
zoning of parcels on the Newton Tax Map 013, Block 05, Lots 1-2, 1-3, 1-4,
1-5, 1-6, 1-7, 1-8, 1-9 currently zoned Commercial to Residential "A".
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
Sanson
8. Shall the Town of Newton raise and appropriate as an operating
budget, not including appropriations by Special Warrant Articles, the
amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant, for the purposes
set forth therein, totaling $1,579,809.00
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
Should the article above be defeated, the operating budget shall be
$1,383,763.00 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments
required by previous action of the Town of Newton or by law or the governing
body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI,
to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #8 WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
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9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Board of Selectmen, the sum of $10,500 for Informal Notices, Hearings, and
Changes due to updating all property values and equalizing all values to 100%;
including all utility properties , as well as, the new pipeline which will add
several million dollars of value and will help reduce the tax burden.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
AMENDMENTS, SHOWN UNDERLINED, OFFERED BY DONNA CUSHING, PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #9 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS AMENDED.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$44,170.00 as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to install a "Town Hall
Sprinkler System" and authorize the withdrawal of $15,000.00 plus accrued
interest from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The balance
of $29,170.00 is to come from general taxation. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #10 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
Board of Selectmen, the sum of $20,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve
Fund for "Town Hall Sprinkler System" established in 1997 for this purpose.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #11 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
five (5) year "Lease/Purchase Agreement", as proposed by the Fire Chief, for
the purpose of leasing a Fire Department Pumper Truck and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $48,558.87 for the first year's payment and $48,558.87
for subsequent four (4) years for total sum of $242,794.35 .
(Majority Vote Required)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
AMENDMENT, SHOWN UNDERLINED, OFFERED BY JAMES DOGGET PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #12 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS AMENDED.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Board of Selectmen, the sum of $5,000.00 finish paving the entrance into and
the exit out of the Transfer Station.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #13 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Board of Selectmen, the sum of $2,000.00 to build two Enclosures over the two
Hoppers at the Transfer Station, in order to eliminate additional weight due
to inclement weather.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
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MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #14 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
15. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to implement a program to sell any and all metals disposed
of at the Newton Transfer Station that will generate any profit to offset such
programs excluding fundraising activities conducted at the Transfer Station by
approved non profit organizations . All proceeds shall go to the General Fund
to offset taxes.
AMENDMENT, SHOWN UNDERLINED, OFFERED BY JOSEPH SIMONE, PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #15 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
250 th Anniversary Committee, the sum of $5,000.00 to be placed in the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund known as the 250 th Anniversary Celebration
Fund, to be used for this purpose.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #16 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the 250 th Anniversary Committee, the sum of $7,500.00 for a fireworks display,
which will take place during the celebration in August, 1999.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #17 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
Negotiate a preliminary agreement with the Nicol Farm Partnership to resolve
and/or settle any claims the Nicol Farm Partnership may have to Town owned
land. Any such preliminary agreement will be of no force or effect until and
unless the Town votes at Town Meeting to approve the settlement agreement.
The settlement shall, at a minimum, provide for the Towns continued ownership
in fee simple of the land known as the Peanut Trail. In the event that no
reasonable settlement is possible the Selectmen are directed to defend the
Towns interest in its property.
AMENDMENT, SHOWN UNDERLINED, OFFERED BY ROBERT DEZMELYK PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #18 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS AMENDED.
19. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of, not to exceed
$110,000.00 to purchase 14 +/- acres of land with 720 feet frontage on Route
108, located at 69 South Main Street. (This lot is adjacent to the north
side of the Route 108 Post Office) Map 12, Block 17 to be used for FUTURE
MUNICIPAL NEEDS.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
AMENDMENT, SHOWN UNDERLINED, OFFERED BY RALPH FELLOWS, PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #19 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS AMENDED.
20. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
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if the Town will vote to adopt the following: Any Public Lands acquired by
the Town for Public Conservation and/or Recreation shall be open to the
residents and shall not have any change of use or public use restrictions
without a vote of the people, except as otherwise provided by statutes .
(Currently, this is at the discretion of the Selectmen.)
AMENDMENT, SHOWN UNDERLINED, OFFERED BY KATHY SURETTE, PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #20 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS AMENDED.
21. To see if the town of Newton will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $15,000.00 to complete a Capital Improvements Program per RSA 674:5-8 for
the town and to complete reports and studies to support school impact fees
per RSA 674:21. These impact fees would be used to help pay for Newton's
share of the costs for the Sanborn Regional School District. This
appropriation shall expire on December 31, 2000.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
AMENDMENT, SHOWN UNDERLINED, OFFERED BY AMY LEACH, PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #21 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS AMENDED.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Gale Library Trustees, the sum of $35,000.00 to be placed in the Capital
Reserve Fund called "The Gale Library Building Fund"
.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #22 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Cemetery Trustees to raise
the cost of selling a cemetery lot from $100.00 per lot to $250.00 per lot,
per the recommendation of the Board of Selectmen, Cemetery Trustees and
Trustee of Trust Funds.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #23 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Board of Selectmen, the sum of $1,500.00 for signs to be placed in Willow
Grove Cemetery and Highland Street Cemetery.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #24 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Newton Police Chief, the sum of $20,000.00 for Improvements to the Newton
have been met:
a) the use will not detrimentally affect
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #25 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Newton Police Chief, the sum of $30,000.00 per year, which includes
benefits, for a total of three years, for a Full-time Police Officer. This
sum will be funded in part with a 75% decreasing Federal Grant, with the
maximum grant share per year of $22,500.00 , with the remainder of $7,500.00
being Newton's 25%. This is a Federal program called COPS Universal Hiring
Program, and has been applied for. Page 35
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #26 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
27. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to approve all future increases including the cost of
living or advancement in salary for the Chief of Police shall take a vote of
the Town at an annual meeting and shall not be retroactive. Currently, said
above increases are placed all inclusive in the budget by the Board of
Selectmen.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #27 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
28. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton,
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed
$27,000.00 to purchase a new, fully equipped and in service ready Police
Cruiser. (Per Selectmen's Bid) This sum is in the budget.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #2 8 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
29. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to give the Police Chief an increase in salary of
$5,000.00 bringing his current salary from $35,000.00 to $40,000.00 annually.
The sum of $5,000.00 increase has already been appropriated in the town's
1999 budget.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #29 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
30. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to provide Health Benefits and Retirement to the Town
Clerk/Tax Collector.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #30 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
31. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $40,000. 00 to
Establish an Annual Salary for the Town Clerk/Tax Collector. Included in the
salary is the Town's share of Medical and Dental Insurance, paid vacations,
sick days and holidays for a full-time, 40 hour work week. With this salary
and benefit package, all fees including municipal agent fees raised by the
Town Clerk/Tax Collector shall be returned to the Town to offset this salary.
(To begin January 1, 2000)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
AMENDMENT, SHOWN UNDERLINED, OFFERED BY CATHY SURETTE, PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #31 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS AMENDED.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,294.00 for the following Social Services:
A SAFE PLACE 300.00
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AIDS RESPONSE SEACOAST 200.00
AREA HOMEMAKER HOME HEALTH 3,800.00
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES 650.00
DRUGS ARE DANGEROUS 2,000.00
FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES 4,942.00
LAMPREY HEALTH CARE 1,800.00
PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS 550.00
RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 100.00
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION 2,199.00
RVNA-HOSPICE 5,678.00
SEACOAST HOSPICE 375.00
SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES 950.00
VIC GEARY CENTER 1,750.00
$25,294.00
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #32 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN,
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 for social services provided by Seacoast HealthNet.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #33 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Board of Selectmen, the sum of $7,500.00 for cable equipment to allow
broadcasts from the Newton Schools. The equipment shall be readily
accessible and stored at the schools under the supervision of a responsible
experienced person.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
AMENDMENT, SHOWN UNDERLINED, OFFERED BY DAVID ROBINSON,
PASSSED 18-11 USING VOTER CARDS.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #34 TO APPEAR ON BALLOT AS AMENDED.
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Board of Selectmen, the sum of $1,500.00 to pay for a Cable Consultant to
help prepare the New Cable Contract.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #35 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
36. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to
raise and appropriate the sum of $10,500.00 for the Uniform Drug and Alcohol
Testing Policy.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #36 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
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37. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 to
increase the salary of each Selectman from $2,500.00 a year to $3,000.00 a
year.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #37 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
38. Shall we adopt an exemption for the disabled? The exemption,
based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers shall be $33,000.00. To
qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5
years and own and occupy the real estate individually or jointly, or if the
real estate is owned by a spouse, they must have been married for at least 5
years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more than
$20,000.00 or, if married, a combined net income of not more than $35,000.00;
and own net assets not in excess of $30,000.00 excluding the value of the
person's residence."
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #38 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
39. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed
$7,500.00 which shall be POOLED to provide for Step Increases For Regular and
Part-time Employees in accordance with the Town's Wage Matrix. Merit
increases to be implemented on an individual basis as recommend by Department
Heads to the Selectmen for approval of said raise. Said raises shall not be
retroactive and may be authorized effective after Town Meeting March of 1999.
Any unused step increase funds shall return to the General Fund to help
offset taxes.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #39 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
40. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed $1.00
which represents a 0% cost of living raise; (said percent being consistent
with the National Average of 1.3% for all Town Employees). This to become
effective the week of March 14, 1999 and will not be retroactive. (A 2.5%
Cost of Living Raise is currently in the budget) . Any unused cost of living
funds shall be returned to the General Fund to offset taxes.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
AMENDMENT, SHOWN UNDERLILNED, OFFERED BY JAMES DOGGETT, PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #40 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS AMENDED.
41. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum on $37,000.00 (to
include the Town' s share of benefit package) and to vote "Do you favor the
adoption of the Town Manager Plan as provided in Chapter 37 of the Revised
Statutes Annotated" to establish and create a New Full Time Position of Town
Manager? Said employee shall have a B.A. in Business or Public
Administration (Job equivalency is not acceptable)
.
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Duties and Responsibilities shall include and not limited to:
a) The Manager shall administer and supervise the daily operations of the Town
Offices.
b) The Manager shall supervise, coordinate and direct, through Department
Heads and Town Boards and Commissions, the activities of various
departments, and make periodic reports on same to the Selectmen.
c) The Manager is charged with keeping and submitting to the Selectmen
detailed reports and revenues and expenditures.
d) The Manager has charge, control and supervision on the following:
-Research, recommend and implement board and town policies,
-Coordinate and evaluate the purchasing process of the Town,
-Administer the poor relief of the Town,
-Organize, maintain and administer the personnel policies and procedures of
the Town,
-Prepare routine reports for submission to Town, State and Federal
Organizations,
-Prepare, present and administer, after adoption, the Town Budget,
-Monitor the availability, requirements, application procedures and apply
for grants,
e) The Manager has direct control and supervision over the work and day to
day decision making in the Selectmen' s Office and works only under the
supervision and direction of the Selectmen in the performance of the
duties and job description the Selectmen establish and hold him/her
accountable for.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #41 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
42. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of the Municipal Budget Act in
accordance with RSA CH 32
.
MOVED AND SECONDED. ARTICLE #42 WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
OTHER BUSINESS
Walter Perkins of 62 Amesbury Road. I would like to make a resolution:
For the record that the Peanut Track be recognized as a Historic Track of
land, as is, in the Town of Newton and to be preserved as such.
Reappointment of Mr. Bearce to Zoning Board of Appeals if interested.
ADJOURNMENT:
The deliberative meeting is adjourned at 12:00 AM. The second session,
voting on official ballot, will be held Tuesday, March 9, 1999 at 8:00 AM at
the Memorial School.
Respectfully Submitted,
Raymond D. Thayer ®
Town Clerk
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ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION MARCH 9, 1999
ARTICLE #1
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
THREE YEAR TERM TO EXPIRE 2002
ELECT ONE
STEPHEN M. CUSHING 621 X
SUZANNE J. RYAN 357
WRITE-INS 10
SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST
SIX YEAR TERM TO EXPIRE 2005
ELECT ONE
ELIZABETH B. LEACH 84 4 X
WRITE-INS 5
ROAD COMMISSIONER
THREE YEAR TERM TO EXPIRE 2002
ELECT ONE
DEWEY A. BOWLEY 428
FRANK E. GIBBS 529 X
WRITE-INS 2
PLANNING BOARD MEMBER
THREE YEAR TERM TO EXPIRE 2002
ELECT TWO
DONNA J. CUSHING 594 X
FRANCIS L. WOODBINE 599 X
WRITE-INS 37
PLANNING BOARD MEMBER
ONE YEAR TERM TO EXPIRE 200
ELECT ONE
HOWARD E. ANDERSON III 314
STEPHEN "STEVE" LAURIN 459 X
WRITE-INS 10
TRUSTEE OF GALE LIBRARAY
THREE YEAR TERM TO EXPIRE 2002
ELECT ONE
AMY LEACH 834 X
WRITE-INS 2
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
THREE YEAR TERM TO EXPIRE 2002
ELECT ONE
MARY-JOE McCULLOUGH 786 X
WRITE-INS 3
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
ONE YEAR TERM TO EXPIRE 2000
ELECT ONE
JOHN F. SWASEY JR. 795 X
WRITE-INS 7
CEMETERY TRUSTEE
THREE YEAR TERM TO EXPIRE 2002
ELECT ONE
KEITH A. BISSON 813 X
WRITE-INS 4
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2. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton, to see if the Town will vote to add an
AQUIFER-WATERSHED PROTECTION ORDINANCE to the Newton Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
1. AUTHORITY AND PURPOSE:
Pursuant to RSA 674:16-21, the Town of Newton adopts an Aquifer-Watershed
Protection District and accompanying regulations in order to protect,
preserve, and maintain the quality and quantity of existing and potential
groundwater drinking supplies and related groundwater recharge areas within
the Town.
2. DEFINITIONS
Animal Feedlot: A commercial agricultural establishment consisting of
concentrated feeding areas and related structures used for the raising of
livestock as defined by 40 C.F.R. 122.
Aquifer: For the purpose of this Ordinance, aquifer means a geologic
formation, group of formations, or part of a formation that is capable of
yielding quantities of groundwater usable for municipal or public water
supplies
.
Dwelling Unit: A building or portion thereof containing one or more dwelling
units, but not including hotels, motels, rooms or a boarding house, clubs,
lodges, trailers, or structures solely for transient or overnight occupancy.
Groundwater: All the water below the land surface in the zone of saturation
or in rock fractures capable of yielding water to a well.
Groundwater Recharge: The infiltration of precipitation through surface soil
materials into the groundwater. Recharge may also occur from surface waters,
including lakes, streams and wetlands.
Leachable Wastes: Waste materials, including solid wastes, sludge and
agricultural wastes capable of releasing contaminants to the surrounding
environment
.
Non-Conforming Use: Nonconforming means use of land, building or premise
which is not a use permitted by the provisions of this ordinance for the
district in which such land, building or premise is situated.
Recharge Area: The land surface area from which groundwater recharge occurs.
Site Coverage: That portion of the entire parcel or site which, through the
development of the parcel, is rendered impervious to groundwater
infiltration
.
Solid Waste: Any discarded or abandoned material including refuse,
putrescible material, septage, or sludge, as defined by New Hampshire Solid
Waste Rules He P 1901.03. Solid waste includes solid, liquid, semi-solid, or
gaseous waste material.
Structure: Anything constructed or erected, the use of which demands its
permanent location on the land, or anything attached to something permanently
located on the land.
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Toxic or Hazardous Materials: Any substance which poses an actual or
potential hazard to water supplies or human health if such a substance were
discharged to land or waters of the Town. Hazardous materials include:
volatile organic chemicals / petroleum products, heavy metals, radioactive or
infectious wastes, acids and alkalies. Also included are pesticides,
herbicides, solvents and thinners, and such other substances as defined in
the NH Water Supply and Pollution Control Rules, Section Ws 410.04(1) , in the
NH Solid Waste Rules He-P 1901. 3 (v) , and in the Code of Federal Regulations
40 CFR 261 as amended.
3. DISTRICT BOUNDARIES
A. Location
1) The Aquifer Protection District is defined as the area shown on the map
entitled, "Aquifer Protection District" , and is hereby adopted as part of
the Town's Official Zoning Map. The Aquifer Protection District includes
the area delineated by the groundwater mapping studies entitled, Lower
Merrimack/Coastal Study as prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey in 1991
and found in the Newton Water Resource Management and Protection Program as
Map 4. It is further described on Map titled Town of Newton Aquifer-
Watershed Protection District and is hereby adopted as part of the Town'
s
Official Zoning Map. The Aquifer Protection District is an overlay
district which imposes additional requirements and restrictions to those of
the underlying district. This district also delineates and protects
recharge areas as well as the aquifers. In all cases, the more restrictive
requirement (s) shall apply.
2) The Watershed Protection District is defined as the area which includes the
Aquifer Protection District and a small portion of land in the extreme
southern portion of the Town of Newton east of Route 108 and not located
within the Aquifer Protection District and all areas within 250 feet of
Neal Pond Brook. It is further described on Map titled Town of Newton
Aquifer-Watershed Protection District and is hereby adopted as part of the
Town's Official Zoning Map. The Watershed Protection District is an
overlay district which imposes additional requirements and restrictions to
those of the underlying district. This district also delineates and
protects recharge areas as well as the aquifers. In all cases, the more
restrictive requirement ( s) shall apply.
B. Appeals
Where the bounds of an identified aquifer or recharge area, as delineated,
are in doubt or in dispute, any landowner aggrieved by such delineation may
appeal the boundary location to the Planning Board. Upon receipt of a
written appeal, the Planning Board shall suspend further action on
development plans related to the area under appeal and shall engage, at the
landowner's expense, a qualified hydrogeologist to prepare a report
determining the proper location and extent of the aquifer and recharge area
relative to the property in question.
4. USE REGULATIONS
A. Minimum Lot Size
The minimum lot size within the Aquifer Protection District for each newly
created lot shall be the same as allowed in the underlying zoning district.
Larger lot sizes may be required depending on the soil-based lot sizing
standards found within the Newton subdivision regulations.
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B. Maximum Site Coverage
1) Within the Aquifer Protection District, no more than twenty percent (20%)
of a single lot or building site may be rendered impervious to groundwater
infiltration. To the maximum extent feasible, all runoff from impervious
surfaces shall be recharged to the aquifer on-site. Recharge impoundment's
shall have vegetative cover for surface treatment and infiltration.
Furthermore , the storm water drainage plan shall provide for the removal of
sediment, oil, gasoline, and all other toxic, hazardous and solid waste
materials from impervious areas. This runoff shall be treated by the use of
treatment swales, oil/gas separators or other devices, prior to retention and
percolation of the runoff. All such techniques shall be approved by the
Planning Board.
2) Maximum impervious site coverage may exceed twenty percent (20%) provided
that the following performance standards are met and the plans are approved
by the Planning Board or its designated agent:
a) The developer shall submit a storm water drainage plan. Such a plan
shall provide for the retention and percolation within the aquifer of all
development generated storm water runoff from a ten (10) year storm
event, such that the post-development discharge volume to the aquifer is,
at a minimum, equal to the pre-development discharge to the aquifer.
Further-more, the storm water drainage plan shall provide for treatments
required under ' B,l.
C. Prohibited Uses
The following uses are prohibited within the Aquifer Protection Zone:
1) On-site disposal, storage, distribution, processing or recycling of toxic
or hazardous materials or wastes including but not limited to the above or




2) Underground storage tanks except as regulated by the NH Water Supply and
Pollution Control Commission and only limited to the private needs and use of
the site itself, no distribution, storage, or off-site transfer of the
materials is permitted. Storage tanks, if completely contained within
basements, are permitted.
3) Dumping of snow carried from off-site or storage of snow and ioe removal
chemicals or salts.
4) Automotive uses including: car washes, service and repair shops, junk and
salvage yards.
5) Laundry and dry cleaning establishments.
6) Industrial uses which discharge contact type wastes or any other toxic or
hazardous waste on site.
D. Conditional Uses
l)The following uses, if allowed in the underlying zoning district, are
permitted only after a conditional use permit approval is granted by the
Planning Board:
a) Industrial and commercial land uses not otherwise prohibited by ' 4,C of
this Ordinance.
b) Multi-family residential development.
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c) Sand and gravel excavation and other mining provided that such excavation
or mining is not carried out within six vertical feet of the seasonal high
water table.
d) Animal feedlots and manure storage facilities provided the applicant
consults with the Rockingham County Conservation District (RCGD) before
such uses are established.
2) The Planning Board may grant approval for those uses listed above in ' D,l
only after it is determined that all of the following conditions have been
met:
a) the use will not detrimentally affect groundwater quality, nor cause a
significant long term reduction in the volume of water contained in the
aquifer or in the storage capacity of the aquifer;
b) the use will discharge no wastewater or pollutants on-site other than that
typically discharged by domestic wastewater disposal systems;
c) the proposed use complies with all other applicable provisions of this
Section.
d) the land owner must prove that the standard of ' 4.D,2(a) will be met and
that provisions for continuous and perpetual compliance are in place to
insure protection of the aquifer and recharge area through substantial and
credible evidence submitted to the Planning Board and reviewed in accordance
with Site Plan Review process, including independent review of submitted
materials by a qualified hydrogeolist, environmental engineer or other
professional consultant at the direction of the Board and at the expense of
the applicant.
3) All conditional uses shall be subject to inspections by the Building
Inspector or other agent designated by the Selectmen. The purpose of these
inspections is to ensure continued compliance with the conditions under which
approvals were granted. Failure to insure and maintain constant compliance
with this ordinance will result in revocation of the Conditional Use Permit
and other approvals in accordance with RSA 676: 4-a.
E. Permitted Uses
The following activities may be permitted provided they are conducted in
accordance within the intent of this Ordinance:
l)Any use permitted by the underlying district of the Zoning Ordinance,
except as prohibited in ' 4.C or regulated by ' 4.D of this Article.
2) Maintenance, repair of any existing non-conforming use or structure,
provided there is no increase in impermeable surface beyond that permitted in
accordance with ' 4.B of this ordinance, further provided that there is no
change or expansion in use that presents increased risk to detrimentally
affect groundwater quality, nor cause a significant long term reduction in
the volume of water.
2) Agricultural and forestry uses, provided that fertilizers, pesticides,
manure and other leachables are used according to best management
practices as prescribed by the Rockingham County Conservation District,
if applicable. All said leachables must be stored under shelter.
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F. Special Exception for Lots of Record
Upon application to the Board of Adjustment, a special exception shall be
granted to permit the erection of a structure for a permitted use within the
Aquifer Protection District on a non-conforming lot provided that all of the
following conditions are found to exist:
l)The lot upon which an exception is sought was an official lot of record, as
recorded with the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds, prior to the date on
which this Section was posted and published in the Town.
2) The use for which the exception is sought cannot feasibly be carried out on
a portion or portions of the lot which are outside of the Aquifer Protection
District.
3) No reasonable and economically viable use of the lot can be made without
the exception.
4) The design and construction of the proposed use will be consistent with the
purpose and intent of this Section.
G. Non-Conforming Uses
Any non-conforming use within the Aquifer Protection District shall comply to
all applicable provisions of the Newton Zoning Ordinance (Non-Conforming
Uses) except that no expansion shall be permitted.
5. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
A. Location
Where the premises are partially outside of the Aquifer Protection Overlay
Zone, potential pollution sources such as, but not limited to, on-site waste
disposal systems shall be located outside and down gradient of the Zone to
the extent feasible.
6. ADMINISTRATION
A. Application and Interpretation
The provisions of the Aquifer Protection District shall be applied and




The Board of Selectmen (or their duly designated agent) shall be responsible
for the enforcement of the provisions and conditions of the Aquifer
Protection District.
THE PLANNING 30ARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 657 NO 261
3. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning Ordinance as follows:
SECTION XII LIGHT INDUS TRIAL/ COMMERCIAL ZONE AREA REGULATIONS
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... 5. Lot Area: Each lot shall have not less than 150 feet contiguous
frontage on a Class I, II, III, IV, or V Highway and an area not less than
60,000 square feet.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 713 NO 220
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton, to see if the Town will vote to add an
Interim Growth Management Ordinance to the Town of Newton Zoning Ordinance as
follows
:
I. Authority and Purpose.
The rapid and unplanned growth experienced by the Town of Newton has resulted
in unusual circumstances requiring immediate attention. Therefore, pursuant
to RSA 674:23, the Town of Newton hereby enacts Interim Growth Management
Regulations for the period of one (1) year from the date when this Ordinance
is enacted, or when a Timing of Development Ordinance under 674:22 is
enacted, whichever occurs first. This Ordinance is enacted for the following
purposes
:
A. To insure that the rate of growth Newton experiences in the period of the
Ordinance does not unreasonably interfere with the Town's capacity and
ability to provide services to accommodate such growth.
B.To provide time for the continued effort and to update and complete the
work on the Master Plan, Capital Improvements Program, and prepare a Timing
of Growth Ordinance if required, so that the Town can effectively manage its
growth.
C.To permit the opportunity for reasoned public debate on desired actions to
address these unusual circumstances and their impacts, as well as a long term
growth management program.
D. To insure, for the existing and future population of the Town of Newton,
that essential municipal services such as school, roads, police, and fire
services are available and will have sufficient capacity and level of service
to protect and accommodate new growth. To particularly protect the
educational opportunities of school aged students in light of documented and
continued difficulties associated with limited financial and physical
resources
.
II. Findings of Fact.
A. NOTE: (The Planning Board will make further findings of fact that
require the adoption of this ordinance. These findings have been reviewed,
presented, and discussed throughout the past year as part of the Master
Planning Process and will be incorporated herein by reference after





Dwelling Unit - shall mean rooms with cooking, living, sleeping, and sanitary
facilities arranged for the use of one or more individuals living together as




A. Permits for nonresidential construction, or permits for the expansion,
alteration or replacement of existing dwelling units shall be exempt from the
provisions of this article, provided said construction does not result in
additional dwelling units. Previously approved lots or subdivisions accepted
for jurisdictional consideration shall also be exempt from the provisions of
this article.
B. The maximum number of building permits issued for the construction of new
dwelling units shall be limited to twenty-four (24) for the period in which
the Interim Growth Regulations are in effect.
C. A separate building permit shall be required for each dwelling unit
proposed for construction.
D. Permits for dwelling units shall be granted according to the following
schedule at the first scheduled Selectmen's meeting of the month below:
May, 1999 6 permits
August, 1999 6 permits
November, 1999 6 permits
February, 2000 6 permits
No more than three (3) permits will be issued to one person, developer, or
entity during the period of this enactment. In order to insure equitable
distribution of available permits, no individual, partnership, corporation or
other legal entity; or related entity, individuals or affiliated entities, or
in the case of individuals, their relatives or persons associated in business
may apply for, or receive, more than the above numerical limitation.
Provided, however that, if fewer applications than the permits available are
submitted, this numerical limit may be waived to permit an individual or
other entity to receive the excess permits.
In the event that fewer than the allotted permits are issued in one quarter,
the unused permits shall be applied equally to the remaining quarters. Under
no circumstances shall the total number of permits under this regulation
exceed twenty-four (24) for the year.
E. Permit applications shall be issued on a lottery basis. Applications will
only be given to the owners, or their agents, of legal building lots. The
lottery is to be conducted at the first Selectmen's meeting of the months
listed. No building permit shall be granted under this Article until the
Building Inspector has determined that the proposed construetion complies
with all other applicable regulations and ordinances of the Town.
F. In order for an application to be considered in the lottery, all required
approvals and certifications must be received. Including, but not limited
to, final Planning Board action, final Zoning Board action, and any
required federal or state permits or approvals.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 799 NO 154
5. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by a
petition of 25 or more legal voters in the Town of Newton, to see if the Town
will vote in favor of adding Map 012-04-001-10 and Map 012-04-001 to the South
Main Street Commercial Zone. These two lots are already within the commercial
zone but are not zoned that way.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
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YES 693 NO 237
6. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by
petition of 25 or more legal voters in the Town of Newton, to amend Section X
- #4 of the Newton Zoning Ordinance to change the commercial frontage
requirement from 20 to 150 contiguous feet.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 523 NO 418
7 . Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No . 6 as proposed by
petition of 25 or more legal voters in the Town of Newton, to change the
zoning of parcels On the Newton Tax Map 013, Block 05, Lots 1-2, 1-3, 1-4,
1-5, 1-6, 1-7, 1-8, 1-9 currently zoned Commercial to Residential "A".
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 766 NO 180
8. Shall the Town of Newton raise and appropriate as an operating
budget, not including appropriations by Special Warrant Articles, the
amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant, for the purposes
set forth therein, totaling $1,579,809.00
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 496 NO 458
Should the article above be defeated, the operating budget shall be
$1,383,763.00 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments
required by previous action of the Town of Newton or by law or the governing
body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI,
to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only."
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Board of Selectmen, the sum of $10,500 for Informal Notices, Hearings, and
Changes due to updating ail property values and equalizing all values to 1001;
including all utility properties, as well as, the new pipeline which will add
several million dollars of value and will help reduce the tax burden.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOSS RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 609 NO 343
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$44,170.00 as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to install a "Town Hall
Sprinkler System" and authorize the withdrawal of $15,000.00 plus accrued
interest from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The balance
of $29,170.00 is to come from general taxation. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 472 NO 502
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11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by-
Board of Selectmen, the sum of $20,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve
Fund for "Town Hall Sprinkler System" established in 1997 for this purpose.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 436 NO 530
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
five (5) year "Lease/Purchase Agreement", as proposed by the Fire Chief, for
the purpose of leasing a Fire Department Pumper Truck and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $4 8,558.87 for the first year's payment and $4 8,558.87
for subsequent four (4) years for total sum of $242,794.35.
(Majority Vote Required)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 599 NO 372
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Board of Selectmen, the sum of $5,000.00 finish paving the entrance into and
the exit out of the Transfer Station.
THE 30ARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 551 NO 412
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Board of Selectmen, the sum of $2,000.00 to build two Enclosures over the two
Hoppers at the Transfer Station, in order to eliminate additional weight due
to inclement weather.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 720 NO 252
15. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to implement a program to sell any and all metals disposed
of at the Newton Transfer Station that will generate any profit to offset such
programs excluding fundraising activities conducted at the Transfer Station by
approved non profit organizations. All proceeds shall go to the General Fund
to offset taxes.
YES 780 NO 185
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
250th Anniversary Committee, the sum of $5,000.00 to be placed in the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund known as the 250th Anniversary Celebration
Fund, to be used for this purpose.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 665 NO 313
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the 250th Anniversary Committee, the sum of $7,500.00 for a fireworks display,
which will take place during the celebration in August, 1999.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 535 NO 447
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18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
negotiate a preliminary agreement with the Nicol Farm Partnership to resolve
and/or settle any claims the Nicol Farm Partnership may have to Town owned
land. Any such preliminary agreement will be of no force or effect until and
unless the Town votes at Town Meeting to approve the settlement agreement
.
The settlement shall , at a mininum, provide for the Towns continued ownership
in fee simple of the land known as the Peanut Trail. In the event that no
reasonable settlement is possible the Selectmen are directed to defend the
Towns interest in its property.
YES 574 NO 374
19. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of, not to exceed
$110,000.00 to purchase 14 +/- acres of land with 720 feet frontage on Route
108, located at 69 South Main Street. (This lot is adjacent to the north
side of the Route 108 Post Office) Map 12, Block 17 to be used for FUTURE
MUNICIPAL NEEDS.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 18 6 NO 782
20. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to adopt the following: Any Public Lands acquired by
the Town for Public Conservation and/or Recreation shall be open to the
residents and shall not have any change of use or public use restrictions
without a vote of the people, except as otherwise provided by statutes.
(Currently, this is at the discretion of the Selectmen.
)
YES 778 NO 174
21. To see if the town of Newton will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $15,000.00 to complete a Capital Improvements Program per RSA 674:5-8 for
the town and to complete reports and studies to support school impact fees
per RSA 674:21. These impact fees would be used to help pay for Newton's
share of the costs for the Sanborn Regional School District. This
appropriation shall expire on December 31, 2000.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 564 NO 376
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Gale Library Trustees, the sum of $35,000.00 to be placed in the Capital
Reserve Fund called "The Gale Library Building Fund".
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 378 NO 586
23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Cemetery Trustees to raise
the cost of selling a cemetery lot from $100.00 per lot to $250.00 per lot,
per the recommendation of the Board of Selectmen, Cemetery Trustees and
Trustee of Trust Funds.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 669 NO 2 97
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Board of Selectmen, the sum of $1,500.00 for signs to be placed in Willow
Grove Cemetery and Highland Street Cemetery.
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THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 2 97 NO 671
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Newton Police Chief, the sum of $20,000.0u for Improvements to the Newton
Police Station, 2 Amesbury Road. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 526 NO 443
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Newton Police Chief, the sum of $30,000.00 per year, which includes
benefits, for a total of three years, for a Full-time Police Officer. This
sum will be funded in part with a 75% decreasing Federal Grant, with the
maximum grant share per year of $22,500.00 , with the remainder of $7,500.00
being Newton's 25%. This is a Federal program called COPS Universal Hiring
Program, and has been applied for.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 553 NO 418
27. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to approve all future increases including the cost of
living or advancement in salary for the Chief of Police shall take a vote of
the Town at an annual meeting and shall not be retroactive. Currently, said
above increases are placed all inclusive in the budget by the Board of
Selectmen.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOSS NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 343 NO 626
28. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed
$27,000.00 to purchase a new, fully equipped and in service ready Police
Cruiser. (Per Selectmen's Bid) This sum is in the budget.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 241 NO 723
29. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to give the Police Chief an increase in salary of
$5,000.00 bringing his current salary from $35,000.00 to $4 0,000.00 annually.
The sum of $5,000.00 increase has already been appropriated in the town's
1999 budget.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 400 NO 566
30. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to provide Health Benefits and Retirement to the Town
Clerk/Tax Collector.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE

















31. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $40,000.00 to
Establish an Annual Salary for the Town Clerk/Tax Collector. Included in the
salary is the Town's share of Medical and Dental Insurance, paid vacations,
sick days and holidays for a full-time, 40 hour work week. With this salary
and benefit package, all fees including municipal agent fees raised by the
Town Clerk/Tax Collector shall be returned to the Town to offset this salary.
(To begin January 1, 2000)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 361 NO 601
32
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,294.00 for the following Social Services:
A SAFE PLACE
AIDS RESPONSE SEACOAST
AREA HOMEMAKER HOME HEALTH
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
DRUGS ARE DANGEROUS
FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES
LAMPREY HEALTH CARE
PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION
RVNA-HOSPICE
SEACOAST HOSPICE
SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES
VIC GEARY CENTER
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 719 NO 2 51
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 for social services provided by Seacoast HealthNet.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 613 NO 340
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Board of Selectmen, the sum of $7,500.00 for cable equipment to allow
broadcasts from the Newton Schools. The equipment shall be readily
accessible and stored at the schools under the supervision of a responsible
experienced person.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 417 NO 544
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Board of Selectmen, the sum of $1,500.00 to pay for a Cable Consultant to
help prepare the New Cable Contract.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 52 6 NO 4 37
36. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to
raise and appropriate the sum of $10,500.00 for the Uniform Drug and Alcohol
Testing Policy. Page 52
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 294 NO 670
37. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $l,l>00.00 to
increase the salary of each Selectman from $2,500.00 a year to $3,000.00 a
year.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 155 NO 814
38. Shall we adopt an exemption for the disabled? The exemption,
based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers shall be $33,000.00. To
qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5
years and own and occupy the real estate individually or jointly, or if the
real estate is owned by a spouse, they must have been married for at least 5
years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more than
$20,000.00 or, if married, a combined net income of not more than $35,000.00;
and own net assets not in excess of $30,000.00 excluding the value of the
person' s residence. "
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 353 NO 613
39. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed
$7,500.00 which shall be POOLED to provide for Step Increases For Regular and
Part-time Employees in accordance with the Town's Wage Matrix. Merit
increases to be implemented on an individual basis as recommend by Department
Heads to the Selectmen for approval of said raise. Said raises shall not be
retroactive and may be authorized effective after Town Meeting March of 1999.
Any unused step increase funds shall return to the General Fund to help
offset taxes.
THE 30ARD OF SELECTMEN DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 4 95 NO 457
40. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed $1.00
which represents a 0% cost of living raise; (said percent being consistent
with the National Average of 1.3% for all Town Employees) . This to become
effective the week of March 14, 1999 and will not be retroactive. (A 2.5%
Cost of Living Raise is currently in the budget) . Any unused cost of living
funds shall be returned to the General Fund to offset taxes.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES MOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 245 NO 700
41. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum on $37,000.00 (to
include the Town's share of benefit package) and to vote "Do you favor the
adoption of the Town Manager Plan as provided in Chapter 37 of the Revised
Statutes Annotated" to establish and create a New Full Time Position of Town
Manager? Said employee shall have a B.A. in Business or Public
Administration (Job equivalency is not acceptable)
.
Duties and Responsibilities shall include and not limited to:




b) The Manager shall supervise, coordinate and direct, through Department
Heads and Town Boards and Commissions, the activities of various
departments , and make periodic reports on same to the Selectmen.
c) The Manager is charged with keeping and submitting to the Selectmen
detailed reports and revenues and expenditures.
d) The Manager has charge, control and supervision on the following:
-Research, recommend and implement board and town policies,
-Coordinate and evaluate the purchasing process of the Town,
-Administer the poor relief of the Town,
-Organize, maintain and administer the personnel policies and procedures of
the Town,
-Prepare routine reports for submission to Town, State and Federal
Organizations
,
-Prepare, present and administer, after adoption, the Town Budget,
-Monitor the availability, requirements, application procedures and apply
for grants
,
e) The Manager has direct control and supervision over the work and day to
day decision making in the Selectmen 7 s Office and works only under the
supervision and direction of the Selectmen in the performance of the
duties and job description the Selectmen establish and hold him/her
accountable for.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
YES 2 37 NO 7 34
42. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see
if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of the Municipal Budget Act in
accordance with EISA CH 32.
YES 352 NO 518
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,




January 1, - December 31, 1999
Remitted to Treasurer:
Motor Vehicle Permits $493,394.00
Dog Licenses 4,187.00
Dog License Penalties 538.00
Dog Fines 1,100.00
Certified Copies 173.00
Marriage Licenses Issued 950.00
Filing Fees 7.00
Recount 10.00
TOTAL REMITTED TO TREASURER $439, 132 . 00
Number of Motor Vehicle Permits Issued 5,78 6
Number of Dog Tags Issued 677
Number of Marriage Licenses Issued 25
Number of Certified Copies Issued 35
Number of Filing Fees 7
1999 was an extremely busy year for the Town Clerk. New Plates were issued
by the State, eliminating letters and numbers to all numbers. This was a
slow process, as most everyone received new plates at the Clerk's Office.
Revenues were up due to the new residents moving into Newton. The Town Clerk
was fortunate to apply for and receive two computers at no cost to the
taxpayers from the Department of Safety. With these computers, we are able
to provide more services to the residents of Newton. If the Town had to buy
these computers, it would have cost around $10,000.
The Town Clerk also signed a contract on 05/29/99 on behalf of the Town of
Newton with the Genealogical Society of Utah; to have all of the town's
birth, marriage and death records and indexes microfilmed. The cost savings
to the Town of Newton was around $8,000. The society has provided the
microfilm at no cost which is available to the public.
The job of Town Clerk/Tax Collector has grown from a part-time position to a
full-time position. In 1999, the hours were extended by opening earlier and
also opening on the last Saturday of the month. The year 2000 will be as
busy if not busier, with all of the motor vehicle laws. I plan to continue
to further my education by attending any meetings, classes and seminars to
assure that the residents of Newton are treated fairly, and are given the





Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street




To the Board of Selectmen
Town ofNewton, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Newton, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1998, and have issued our report thereon dated
April 1, 1999.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
The management of the Town of Newton, New Hampshire is responsible for establishing and
maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by
management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure
policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of general purpose financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control
structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any
evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and
procedures may deteriorate.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Newton, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1998, we obtained an understanding of the
internal control structure. With respect to the internal control structure, we obtained an understanding of
the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we
assessed control risk in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide an opinion on the internal control
structure. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in
the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a
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relatively low level the risk that errors and irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to
the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely
period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters
involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as
defined above.
However, we noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that
we have reported to the management of the Town of Newton, New Hampshire in a separate letter dated
April 1, 1999.
This report is intended for the information of management and the Board of Selectmen.
However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not limited.
tU^tOlhttffft
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NEWTON, NH FY 1999 MS-61 REPORT




















































































































PRIOR YR CREDITS ASSIGNED:















































































DEEDED: $0.00 i r $0.00 $0.00 $0.00














































































NEWTON, NH FY 1999 MS-61 REPORT
LIENS REPORT





























TOTAL LIEN DEBITS: $161,733.00 $133,418.27 J j $84,345.83




































TOTAL LIEN CREDITS: $0.00 $161,733.00 j $133,418.27 $84.345.83
1999 TAX COLLECTOR REPORT
What a year it has been! Trying to keep up with all of the new laws regarding
taxes. I have attended several meetings regarding the NH Education Funding
crisis. After several changes, the State has come up with a new way of
taxing property owners in the State. I'm sure that it is not over yet, but I
intend to stay abreast of what is happening and expressing my opinions regarding
these laws. The Tax Collectors job does not end when the office closes.
There are many reports that cannot be generated until the office has closed.
I am proud of how much I have learned and retained in the past ten years as
Tax Collector. Working with the present Board of Selectmen and the staff in
the Selectmen's Office has made the job much easier, as all of us worked as a
team. Thank you for your continued support.
Respectfully,
Raymond D. Thayer, Tax Collector
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UNREDEEMED TAXES
As of December 31, 1999
Bilodeau, Bruce A.
Bisson, Keith A.

































































































































General Fund - January 1, - December 31, 1999
RECEIPTS:































Land use Change Tax &
Interest
Property Taxes Previous Years



















Paid 2,833, Vouchers drawn by Selectmen
Balance per Citizen Statement
Balance per Family Statement


























January 1, 1999 - December 31, 1999
RECEIPTS:
Balance 01/01/99 $ 57,937.94
Current Use $20,838.75
Grant Money 9,600.00
Balance 1999 Budget 1,031.30
Interest 2,295.75 33,765.80
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 91,703.74
PAYMENTS:
John Brown & Sons $ 9,600.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS $ 9,600.00
Balance on Hand 12/31/98 82,103.74
TOTAL $ 91,703.74
RECREATION CHECKING
January 1 - December 31, 1999
Family Bank
RECEIPTS:
10/01/99 From Rec Savings $ 2,800.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 2,800.00
PAYMENTS:










Check Printing Charge 12.75
TOTAL PAYMENTS $1,485.80





























Pools & Spars 300.00
E-Z Test Pool 245.00
Charge for NSF Check 3.00
Positive Promotions 165.46
Polaroid Corp. 227.50
Bill Gimione Assoc. 2,280.00
Town of Newton Rec. Checking 2,800.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS 7,415.33




January 1, - December 31, 1999
RECEIPTS:


















Rockingham Cty Conservation $8,4 60.00
Rockingham Cty Conservation 2,586.90
Ralf L. Hartwell 350.00
Rockingham Cty Conservation 270.00
Rockingham Cty Conservation 1,110.00
Rockingham Cty Conservation 1,890.00
Rockingham Cty Conservation 1,200.00
Rockingham Cty Conservation 885.11
Rockingham Cty Conservation 733.54
Rockingham Cty Conservation 300.00
Rockingham Cty Conservation 735.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS $18,520.55


















































D & H CONSTRUCTION
ROAD BOND
RECEIPTS:




D & H Construction 06/07/99
TOTAL PAYMENTS





















HOMES BY GEORGE & SONS
ROAD BOND
RECEIPTS:





Homes By George 09/29/99
Homes By George 11/18/99
TOTAL PAYMENTS










FATHER & SON REALTY TRUST
ROAD BOND
RECEIPTS:






Father & Son Realty Trust
TOTAL PAYMENTS
Balance on Hand 12/31/99
TOTAL
$45,381.18















J.H. Chase 11/29/99 $49,589.04
$89,907.21
TOTAL PAYMENTS









GALE LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT















































































































General Funds - 1999
RECEIVED BY TAX COLLECTOR:
1999 Property Taxes
Land Use Change Tax & Interest
Property Taxes-Previous Years
Yield Taxes
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Tax Liens Redeemed
Interest & Costs, Penalties
Total Taxes
Impending Tax Lien Costs
Tax Overpayments
Total Received by Tax Collector
RECEIVED BY BOAT TAX COLLECTOR:
Boat Registration Permits
RECEIVED BY TOWN CLERK:
1999 Motor Vehicle Permits






































Total Received By Selectmen
RECEIVED FROM 1998 Treasurer:


































































Rockingham Visiting Nurse Assoc.
DAD, Inc.




















Rockingham Cty Community Action
Family Mediation & Juvenile Service
A Safe Place
Vic Geary Center
Area HomeCare and Family Services
Sexual Assault Services








Total Culture & Recreation Expense
Debt Service:
Interest Expense-Tax Anti Note

















Transfer Station - Paving






Capital Improvements Program $11,206.50
Cable Consultant - Contract 1,145.68
Cable TV Part-time People 3,300.92
Total Capital Outlay $ 48,153.10
Capital Reserve:
None $
Total Capital Reserve $ o
EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND:
250 th Anniversary Celebration $ 5,000.00
Total Expendable Trust Payments $ 5,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS:
FICA, Retirement & Pension $ 47,684.00
Employee 25% Insurance Deductions 4,586.22
Insurance 61,967.40
Harris Trust Fund 14,496.15
Harris Trust Fund (from Balance Sheet) 2,200.85
Unemployment Compensation 3,895.39
Miscellaneous (Health, Dental & Adj.) 5,239.07
Misc. Adjustment
Total Miscellaneous Expenses $140,069.08
UNCLASSIFIED:
250 th Anniversary Celebration - Donations $ 795.00
Tax Anticipation Note
Tax Lien & Redemption Fees 264.00
Town Tax Deeds
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds 9,700.4 6
Payments on 1998 Accounts 27,127.82
Conservation Land Use Change Tax 25% 20,838.75
Total Unclassified Expenses $ 58,726.03
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIV.
:
Payments to State: a/c Marr. Lie. $ 950.00
Payments to School District 4,471,450.00
Payment to County 181,102.00
Total Payments /Other Govern. Div. $4,653,502.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES




Property Taxes - Year 1998 $4,052,784.61
Land Use Change Tax 52,208.34
Interest & Costs 3,121.28
Property Taxes - Previous Years 222,781.19
Yield Taxes - 1996 877.47
Interest 0.00
Interest on Delinquent Taxes 12,821.71
Tax Liens Redeemed 161,482.25
Town Redemption's Interest & Cost 38,531.84
Motor Vehicle Permits 484,715.00
Total Taxes Collected & Remitted $5,029,323.69
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LICENSES & PERMITS:
Motor Vehicle Fees $ 8,679.00
Dog Licenses 3,531.00
Dog License Fees 656.00
Business Lie, Permits & Filing Fees 17.00
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 0.00
Building Inspection & Other Inspec. 30,536.50
Boat Registration Permits 3,624.76
Marriage License Fees 950.00
Total Licenses & Permits $47,994.26
FROM STATE:
Administrative Costs $ 12,000.00
Rooms & Meals Tax 93,871.56
Shared Revenue 19,841.50
Railroad Tax Distribution 1,326.15
Forest Fire Refunds 475.00
Highway Block Grant 56,153.09
Federal Gas Tax Refund *96-' 98 4,256.11
Refund a/c Road Toll 1,247.04
Total From State $189,170.45
CHARGES FOR SERVICES:
Solid Waste Disposal Area Fees 320.00
Solid Waste Disposal Area Glass 37.30
Planning Board Fees 12,567.11
Police Services 13,934.52
Health Officer 14,875.00
Board of Appeals 167.00
Total Charges $41,900.93
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES:
Sale of Town Property 1,387.50
Rent of Real Property 4,632.05
Cable TV Franchise Fees 2% 8,296.56




Interest on Deposits 47,781.91


















250 th Anniversary Parade Donation $ 795.00
Tax Anticipation Note
Harris Trust 14,500.00
Fire Dept. Overpayment 1,960.00
Fire Dept. Refund 570.15
Fire Dept. Reimbursement-Oil Spill 666.93
General Assistance 175.00
General Assistance Lien Redeemed 2,496.96
NHMA-PLIT Refund 97 6.30
Liberty Mutual Ins. Ref. 5,832.00
Insurance Adjustments & Ref. 0.00
Unemployment Comp. 1,153.06
Overpayment of Taxes 3,451.37
Telephone Refund 24.23
Library W.A. #7 to General Fund 13,859.17
Cemetery Trust Fund 1999 2,884.50
Impending Tax Lien Costs 0.00
Miscellaneous 3,663.36
Health/Dental Ins. Payroll Deductions 4,586.22
Total Non-Revenue $ 57,594.25
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES $5,478,227.93
Bad Checks Outstanding - 538.00





TOWN WARRANT - 2000
TOWN WARRANT
2000
The State of New Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the town of Newton, N.H. in the County of Rockingham,
in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs; you are hereby notified to
meet for the first session of the annual meeting, which shall be for the
explanation, discussion and debate of each warrant article and the
transaction of all business other than voting by official ballot to be held
at the Sanborn Regional Middle School on February 9, 2000 at 7:00 PM; the
second session to be held at the Memorial Elementary School, in said Newton,
on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March next, at eight o'clock in the
forenoon, to choose all necessary Town officers for the ensuing year by
official ballot, and to vote on all issues before the Town of Newton on the
official ballot; the polls to be open at eight o'clock in the forenoon and to
close not earlier than eight o'clock in the evening.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Town of Newton Zoning Ordinance as follows
:
SECTION XXV - GROWTH MANAGEMENT AND INNOVATIVE LAND USE CONTROL
25.1 AUTHORITY
The Section is enacted in accordance with both RSA 674:21 and 674:22.
25.2 PURPOSES
The purposes of this section of the Zoning Ordinance are as follows:
(a) Promote the development of an economically sound and environmentally
stable community that considers and balances regional development needs.
(b) Determine, monitor, evaluate, and establish a rate of residential growth
in the Town that does not unreasonably interfere with the Town's capacity for
planned, orderly, and reasonable expansion of its services to accommodate
such growth.
(c) Provide a temporary mechanism to allow for phased development of
residential projects to manage the impact on municipal services.
(d) Provide a temporary mechanism when municipal services are strained or
overloaded to reduce the rate of residential growth to allow the Town time to
correct any deficiencies that have developed.




The Town hereby finds that:
(a) The rate of population growth in the Town of Newton has been among the
fastest of any town in the immediate area, in Rockingham County, and in the
State of New Hampshire.
(b) According to the US Census and New Hampshire Office of State Planning
Reports, Newton is estimated to have grown by 12.7% between 1990 and 1998,
whereas the four abutting communities of Plaistow, East Kingston, South
Hampton and Kingston have grown by an average of 7.66%. Rockingham County was
estimated to have grown at 7.7 4 percent during the same period.
(c) The number of dwelling building permits (single family, multifamily and
manufactured housing) has averaged 27 dwelling unit permits per year between
1990 and 1998. During the period between 1995 and 1998 Newton averaged 46
permits. The total percent increase in dwelling units between 1990 and 1998
in Newton was 19.66%, whereas the four abutting communities realized an
average increase of only 10.53% and Rockingham County increase by 12.09% for
the same time period.
(d) The New Hampshire School Boards Association "Report on School Enrollment
Growth" dated January, 1998, a demographic analysis of the Sanborn Regional
School District, is incorporated into these findings by reference.
25.4 INDICATORS OF GROWTH IMPACT
The Town hereby determines that the presence of the following conditions
constitutes an indicator of growth impact. An indicator of growth impact
occurs when:
(a) The average annual percent increase in building permits for dwelling
units in Newton for the past five years exceeds the same average of the
combined four abutting communities.
(b) The average annual percent population growth in the Town of Newton as
reported by the Office of State Planning exceeds the same average of the
combined four abutting communities.
(c) The number of students enrolled or projected for the coming year for any
public school in the Newton School District exceeds 85 percent of its stated
capacity as defined by the Sanborn Regional School District.
(d) The annual full value tax rate of Newton as reported by the New
Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration exceeds the average rate of
the combined four abutting communities or Rockingham County for the reporting
year.
(e) The number of dwelling units of all projects combined, for which
approval is being sought from the Board, at any time of reporting, if
approved could result in the conditions defined by a., b., c, or d. above.
(f) The number of public students enrolled or projected for the coming year
for each school in the Newton School System exceeds 100 percent of its stated
capacity as defined by the Sanborn Regional School District.
(g) The annual capital expenditures including debt service and capital
outlay for combined municipal and school department expenditures exceeds 20
percent of the total municipal and school department expenditures combined.
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25.5 PLANNING BOARD MONITORING
It is the responsibility of the Planning Board to monitor growth in the Town
and to report on the following:
25.5.1 Annual Dwelling Unit Count: The Planning Board will by May 25 of
each year report on the total number of dwelling units existing at the end of
its previous calendar year. Existing units means all those units previously
constructed and occupied plus those units constructed and from which
Certificates of Occupancy were issued in the reporting year.
25.5.2 Semi-Annual Reporting: The Planning Board by May 25 and November
25 will report on the number of building permits and Certificates of
Occupancy issued for the previous six months for all dwelling units. In the
same report, the Planning Board shall report on the status, as appropriate,
of any phasing requirements or permit limitations in force in the reporting
period.
25.5.3 Notice of Growth Impact: The Planning Board may at any time issue
a Notice of Growth Impact, if it has determined that any of the conditions in
15.4 exist. Said Notice would include a statement of whether those
conditions could result in either 15.6 Phasing or 15.7 Permit Limitations.
25.5.4 Periodic Reporting: The Planning Board may at any time it thinks
it is appropriate or necessary, issue written reports on the status of growth
activity in the Town covering such topics as the number of dwelling units or
lots being proposed for approval, or for which building permits are being
sought, the condition and capacity of any municipal or school facility, the
tax burden existing or anticipated on the Town's residents and/or any other
topic affecting or related to the growth or finances of the Town.
Pursuant to the monitoring in 15.5.1, 15.5.2, 15.5.3 or 15.5.4, the Planning
Board shall make appropriate findings of fact, recommendations for action, or
take actions provided for in Section XV of the Zoning Ordinance as a result
of its monitoring and reporting responsibilities.
25.6 PHASING OF DEVELOPMENTS
If the Planning Board, through its monitoring, finds that indicator 15.4 a.,
b., c, d., or e. has occurred, then the Planning Board may at its discretion
issue a Notice of Growth Impact in conformance with 15.5.3 to the Board of
Selectmen, the Building Inspector, and the general public by posting a notice
in the Town Hall. The phasing of future residential developments, as
provided in RSA 674:21, is to prevent a strain on municipal services and
therefore, to provide for orderly growth in Town. Phasing may be implemented
as provided below:
25.6.1 Phasing Required. The Planning Board may require the phasing of
a development for a period up to or less than five years for a project which
is proposed to have 50 dwelling units (lots) or less. For a project larger
than 50 units or lots, the Planning Board may require a longer or shorter
period of phasing based on the size of the project and the potential impact
of the number or type of units on the municipal services of the Town. The
Planning Board shall make appropriate findings of fact to substantiate the
need, time, and limit for required phasing based on the size of the project




25.6.2 Effect of Phasing. Once a phasing plan has been approved by the
Planning Board, the project shall not be affected by any permit limitations
subsequently enacted under the provisions of Section 15.8.4 of this
Ordinance, provided that the developer secures permits for and begins sub-
stantial construction on the project on the units in each yearly phase. In
the event that substantial construction is not undertaken in any yearly
phase, then the vesting of that phase shall be forfeited and the developer
shall be subject to any limitations imposed by 15.8.4. For the purpose of
this Section, substantial construction shall mean either (a) all dwelling
units in that phase are constructed to a weather tight condition or (b) 50
percent of all dwelling units in that phase are completed and a Certificate
of Occupancy has been given.
25.6.3 Termination of Phasing. The above constraints shall be removed
if either (a) the Ordinance expires under the provision of 15.9 or (b) the
Planning Board determines in its 15.5 monitoring procedures that phasing is
no longer necessary.
25.7 LIMITING THE ISSUANCE OF PERMITS
If the Planning Board finds through its monitoring that either a., b., c,
d., or e., plus one or more of indicators f. or g. has occurred, then the
Planning Board may at its discretion issue a Notice of Growth Impact in
conformance with 15.5.3 to the Board of Selectmen, the Building Inspector,
and the general public by posting a notice in the Town Hall.
25.7.1 Interim Permit Limitations. Once a Notice of Growth Impact is
issued, then no residential building permits shall be approved by the
Building Inspector until after the hearing in Section 15.8 is held and until
after the Planning Board has set the number of permits delineated in 15.8.
The Planning Board has set the number of permits within 45 days of the Notice
of Growth Impact being issued.
25.8 PROCEDURES FOR PHASING AND PERMIT LIMITATIONS
Once a Notice of Growth Impact pursuant to 15.5.3 has been issued, then the
following procedures will be observed:
25.8.1 Planning Board Findings. The Planning Board will issue
appropriate findings of fact to accompany any Notice of Growth Impact issued
pursuant to 15.5.3.
25.8.2 Public Hearing. Prior to invoking 15.6 Phasing or 15.7 Permit
Limitations, the Planning Board shall hold a public hearing with ten days
notice to seek input from the general public.
25.8.3 Determination of Action. After a public hearing in Section
15.8.2, the Planning Board shall deliberate and decide whether (a) phasing
should be invoked (b) permit limitations should be imposed or (c) other
appropriate action, and issue its decisions. Any decision will be issued
within 45 of the Notice of Growth Impact.
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25.8.4 Permit Limitations. The following provisions shall apply:
(a) The Planning Board as part of its decisions may specify what limitations
are necessary in the issuance of permits for residential units up until and
during any corrective action is taken by the Town and/or School District. In
determining the number of permits to be issued, the Planning Board shall
consider the severity of the municipal service burden, the amount of capacity
remaining in the service, and the amount of time needed to correct the
service problem. After determining those facts, the Planning Board shall set
the number of dwelling unit permits that can reasonably be issued on an
annual basis.
(b) After the public hearing, the Planning Board shall set the number of
permits to be issued for the one year period following enactment of the limit
or such other shorter period as may be desirable. At the end of the year or
such other shorter period, the Planing Board shall hold a hearing to
determine if the permit limitation should be removed or altered. After
making findings of fact, the Planning Board may (a) extend the permit
limitation, (b) alter the permit limitation, or (c) remove the permit
limitation.
25.8.5 Phasing. The Planning Board as part of its decision may require
phasing in accordance with the provisions of Phasing 15.6.
25.8.6 Equitable Distribution. In order to insure equitable distribution
of available permits, no individual, partnership, corporation, or other
entity or its related or affiliated entities or in the case of individuals
their relatives or persons associated in business may receive more than 10
percent of the permits or permits for eight units, whichever is less,
available during the limitation period.
(a) The Building Inspector shall consult with the Planning Board, and the
Planning Board shall devise an administrative procedure necessary to insure
equitable distribution of available dwelling unit permits under guidelines
expressed above.
(b) No application for a building permit will be accepted from any person
who, in an attempt to avoid the building permit limitations of this
Ordinance, has failed to pay fair consideration as defined by RSA 545:3 or
any other person or entity who has the purpose of evasion of the limitations
of Section 15 of this Ordinance.
25.9 SUNSET
This ordinance shall expire at the Annual Town Meeting in 2004 unless
re-adopted at that meeting. The Planning Board shall make recommendations as
to the necessity and desirability of re-adopting this Ordinance prior to said
Annual Town Meeting.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
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3. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Section V-3 and VII-3 amend to include the following:
Side and rear setbacks may be reduced to not less than five feet (5 ft.) for
one (1) accessory storage structures less than 120 square feet in size.
Amend these two sections to read as follows:
3. Location on Lot: No building shall be within 65 feet of the centerline of
the street. If the lot is a corner lot the 65-foot distance will be
calculated from the numbered side of the house. Side and rear setbacks shall
be 25 feet from lot lines. Side and rear setbacks may be reduced to not less
than five feet (5 ft.) for one (1) accessory storage structure less than 120
square feet in size.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
4. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section XVI-8 (Wetland Zoning) to include the following language for
setback restrictions for buildings:
(b) No building activity requiring a building permit shall be permitted
within 50 feet of any poorly or very poorly drained soil except as provided
in subsection (c) of this section.
—Current (b) becomes (d)
(c) Where an existing building within the wetland setback is destroyed or in
need of extensive repair, it may be rebuilt provided that such rebuilding is
completed within two years of the event causing destruction. The new or
rebuilt structure shall not extend further into the wetland or setback than
the original foundation.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
5. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning Ordinance as follows:
SECTION XIX NON-CONFORMING LOTS AND USES
19.1 RECONSTRUCTION OF:
Any non-conforming structure which is completely or substantially destroyed
by casualty loss may be replaced with a similar structure which has the same
building footprint dimensions and meets the setbacks of the previously
existing structure. The structure may be rebuilt provided such construction
is started within one year of the casualty loss and complete within two years
of the casualty loss. The provisions of the Town of Newton Building Code, as
amended, shall apply to any reconstruction.
19.2 EXPANSION OF NON-CONFORMING USES
Except as noted below, an expansion of a non-conforming use is prohibited
except by variance by the Zoning Board of Appeals.
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A variance is not required if the expansion is a natural expansion which does
not change the nature of the use, does not make the property proportionately
less adequate, and does not have a substantially different impact on the
neighborhood
.
19.3 EXPANSION OF NON-CONFORMING STRUCTURES
Non-conforming structures may be expanded in accordance with the terms of a
special exception issued by the Zoning Board of Adjustment, which must find
the following factors to exist before issuing such a special exception:
a. The proposed expansion must intrude no further into any setback area than
does the existing structure.
b. The expansion must have no further adverse impact on the view, light and
air of any abutter.
c. The expansion must not cause property values to deteriorate.
d. The expansion must not impede existing rights of access or egress.
e. That portion of the proposed expansion, which will intrude into the
setback must, in no event, exceed the footprint square footage of that
portion of the structure which presently intrudes into the setback,
regardless of the number of applications made over time under this
subsection.
f. In the event the non-conforming structure contains a commercial use,
there must be no adverse impact on access, traffic, parking, lighting or
other safety or visibility features of the existing structure.
g. A special exception under this subsection may be granted only as to
expansions into the side, front, and rear setbacks, and is not available for
expansions which violate height restrictions of this ordinance.
19.4 DISCONTINUANCE OF:
In the event that a non-conforming use is voluntarily discontinued for a
period of one year, such non-conforming use shall be deemed abandoned and
shall not be able to resume without compliance with the zoning ordinance or,
alternately, without a variance from the zoning board of adjustment.
Voluntary abandonment shall be evidenced by either of the following:
Discontinuance of the occupancy or non-conforming use for twelve consecutive
months with no ongoing attempts to sell or lease the property for its non-
conforming use; or,
Failure to resume the non-conforming use within eighteen months, even though
there may be ongoing efforts to sell or lease the property for its non-
conforming use.
19.5 CONTINUANCE OF:
All non-conforming structures and uses which predate the adoption or
amendment of this ordinance may continue in their present use. These uses
shall run with the land and may be transferred by sale or lease by present
owner to future owners or leases, subject to the other terms of this
Ordinance which limit such non-conforming uses.
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All new uses, changes of uses, expansion of uses or resumption of uses
previously discontinued shall not be permitted until the property owner or
authorized leasee has first made application to the Town of Newton Code
Enforcement Officer for an administrative decision seeking a determination
whether a permit is required for such new, change, expansion or resumption of
the non-conforming use or non-conforming structure under the terms of this
ordinance. If a permit or other application is required, such use may not
proceed until such application has been made and processed as required by
town regulations and ordinances
.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton, to see if the Town will vote to adopt
the DEFINITIONS for the Zoning Ordinance as follows:
DEFINITIONS
Except where specifically defined herein, the words used in this Ordinance
shall carry their customary meaning. The following words are specifically
defined.
Abutter : Abutter means any person whose property adjoins or is directly across
the street or stream from the land under consideration by the local land use
board. For purposes of receiving testimony only, and not for purposes of
notification, the term abutter shall include any person who is able to
demonstrate that his land will be directly affected by the proposal under
consideration
.
Accessory Apartment: One apartment, provided it is located within a single-fa-
mily dwelling and is clearly a subordinate part thereof, and has safe and
proper means of entrance and exit.
Accessory Building: A building whose purpose is subordinate to that of the main
building. It may be separate from or attached to the main building. For the
purpose of this Ordinance a breezeway, a garage or a carport that is attached
directly, or by means of another structure, to the main building shall be
regarded as an integral part of the main building.
Accessory Use: Any subordinate use of premises which customarily is accepted as
a reasonable corollary to the principal use thereof and which is neither
injurious nor detrimental to the neighborhood.
Adult Use: A business where more than 25% of the gross revenues, 25% or more of
the stock in trade, or 25% or more of the goods or paraphernalia displayed
are of a sexually oriented or sexually explicit nature. Such goods and
paraphernalia include, but are not limited to sexually explicit books,
videos, or devices. Examples of adult uses include, but are not limited to,
theaters or mini-motion picture displays where sexually explicit films or
videos are shown, nude modeling studios, massage parlors, escort agencies or
sexual encounter centers. Businesses where body piercing and tattoos are
performed shall be considered adult uses unless completed by a licensed
physician in their place of practice.
Agriculture, Farm, Farming: For the purposes of this Ordinance the definition
shall reference NH RSA 21:34-a as amended.
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Alteration: Any alteration of a building or a fabricated structure means a
change, rearrangement, or addition involving the original structural parts,
or significant changes, or additions to the plumbing, gas piping, electrical
wiring, ventilation, or heating installations. Such alterations are not to
be confused with replacements or repairs.
Animal Feedlot: A commercial agricultural establishment consisting of confined
feeding areas and related structures used for the raising of livestock.
Aquifer: For the purpose of this Ordinance, aquifer means a geologic
formation, group of formations, or part of a formation that is capable of
yielding quantities of groundwater usable for municipal or private water
supplies.
Bedroom: A room primarily used for sleeping.
Building: Any structure having a roof supported by columns or walls and
intended for the shelter, housing, or enclosure of any individual, animal,
process, equipment, goods, or materials of any kind.
Building Coverage: The aggregate or the maximum horizontal cross section area of
all buildings on the lot including accessory buildings but excluding cornic-
es, eaves, or gutters projecting not more than thirty (30) inches.
Structures less than eighteen (18) inches above ground level shall not be
included in calculating building coverage.
Building Inspector: The duly appointed building inspector, or any other duly
designated agent, as appointed by the Board of Selectmen. Such agent (s)
shall possess and be vested with all the rights, authority, responsibility
and protections accorded the building inspector within the jurisdiction of
his/her appointment by the Selectmen.
Building Height: The vertical distance measured from the average level of the
grade at the building line to the highest point of the roof, excluding
chimneys, ventilators, silos, and other accessory features required above the
roof.
Certificate of Occupancy: A statement signed by the Building Inspector setting
forth either that a building or structure complies with this Ordinance or
that a building, structure or parcel of land may lawfully be occupied for
specified uses or both.
Certified Soil Scientist: A person qualified in soil classification and mapping
who is certified by the State of New Hampshire Board of Natural Scientists.
Condominium: Real property, and any interests therein, lawfully submitted to
RSA 356-B by the recordation of condominium instruments pursuant to the
provisions of RSA 356-B.
Contiguous: Next to, abutting, or touching and having a boundary, or portion
thereof, that is coterminous.
Demolition: Destruction of a structure or portion thereof or commencement of
work with the purpose of completing the same except in conjunction with
construction of a permitted addition or alteration. Demolition shall include
the cutting away of any wall, partition, portion thereof or the removal or
cutting of any structured beam or bearing support affecting the exterior of
the structure.
Developable Area: An area of 43,560 square feet or minimum lot size as defined
by soil type lot size regulations as adopted by the Town of Newton.
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Duplex : A building designed and/or used for residential purposes and
containing two principal dwelling units separated by a common party wall or
Otherwise structurally attached.
Dwelling: A building or portion thereof containing one or more dwelling units,
but not including hotels, motels, rooms or a boarding house, clubs, lodges,
trailers, or structures solely for transient or overnight occupancy.
Dwelling Unit, Single Family: A detached building designed for or occupied
exclusively by one family.
Easement : A grant of one or more of the property rights by the property owner
to and/or for the use by the public, a corporation, or another person or
entity.
Excavation: Excavation means a land area which is used, or has been used, for
the commercial taking, of earth, including all slopes, pursuant to RSA
155-E:1.
Family: Individuals occupying a dwelling unit and living together as a single
housekeeping unit under a common housekeeping management plan based on an
intentionally structured relationship providing organization and stability.
Frontage : The horizontal distance measured along a lot line dividing a lot
from a street. Driveways to single rear lots shall not be construed as
frontage. In the case of corner lots, frontage and front lot lines shall
mean the dimensions and lines on one street.
Gross Floor Area: The sum of the area of the several floors of the buildings as
measured by the exterior faces of the walls, but excluding the areas of fire
escapes, unroofed porches or terraces, and areas such as basements and attics
exclusively devoted to uses accessory to the operation of the building.
Home Occupation: Any individual business or profession conducted entirely within
a dwelling or accessory building which is incidental to the dwelling and
which does not change either its character or that of the neighborhood in
which it is established and which is conducted by the resident owner of the
dwelling, employs not more than two persons outside the immediate family and
utilizes an area less than twenty five percent (25%) of the total floor area
of finished floor space of the dwelling including the basement and accessory
structures.
Junk: Two or more uninspected motor vehicles no longer intended or in
condition for legal use on the public highways; and/or any machinery, scrap
metal or other worn, cast off, or discarded articles or materials ready for
destruction or collected or stored for salvage or conversion to some use.
Junk Yard: Any space more than 500 sq. ft. in area, outside a building, used
for storage, keeping, processing, salvaging or abandonment of junk.
Kennel : Any premises, site, or portion thereof, where 5 or more dogs 10 weeks
in age or older are bred, raised, trained, or kept for any reason. This
definition does not include sites that are accessory to a veterinarian
hospital where a licensed veterinarian practices or the SPCA.
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Light Industry: Includes all manufacturing and assembly processes carried on
completely within a structure, and involving no permanent outside storage of
equipment or materials (except as a customary accessory use in connection
with the permitted activities within the structure) , unless such storage is
approved by the Newton Planning Board during the Site Plan Review process.
Outdoor storage shall be permitted as an accessory use to a permitted use if
it occupies an area of 20 percent or less of the footprint area of the
principal building. Otherwise, outdoor storage shall require a special
exception. All outdoor storage shall be appropriately screened from view and
shall not occupy required open space or required parking areas. Light
Industry shall not be interpreted to include any industry, the operations of
which shall result in significant objectionable noise, glare, vibration or
odor which would constitute a nuisance nor which would adversely affect other
private or public properties.
Lot: A single parcel of land in the same ownership throughout as shown or
defined on a recorded instrument or defined by metes and bounds and having
its principal frontage on a street in accordance with the provisions of law
to be adequate as a condition of the issuance of a building permit for
building on such land.
Lot Area: The extent in square feet of the surface of a lot. The lot area shall
not include any part of the street upon which the lot fronts or abuts.
Lot Depth: The mean distance from the frontage line to the rear lot line when
measured on a line halfway between the two side lot lines.
Lot Lines: The lines bounding a lot, and dividing the lot from other lots,
streets or land.
Lot Line Adjustment: The minor change of boundary lines between two abutting
parcels that does not result in the creation of any new building lots.
Lot of Record: A lot which is described in a deed which has been lawfully
recorded in the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds, prior to the enactment
of planning and zoning regulations in Newton (June 10, 1959) , or which, if
not so deeded, is a lot which is part of a subdivision, the plan of which has
been lawfully recorded in such Registry of Deeds.
Lot Width: The mean distance between the lot side lines measured on a line
which is halfway between the front and rear lot lines.
Manufactured Housing: Manufactured housing is housing which is partially or
wholly assembled off-site and then is placed on a permanent foundation.
Manufactured housing may include trusses, panels, or entire modules.
Mobile Homes: Housing which is assembled off-site, built on a permanent
chassis, can travel to the site on its own wheels and retain forever the
possibility of being relocated readily to another site. Mobile homes
typically are not placed on permanent foundations, but rest on grade or a
slab with skirts to conceal the wheels and undercarriage.
Motel, Hotel: A building designed for or used commercially as temporary living
quarters for persons who are lodged with or without meals.
Municipality: To mean the Town of Newton.
Non-Conforming Building or Structure: A lawfully constructed building or structure
that does not comply with the use regulations for the zoning district in
which it exists, but which complied with all applicable regulations existing
at the time of the construction of the building or structure.
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Non-Conforming Lots of Record: A lot, properly recorded at the Rockingham County
Registry of Deeds, which lawfully existed prior to the adoption, revision, or
amendment of this ordinance, but which fails by reason of such adoption,
revision, or amendment to conform to the use district in which it is located.
Non-Conforming Use: Any lawful use of buildings, structures, premises, land or
parts thereof existing as of the effective date of this Ordinance, or
amendment thereto, and not in conformance with the provisions of this
Ordinance, shall be considered to be a non-conforming use.
Occupancy : The use of a structure, room or enclosed space designed for human
habitation in which individuals congregate for amusement, education or
similar purposes, or in which occupants are engaged at labor, where the
structure, room or enclosed space is equipped with means of egress, light,
and ventilation facilities meeting the requirements of the Town's Building
Ordinance.
Open Space: Land or water area free of all structures, parking, drives, and
other uses which preclude attractive landscaping in such area. Open space
may be landscaped with lawn, trees, shrubs, or other planting and may include
walks and terraces.
Planning Board : The Planning Board of the Town of Newton.
Recreational vehicle: A vehicle designed to be used for temporary occupancy for
travel, recreational or vacation use.
Repair : Replacement or mending of parts already existing but in a state of
deterioration with equivalent materials and for the purpose of maintaining
their quality.
Right-of-Way: All town, state and federal highways and the land on either side
as covered by statutes to determine the widths of the rights-of-way.
School : An institution for instruction of children and/or adults in a formal
setting with a prescribed curriculum and certified teachers.
Seasonal High Water Level: The average annual high water elevation of a stream,
brook or river, including contiguous wetlands and floodplains.
Self-Storage or Warehousing: A business or use that consists of individual, self
contained units, that may or may not vary in size, that are leased or owned
for the storage of business equipment, supplies, household goods, or other
items.
Setback, Front: The distance extending across the full width of a lot between
the front lot line and the foremost point of the foremost part of the
structure. In the case of a corner lot the front setback shall mean the
distance measured from both intersecting streets.
Setback, Rear: The distance extending across the full width of a lot between
the rear lot line and the rearmost point of the rearmost part of the
structure nearest the rear lot line.
Setback, Side: The distance between a side lot line and the nearest point of
the nearest part of a structure to it, extending from the required front
setback to the required rear setback.
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Sign: Any name, identification, description, display, illustration or device
which is affixed to or represented directly or indirectly upon a building,
structure or land in view of the general public, and which directs attention
to a product, place, activity, person, institution or business. A sign shall
include writing, representation or other figure of similar character within a
building only when illuminated and located in a window.
Sign, Attached: A sign which is attached to a building wall and which extends
eighteen (18) inches or less from the face of such wall.
Sign, Contractor's: A temporary sign advertising the contractor or development
firm actively engaged in developing the site or parcel on which the sign is
located.
Sign, Flashing: Any sign or signal light with continuously variable
illumination, whether achieved electrically or mechanically.
Sign, Free Standing: A sign which is not attached or affixed to a structure or
building and which is supported by a pole(s) or other supporting members.
Sign, Projecting: A sign which is attached to a building wall and which extends
more than eighteen (18) inches from the face of such wall.
Sign, Real Estate: A temporary sign used by a real estate organization to
advertise the site or parcel on which the sign is located.
Sign, Surface Area Of: The entire area within a single continuous perimeter
enclosing the extreme limits of the actual sign surface. It does not include
any structural elements outside the limits of such perimeter which do not
form an integral part of the display. For projecting or double-faced signs,
only one (1) display space shall be measured in computing total surface area
where the sign faces are parallel or where the interior angle formed by the
faces is ninety (90) degrees or less.
Site Plan: A site development plan for non-residential multi-family uses
(rental units, condominiums and condominium conversions) and expanded home
occupations drawn to adequate scale on a permanent medium, showing such
information about the proposed development, including lot dimensions, size
and location of facilities and site conditions, as are required in the
Planning Board Site Plan Review Regulations.
Special Exception: A use allowed by the Zoning Ordinance but under
pre-determined conditions and after a public hearing before the Board of
Adjustment to determine if the conditions have been met.
Story: That part of a building or structure comprised between a floor and
the floor or roof next above it.
Street: A street shall mean a right-of-way which has been dedicated or
intended for public travel, or a private way offering the principal means of
access to abutting properties.
Structure : Anything constructed or erected, the use of which demands its
permanent location on the land, or anything attached to something permanently
located on the land. This definition shall include the tank and leaching bed
of a septic system (but not the lateral fill extension of a leach field)
.
Structural Alteration: Any change in the supporting members of a building or
structure, such as load bearing walls, columns, beams or girders.
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Subdivision: The division of a lot, tract, or parcel of land into 2 or more
lots, plats, sites or other divisions of land for the purpose, whether
immediate or future, of sale, rent, lease, condominium conveyance, or
building development. It includes resubdivision, and, where appropriate to
the context, relates to the process of subdividing or to the land or
territory subdivided. The division of a parcel of land held in common and
subsequently divided into parts among several owners shall be deemed a
subdivision under this title, per RSA 672:14.
Variance : A variance is a waiver or relaxation of particular requirements of
an ordinance when strict enforcement would cause undue hardship because of
circumstances unique to the property. The Zoning Board of Adjustment is
empowered to grant variances.
Wetland : Any area falling within the jurisdictional definitions of Newton
Wetland Ordinance.
Yard: An open space from the ground upward and open to the sky on the same
lot with a building or a structure.
Yard, Front: A yard extending across the full width of a lot between 'the street
right-of-way line and the nearest point of any building. In the case of a
corner lot or waterfront lot, the front yard is the yard bordering the
principal street. Front yard dimensions are to be measured from the street
where a plan of the street is on file with the Registry of Deeds or in the
Town records, or in the absence of such plan, from a line thirty (30) feet
from property line, parallel with the center line of the traveled way.
Yard, Rear: A yard extending the full width of the lot along the rear lot line
and extending in depth from the nearest point on the rear lot line to the
nearest point of the principal building or buildings.
Yard, Side: A yard extending from a front yard to the rear yard and from the
nearest point of a side lot line to the nearest point of the principal
building or buildings
.
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
7. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton, to see if the Town will vote to add an
IMPACT FEE ORDINANCE FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL FACILITIES to the Town of Newton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
A. APPLICABILITY OF ARTICLE
The Town of Newton has developed a methodology for the assessment of impact
fees for a proportionate share of the public school capital facilities of the
Sanborn Regional School District. On the basis of this methodology, new
development in Newton shall be assessed a public school impact fee that
represents its proportional share of demand on the capacity of the capital
facilities of the District. The following regulations shall govern the
assessment of impact fees for public school facilities in order to
accommodate increases demand on the capacity of these facilities due to new
development. These regulations are authorized by RSA 674:21, V, and other
pertinent state law, as an innovative land use control. The administration
of these regulations shall be the responsibility of the Board of Selectmen.
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B. FINDINGS
In review of its school enrollment growth and the public school capacity
available to Newton from the Sanborn Regional School District of which it is
a member, the Town of Newton hereby finds that:
1. Each type of new residential development in Newton, with the exception of
those having lawfully restricted occupancy that will exclude school age
children, will create a need for the construction, equipping, or expansion
of the public capital facilities of the Sanborn Regional School District
to provide adequate public education for Newton pupils.
2. Recent and anticipated growth rates in public enrollment and associated
improvement and renovation costs would necessitate an excessive
expenditure of public funds in order to maintain adequate school facility
standards and to promote and protect the public health, safety and
welfare.
3. The assessment of impact fees is one of the methods available to ensure
that public expenditures are not excessive and that new development will
bear a proportionate share of the cost of public school capital facility
costs necessary to accommodate such development.
4. The Sanborn Regional School district, of which the Town of Newton is a
member, provides an efficient and effective means for the towns of the
District to provide educational services to the citizens of the District.
5. The impact fee methodology entitled Methodology for the Calculation of
School Impact Fees in the Town of Newton, NH (prepared in 1999, and as
amended) prepared for the Town of Newton, represents a reasonable,
rational and proportional method for the assessment of growth-related
school facility costs to new residential development that will provide for
partial funding of the capital costs of the District. Based on this
methodology, school impact fees will not exceed the costs of:
a. Providing additional public capital facilities necessitated by new
residential development in Newton; and/or
b. Compensating the Sanborn Regional School District for school facility
capacity that it provided in anticipation of new residential growth and
development in Newton.
6. An impact fee ordinance for school facilities is consistent with the goals
and objectives of the Master Plan and the Capital Improvements Program of
the Town of Newton.
C. DEFINITIONS
1. District The Sanborn Regional School District, of which Newton is an
member municipality.
2. Feepayer The applicant for the issuance of a building permit which could
create new development.
3. New Development An activity which results in:
a. The creation of a new dwelling unit or units; or
b. The conversion of a legally existing use, or additions thereto, which
would result in a new increase in the number of dwelling units.
D. ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT FEES
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1. Impact fees shall be assessed to new development to compensate the Town
of Newton for the proportional share of the capital facility costs of
the District generated by new development in Newton, including public
school facilities to be constructed, or which were constructed in
anticipation of new development.
2
.
Any person who seeks a building permit for new development is hereby
required to pay a public school capital facility impact fee upon adoption
of this article in the manner set forth herein.
3. A person may request a full or partial waiver of school facility impact
fees for the number of residential units that are lawfully restricted to
occupancy by senior citizens age 62 or over, or to households with at
least one person age 55 and over, as applicable, where such units are
maintained in compliance with the provisions of RSA 354-A:15, Housing For
Older Persons. School impact fees may, in the discretion of the Board of
Selectmen, be waived for such units within a complying development where
the units are restricted by age for a period of at least 20 years.
4. A person may request a full or partial waiver of school facility impact
fees from the Board of Selectmen for any residential units which have
been approved for construction prior to the effective date of this
article if the same are determined to be entitled to the four year
exemption provided by RSA 674:39, to the extent exemption is available
pursuant to that statute. This waiver shall not be applicable to
residential units in phases of a phased residential development project
where active and substantial development, building and construction has
not yet occurred in the phase in which those units are to be constructed.
5. Prior to acting on a request for waiver of impact fees under the
provisions of paragraphs 3 or 4 of this section, the Board of Selectmen
shall submit a copy of the waiver request to the Planning Board for its
review and comment, and the Planning Board shall set forth its comments
in writing. In the process of its review, the Board of Selectmen shall
set forth in writing its findings on the Planning Board's comments, to
the extent that such comments are not directly incorporated into the
decision on the request for a waiver.
E. COMPUTATION OF IMPACT FEE
1. The amount of each impact fee shall be assessed in accordance with a
report entitled Methodology for the Calculation of School Impact Fees in
the Town of Newton, NH (prepared in 1999, and as amended) , prepared for
the Town of Newton and as adopted for the purposes of impact fee
assessment by the Board of Selectmen.
2. In case of new development created by conversion or modification of an
existing use, the impact fee shall be based upon the net increase in the
impact fee assessment for the new use as compared to the highest impact
fee that was, or would have been, assessed for the previous use in
existence on or after the effective date of this Ordinance.
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F. PAYMENT OF IMPACT FEE
No building permit shall be issued for new development until the impact fee
has been assessed by the Building Inspector, and the fee paid to the Town of
Newton. In lieu of this procedure, the Board of Selectmen may, at its
discretion, authorize another mutually acceptable schedule for payment, or
require the deposit of an irrevocable letter of credit or other acceptable
performance and payment guarantee with the Town of Newton. The Town of
Newton shall not issue a certificate of occupancy for the dwelling unit or
units for which the fee is assessed until the impact fee has been paid in
full.
G. APPEALS
1. If a fee-payer elects to appeal the amount of the impact fee, the appeal
shall be made to the Zoning Board of Adjustment. In support of such
appeal, the fee-payer shall prepare and submit to the Zoning Board of
Adjustment an independent fee calculation or other relevant study for the
new development activity which is proposed. The independent study by the
fee-payer shall set forth the specific reasons for departing from the
adopted schedules and methodologies of the Town. The Board of Adjustment
shall review such study and render its decision. All costs incurred by
the Town for the review of such study, including consultant and counsel
fees, shall be paid by the fee-payer.
2. The decision of the Zoning Board of Adjustment may be appealed to the
Superior Court as provided by RSA 677:2-14.
H. ADMINISTRATION OF FUNDS COLLECTED
1. All funds collected shall be properly identified and promptly transferred
for deposit into a separate impact fee account for public school
facilities. This impact fee account shall be a non-lapsing special
revenue fund account and under no circumstances shall such revenues
accrue to the General Fund.
2. The Town Treasurer shall record all fees paid, by date of payment and the
name of the person making payment, and shall maintain an updated record
of the current ownership, tax map and lot reference number of properties
for which fees have been paid under this Article for each building permit
so affected for a period of at least nine (9) years from the date of
receipt of the impact fee payment associated with the issuance of each
permit.
3. Impact fees collected may be spent from time to time by order of the
Board of Selectmen and shall be used solely for the reimbursement of the
Sanborn Regional School District for the cost of public school capital
improvements for which they were collected, or to recoup the cost of
capital improvements made by the District in anticipation of the needs
for which the impact fee was collected.
4. In the event that bonds or similar debt instruments have been or will be
issued by the District for the funding of capacity-related improvements
to public schools, impact fees may be transferred to the District to pay
debt service on such bonds or similar debt instruments.
5. At the end of each fiscal year, the Town Treasurer shall make a report to
the Board of Selectmen, giving a particular account of all impact fee
transactions during the year.
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I. REFUND OF FEES PAID
1. The current owner of record of property for which an impact fee has been
paid shall be entitled to a refund of that fee, plus accrued interest
where:
a. The impact fee has not been encumbered or legally bound to be spent
for the purpose for which it was collected within a period of six (6)
years from the date of the full and final payment of the fee; or
b. The District has failed, within the period of six (6) years from the
date of the full and final payment of such fee, to appropriate any of
the non-impact fee share of related capital improvement costs thereby
permitting the capital improvement or capital improvement program for
which the impact fee was collected to be commenced. If any capital
improvement or capital improvement program for which an impact fee is
collected has been commenced either prior to, or within six years
from the date of final collection of an impact fee, that impact fee
payment shall be deemed to be encumbered and legally bound to be
spent for said capital improvement or capital improvement program and




The Board of Selectmen shall provide all owners of record who are due a
refund written notice of the amount due, including accrued interest, if
any, and shall promptly cause said refund to be made.
J. ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENTS
Payment of the impact fee under this article does not restrict the Town or
the Planning Board from requiring other payments from the fee-payer,
including such payments relating to the cost of the extensions of water and
sewer mains or the construction of roads or streets or other infrastructure
and public capital facilities specifically benefiting the development as
required by the subdivision or site plan review regulations, or as otherwise
authorized by law.
K. PREMATURE AND SCATTERED DEVELOPMENT
Nothing in this article shall be construed so as to limit the existing
authority of the Newton Planning Board to deny new proposed development which
is scattered or premature, requires an excessive expenditure of public funds,
or otherwise violates the Town of Newton Zoning Ordinance, or the Newton
Planning Board Site Plan Review Regulations or Subdivision Regulations, or
which may otherwise be lawfully denied.
L. REVIEW AND CHANGE IN METHOD OF ASSESSMENT
The Methodology for the Calculation of School Impact Fees in the Town of
Newton, NH (1999 and as amended) and the associated fee schedule shall be
reviewed periodically by the Board of Selectmen. Such review shall take
place not more than five years from the initial adoption of this ordinance,
nor more frequently than annually. Any proposal for changes in the impact
fee assessment methodology or the associated fee schedule shall be reviewed
by the Planning Board prior to its final consideration by the Board of
Selectmen. The review by the Board of Selectmen, may result in recommended
adjustments to the methodology and related fees based on the most recent data
as may be available. The replacement or amendment of the impact fee
methodology shall not be effective until it shall have been the subject of a
public hearing before the Board of Selectmen, noticed in accordance with
RSA 675:7. No change in the impact fee schedule shall become effective until
approved by the voters as an amendment to this ordinance.
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M. SCHOOL FACILITIES IMPACT FEE SCHEDULE
The following amounts shall be assessed as impact fees for public school
facilities. The dollar amounts shown in the impact fee schedule shall be
assessed on a per dwelling unit basis by type of structure in a manner
consistent with the supporting methodology.
Type of Structure
Single Family Detached Homes
Public School Impact
Fee Per Dwelling Unit
$3,376
Units in Attached and 2-4 Unit Structures $2,265
Units in Five or More Unit Structures $ 885
Manufactured Housing Units $1,977
Source: Impact fee assessment schedule derived from a report entitled
Methodology for the Calculation of School Impact Fees in the Town of Newton,
NH (November 1999)
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
Shall the Town of Newton raise and appropriate as an operating
budget, not including appropriations by Special Warrant Articles, the
amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant, for the purposes
set forth therein, totaling $1,702,933.00
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
Should the article above be defeated, the operating budget shall be
$1,579,809.00 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments
required by previous action of the Town of Newton or by law or the
governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13,
X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only."
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Cable Committee, the sum of $2,000 to pay for a Cable Consultant to help
prepare the new 2000 Cable Contract.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
10. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Conservation
Commission, to prohibit motorized vehicles from the section of the Peanut
Trail from the East side of Route 108 to the Merrimac, MA. town line.
11. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Conservation Commission,
to prohibit hunting and the discharge of firearms from the following town
owned parcels: Tax Map 010-10-002-3 (former Busch property) and 004-05-001
(Heath Street Recreation property) .
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12. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Gale Library Trustees
and the Conservation Commission, to change the use of the property known as
the "Town Museum/Marshal1 Property", Tax Map Oil, Block 06, Lot 018 from
"Conservation Land" to "Town Land" for the possible future location of the
Gale Library.
13. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Conservation Commission,
and requested by the Citizens for New Hampshire Land and Community Heritage,
to send the following Resolution to the New Hampshire General Court:
Resolved, New Hampshire's natural, cultural and historic resources in this
town and throughout the state are worthy of protection and, therefore, the
State of New Hampshire should establish and fund a permanent public/private
partnership for the voluntary conservation of these important resources .
"
14. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Fire Chief, to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000 to purchase a Thermal Imaging Camera.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
15. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, the
sum of $15,000 repair/replace the septic system at the Central Station on
Route 108.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Board of Selectmen, the sum of $50,000.00 as a start-up cost of cleaning up
the stump dump on Dugway Road, located at the site of our current Transfer
Station. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Board of Selectmen, the sum of $10,500 to RESHINGLE ROOF, PAINT and do
REPAIRS to the Marshall House located on Wallace Street and to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to withdraw the $10,500 from the Capital Reserve Account
known as TOWN BUILDINGS created for this purpose. (Per Selectmen's Bid
Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by
the Recreation Commission, the sum of $11,000 for the Purchase of Equipment
and Upgrade of Paved Area at Greenie Park for use as a skateboard area.
($5,000 to be raised from the Town, $5,000 to come from Recreation Savings
and up to $1,000 or more to come from fund raisers.) Per Selectmen's Bid
Policy.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Gale Library Trustees, the sum of $25,000 to contract engineering and
architectural services and legal fees, using the Selectmen's Bid Policy, for
future construction of a new Gale Library. The Library Trustees will be the
agents to expend these funds
.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
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20. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed $175,000 to
purchase 14 + acres of land with 720 feet frontage on Route 108, located at
69 South Main Street, for the future location of the Gale Library, or other
municipal use. This lot is adjacent to the north side of the Route 108 Post
Office. Map 012, Block 17.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter
into a three (3) year Federal Grant Program for the purpose of hiring a
School Resource Officer which means a 6th full time police officer, as
proposed by the Police Chief and to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000
for the first year's payment with two subsequent years of $25,000 for a total
of $75,000. (The Federal Grant will provide $75,000 over a three year period
but does require an intention of retaining the officer/position at the end of
that 3 year period.)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$29,596.00 for the following Social Services:
A SAFE PLACE $ 1,500.00
AIDS RESPONSE SEACOAST 200.00
AREA HOMECARE & FAMILY SEVICES 3,800.00
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES 650.00
DRUGS ARE DANGEROUS 2,000.00
FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES 4,740.00
LAMPREY HEALTH CARE 1,800.00
PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS 550.00
RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 100.00




SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES 950.00
VIC GEARY CENTER 2,000.00
$29,596.00
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
23. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to
reduce the Treasurer's Salary from $6,200 a year to $3,000 a year to comply
with the Treasurer's Job Description as provided in RSA 41:29.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
24. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will authorize and direct the Board of Selectmen to create a
committee to study and report back to the Town on the options available to
the Town to provide for the education of its children which result from the
newly enacted State funding of education, including but not limited to a
study of the feasibility of the Town partially or fully withdrawing from the
Sanborn Regional School District as set forth in RSA 195:24-30, or the
establishment of the Memorial School as a charter school as set forth in RSA
194-B:3.
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25. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to direct and authorize the Selectmen to sell at Public
Auction to the highest qualified bidder the real property (land and
buildings) taken by the Town for back taxes located at 2 West Main Street,
Newton Junction (formerly known as the Carley Hardware Store) , and return
said property to the Tax Rolls. Prior to the sale the Town may attach
covenants to the property as required to protect the conservation, planning
and growth management interests of the Town.
26. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to authorize the Newton Recreation Commission to jointly
manage and operate the 47 acre Town owned land known as the Busch Farm Land,
located on North Main Street, with the Newton Conservation Commission per RSA
35B:3.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Board of Selectmen, the sum of $5,647.17 to provide Health/Dental benefits to
the Town Clerk/Tax Collector . 25% to be paid by the Town Clerk/Tax Collector
as according to Town Policy.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
28. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 to fund the
recruitment and six months of salary and benefits for the position of a Town
Manager. The Town Manager shall have an adequate educational degree and work
experience, be subject to the direction and supervision of the Board of
Selectmen and shall be responsible for the efficient administration of the
Town as outlined in RSA Chapter 37.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
29. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to adopt a Town Manager form of government as authorized
by RSA 37:11. The Town Manager shall have an adequate educational degree and
work experience, be subject to the direction and supervision of the Board of
Selectmen and shall be responsible for the efficient administration of the
Town as outlined in RSA Chapter 37.
Given under our hands and seal this 11th day of January in the year of our
Lord Two Thousand.
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4130-4139 Executive 76.736 74.515 105.579
4140-4149 Election, Raa.fi Vital Statistics 25,800 32,212 28,925
4150-4151 Financial Administration 90,586 95,710 78,135
4152 Revaluation of Property
4153 Legal Expanse 20,000 5,754 20,000
4155-4159 Parsonnal Administration 53,642 51,579 60,000
4191-4193 Planning £ toning 30,050 34,216 36,500
4194 Oanaral Government Buildings 35,650 24,449 36,950
4195 Cemeteries 9,900 7,596 10,088
4196 Insurance 79.000 61.967 42.623
4197 Advertising fi Regional Assoc.
4199 Other General Government
PUBLIC SAFETY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4210-4214 Police 283,990 288,569 302,400
4215-4219 Ambulance 23,000 23,000 23,000
4220-4229 Fire 92,643 92,630 149,718
4240-4249
XUther
Building Inspection InSPGC. 50,000 29,251 40,000






AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4301-4309|Airport Operations
HIGHWAYS & STREETS xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4311 Administration
4312 Highways fi 8treets 267.750 204.749 267,850
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting 19,600 18,391 19,600
4319 other Cods Universal 30,000
SANITATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4321 Administration
I
4323 Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 207,767 210,980 254,955
4325 Solid Waste Cl««n-up
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Appropriations Actual
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures
Acct# (RSA 32:3,V) ARTJ Approved by DRA Prior Year
APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
(RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED);
"
SANITATION cont. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4326-4329|3ewage Coll. £ Disposal £ Other
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4331 Adminiatration
4332 Water Services
4335-4339 Water Treatment, Conaarv.fi Other
ELECTRIC XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4351-4352 Admin, and Generation
4353 Purehaaa Coata
4354 Electric Equipment Maintenance
4359 Other Electric Coats
HEALTH XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4411 Administration H.O. 14,000 14,950 15,000
4414 Peat Control A . C . . 7,255 7,050
4415-4419 Health Agencies £ Bosp. fi Other
WELFARE XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4441-4442 Administration £ Direct Aaaiat. 21,733 14,468 21,676
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Pymnti
4445-4449 Vendor Payments £ Other
CULTURE & RECREATION XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4520-4529 Parks £ Recreation 27,580 27,580 29,440
4550-4559 Librarv' 75,962 75,962 80,327
4583 Patriotic Purposes 850 1,025 1,000
4589
Cable n
Other Culture £ Recreation 8,640 1,183 8,717
CONSERVATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4611-4612
Care of Tree
Admin. £ Purch. of Nat. Resourcei
s
4,500 4,470 4,500
4619 Other Conservation COTimSSlOn 3.475 3.475 3,750
4631-4632 Cable TV - PT People 3,500 3,301 6,000
4651-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DEBT SERVICE XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4711 Princ- Long Term Bonds £ Notes
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds £ Notei
4723 Int. on Tax Anticipation Notes 5,000 5,000
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR Prior Year As










DEBT SERVICE cont. xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
14790-4799 Other Debt Service
CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4901 Land
\ 4902 Machinery, Vahiclaa £ Equipment
i 4903 Buildings
4909 SEE ATTACHED - Warrant A "tides 174,853 96,755 298,743
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund











4917 To Health Maint. Trust Funds
4918 To Nonexpendable Trust Funds
4919^_ To Agency Funds
SUBTOTAL 1 1,759,662 1,520,850 2,101,676
Xf you have a line item of appropriations from more than one warrant article, please use the space below to identify the
Bake-up of the the line total for the ensuing year.
Acct. # "Watt.
Art. #












1 Assessment - Notices. Hearinas 9 10.500
2 Fire Truck Lease 12 48.559
3 Transfer Station - Paving 13 5.000 5,000
4 Transfer Station-Hoooer Encl. 14 2.000
5 250th Anniversarv-Fi reworks 17 7,500 7,500
6
7
Capital Improvements - Impact 21 15,000 11,207
Police Station Improvements 25 20,000 20,000
8 Cops Universal 3 Yr Police Ofi 26 30,000 17,310
9 Social Services 32 25.294 25.092
10 Seacoast HealthNet 33 2.000 2,000



















Cable Consultant - Contract 9 2.000
Thermal Imaging Camera 14 20,000
Central Fire Station Septic 15 15,000
Stump Dump Clean-up 16 50,000
28
29
Marshall House Repairs 17 10,500
Recreation Equipment/Pavinq 18 11,000
30 Library Eriqirieerinq/Architectural 19 25,000
31 School Resource Officer (3 YR) 21 25,000
32
33
Social Services 22 29,596
Town Manaqer 28 30,000
34 Gale Library - Future Locatior 20 175.000
35
36




















Budget - Town/City of NEWTON 2000 MS-6
Acct# SOURCE OF REVENUE
Actual
WARR. Estimated Revenues Revenues





TAXES xxxxiMcxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3120 Land Uaa Chang* Taxaa 90,000 55,330 50,000
3180 Raaidant Taxaa
3185 Timbar Taxaa 1,869 877 1,200
3186 Paymant in Liau of Taxaa
3189 Othar Taxaa
3190 Zntaraat £ Panaltiaa on Dalinquont Taxaa 73,014 51,350 73,000
Inventory Panaltiaa
Bxeavmtion Tax ($.02 cants par cu yd)
Excavation AetivityTajc
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3210 Buainaaa Licanaaa £ Parnita 71.200 30,537 51,600
3220 Motor Vahicla Parmit' Faas 470.000 484,715 500,000
3230 Building panita & Other Inspections 50,000 30,537 40,000
3290 Othar Licanaaa, Parmita £ Faas 6,700 6,560 6,660
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT linversc 1 22,500 18,822 26,000
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3351 Sharad Ravanuaa 24,302 24,302 24,302
3352 Maals £ Rooms Tax Distribution 74,090 74,090 74,090
3353 Highway Block Grant 56,153 56,153 60,713
3354 Hatar Pollution Grant
3355 Housing £ Community Davalopmant
3356 Stata £ Fadaral Foraat Land Raimbursamant
3357 Flood Control Raimburaanant
3359
AdhnnistfttfUe_l6
Othar (Including Railroad Tax) & GdS TdX If 5,500 18,829 3,976
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3401-3406 Zncoma from Dapartmanta 3,000 3,799 4,000
3409 Othar Chargas 700 675 700
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3501
Rent &
Sala of Municipal Proparty 5,700 4,632 70,000
3502 Intaraat on Invastmants 45,000 47,782 37,500
3503-3509 othar Cable, FF, Ref 40,000 39,549 37,068
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INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912
3913
From Special Revenue Funda
From Capital Projects Funds
XXXXXXXXX













391^ From^rua^^^ganc^JFunda^ 3.200 2.885 2.900
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proe. from Long Tarm Bonds £ Notes
Amts VOTED Prom F/B ("Surplus")
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes 130,000
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS 1,187,928 966,424 1,095,209
]•mmnFTSTTMMAPV-
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 4)
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5)
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5)
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended
Leas: Amount of Estimated Revenues < Credits (from above, column 6)
Estimated Amount of Taxes to be Raised
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Deborah A. Elia, Selectman
Stephen M. Cushing, Selectman
Bruce A. Gordon, Selectman












Trustee of Trust Funds
NHMA Health Trust, Medical Insurance
Riendeau Printing Corp., Town Report
ETC, Town Report Mailing
Seacoast Newspapers
Michael L. Fortin, Reimbursement
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance
























ELECTION, REGISTRATION & VITAL STATISTICS
Appropriation
Expenditures:
Raymond D. Thayer, Town Clerk
Raymond D. Thayer, Town Clerk Fees
Barbara J. Card, Deputy Town Clerk
Cameron Office Products, Typewriter Contract
Sonitrol Services of NE, Alarm Contract
N.H., State Treasurer, Vital Statistics
Bell Atlantic, Telephone
N.H. City & Town Clerks Association, Dues, Seminar
Linda S. Jette, Seminar
Dept. of Agriculture, N.H., Dog License Fees
I IMC, Dues
D.J. Casey Paper, Office Supplies
Cameron Office Products, Office Supplies
National Market Reports, Manuals
Petty Cash
State of New Hampshire, Supplies
Anco Engraved Signs, Supplies
Postmaster, Newton, Postage
NHMA, Dues
N.E. Association of City & Town Clerks, Dues
The Grand Summit, Seminar
LHS Associates, Voter Supplies
Douglas Manufacturing, Voter Supplies
King Graphics, Voter Supplies




























Craftsmen Press, Voter Supplies
Elizabeth B. Leach, Supervisor of Checklist
Maria E. Roberts, Supervisor of Checklist
Myrtle B. Rogers, Supervisor of Checklist
Keith A. Bisson, Travel Expense
Gerald Bowley, Travel Expense
David G. Bisson, Travel Expense
Raymond D. Thayer, Town Clerk
Barbara J. Card, Deputy Town Clerk
Michael Williams, Ballot Clerk
Leatrice F. Gordon, Ballot Clerk




































Elizabeth G. Standing, Treasurer
Elizabeth G. Standing, Expenses
Nancy J. Wrigley, Deputy Treasurer
Nancy J. Wrigley, Mileage Reimbursement
Raymond D. Thayer, Tax Collector
Raymond D. Thayer, Tax Collector Fees
Barbara J. Card, Deputy Tax Collector
Petty Cash
N.H. Municipal Association, Dues & Seminars
Sonitrol Services of N.E., Alarm Contract
East Coast Office Machines, Copier Contract, Supplies
Postmaster, Newton, N.H., Postage
The Carriage Towne News, Legal Advertising
Staples, Office Supplies
Bell Atlantic, Telephone
Civil Construction Management, Tax Maps, Prints
Seacoast Newspapers, Legal Advertising
The Eagle Tribune, Legal Advertising
The Union Leader, Legal Advertising
Rockingham Cty Registry Deeds, Copies, Recording Fees
Safeguard Business Systems, Payroll Supplies
Sage US, Support Services
Cameron Office Products, Typewriter Contract
N.H. Tax Collector's Association, Dues, Workshop
N.H. Government of Finance Officers, Dues
U.S. Postal Service, Envelopes
Benefit Strategies, Inc., Dues
King Graphics, Office Supplies
Sylvania Wrenn, Computer Programming & Training
Michael L. Fortin, Reimbursement
N.H. Tax Collector's Association, Dues
Sam's Club, Membership, Supplies
Avitar, Assessment Updates, Supplies
N.H. Association of Assessing Officials, Dues
Landmark Title, Inc., Search Fees
FEDEX, Mailing Service
Vachon, Clukay, & Company, 1998 Audit









































N.H. State Library, Copy Fee
I IMC, Dues
Red Jacket Mountain View, Seminar
Rockingham Planning Commission, Books
Lexis Law Publishing, Books & Supplies
Kimberly K. Hughes, Reimbursement
Harold' s Locksmith, Repairs
Barbara Card, Board of Appeals-Salary




Refunds: Postage, Telephone, Misc.
Sale of Town Pamphlets
Excavation Registration
Sale of Sub-Division Regs.
Trailer Permit
Voter List














































FICA & RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS
Appropriation
Expenditures:




Credits: Police Services - FICA






































Rockingham Cty. Registry of Deeds, Recordings
The Eagle Tribune, Legal Ads
N.H. Municipal Association, Lecture
Rockingham Planning Commission, Circuit Rider
Rockingham Planning Commission, Dues, Books
GZA GeoEnvironmental, Consultant Fees
CLD Consultant Engineers, Inc., Consultant Fees
Charlton J. Swasey, Legal Fees
East Coast Office Machines, Copier & Supplies
Petty Cash
Alan Taylor, Reimbursement
Staples Credit Plan, Office Supplies
Postmaster, Newton, Postage
Stephen A. Laurin, Reimbursement
Holland, Donovan, Beckett, Hermans & Davison, Refund
Versent, LLC, Consultant Fees
TOTAL
Overdraft

































Paula Lemay, Cleaning Services
Aztec Cleaning
Old Kerry Beverage, Water
Duston Oil Company, Oil
Exeter & Hampton Electric Company
Gordon Whitford, Repairs
William Baker, Repairs
Harold's Locksmith, Locks & Keys, Repairs








Sam's Club, Paper Goods & Supplies
Protection One, Alarm Service
Michael L. Fortin, Reimbursement
Suzanne J. Ryan, Reimbursement
The Union Leader, Legal Advertising
Seacoast Newspaper, Legal Advertising









































Quality Fire Protection, Inspection & Equip.
108 General Store, Supplies
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance
Credits: Gas Tax Refund




























































N.H.M.A. Property Liability Ins. Trust
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company
US I of New England
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance
Credits: Prop. Liability Ins. Trust Dividend
1998 Unemployment Audit Refund
1999 Unemployment Refund Credit






















George P. Moulaison & Son, Vehicle Maintenance
Petty Cash









NHMA Health Trust, Medical Insurance






Photo Stop, Inc. Film Developing & Supplies
Treasurer, State of N.H., Radar Check, Supplies




Route 108 General Store, Gas
Estabrook's Garage, Gas
Postmaster, Town of Newton, Postage
Neptune, Inc., Uniforms, Equipment Supplies
Cameron Office Products, Typewriter Contract
Gall's, Equipment Supplies
Sam' s Club, Supplies
N.H. Association of Chiefs of Police, Dues
2 Way Communication Service, Radio Repair




Merrimack Valley Security, Monitoring Fee
Riley' s Sport Shop, Ammunition
Don Kennett, Vehicle Maintenance
Andrew D. Theriault, Reimbursement
Sylvania Wrenn, Computer Supplies, Consult
Rockingham Cty Chiefs of Police Association, Dues
Psychotherapy Associates, Evaluations
The Balsams, Seminar
Avant Incorporated, Equipment Supplies
OFFTech, Inc., Supplies
IACP, Seminar/Dues
Exeter Hospital, Hepatitus B Vaccinations
National Crime Prevention Council
Central Equipment Company, Inc.
Lawyer's Diary & Manual, Directory
King Graphics, Forms
Staples Credit Plan, Supplies
ASP, Armament Systems & Procedures, Training
Career Track, Training
Loral Press, Office Supplies
Reliable, Office Supplies
Quinlan Publishing Company
John Grappone Ford, New Cruiser
Harold's Locksmith, New Cruiser Equip. Supplies
Adamson Industries, New Cruiser Equip. Supplies
Sign Designs, New Cruiser Equip. Supplies
Dale Gordon, New Cruiser Equip. Supplies
Richard A. Labell, Mileage Reimbursement
Michael A. Licata, Mileage Reimbursement
Richard Owens, Mileage Reimbursement
Carriage Towne News, Advertising
Jacques Personnel, Evaluations
N.H. Chiefs of Police Secretaries Assoc, Dues
The New England Institute, Training
UNH, Training
Exeter Health Resources Education Dept.
R.E.B. Training

















































































License to Sell Guns
Report Copies
Health Insurance Payroll Deduction
TOTAL CREDITS:
POLICE DEPARTMENT SALARIES
Andrew D. Theriault, Chief
Richard A. Labell, Lieutenant










































Seacoast Chief Fire Officers Association, Dues
Cellularone, Telephone
Stark & Cronk, Equipment
National Fire Protection Assn., Dues & Literature
Battery Network, Inc., Radio Repairs
A.T. & T., Telephone
Bell Atlantic, Telephone
Engine Service, Preventive Maintenance/Repair
Arcsource, Medical Supplies
Conway Associates, Inc., Equipment
Simpson's Inc., Equipment
Sandwich Ship Supply, Inc., Equipment
Newton Supply, Equipment Supplies
Artemus J.W. Packard, M.D., Physicals
START, Dues
Adam J. Mazur, Jr., Forest Fires




Wildfire Pacific Inc., Protective Clothing
Bound Tree Corporation, Medical Supplies



























Medtronic Physio-Control, Medical Supplies
2 Way Communications, Radio Equipment/Repair
Senter Auto Supply, Vehicle Supplies
Tri-anim Health Services, Inc., Medical Supplies
Exeter Hospital, Training & Hepatitus B
Interstate Emergency, Training/Seminars
Firehouse Magazine, Subscription
North American Wildfire Ltd., Subscription
John Lovett, Training
William E. Ingalls, Reimbursement
National Registry of EMT's, Dues




Ossipee Mtn. Electronics, Inc., Equipment
CEN-COM, Equipment
Greenwood Fire Apparatus, Equipment
St's Seasonal Equipment, Inc.
Ralph Mahoney & Sons, Inc.
The Eagle Tribune, Legal Advertising
Sunset Printing
Albert Butland, Equipment Supplies
Hoyt Decorating & Hardware, Equipment Supplies
Adamson Industries, Equipment
Brentwood Machine, Equipment Supplies
United Divers, Equipment
SSCOR, Inc., Equipment
Knox Company, Equipment Supplies
Gall's Inc., Equipment
Beacon Electrical Sales, Inc.
W.D. Perkins, Vehicle Repairs
Freedom Tire
Marque, Inc., Vehicle Repairs
Kellygraphics
Postmaster, Newton N.H., Postage
One Stop Business Centers, Inc.
Plaistow Custom PC, Office Supplies
Petty Cash
Staples Credit Plan, Office Supplies
Linda Wickson
Carriage Towne News, Advertising
Daigneault' s, Clothing
Fire Tech & Safety, Medical Supplies
Thor Electronics, Equipment Repairs
Eagle Gear
Randall J. Young, Reimbursement
David A. Baker, Expenses
David A. Baker, Fire Warden
David A. Baker, Administration
William E. Ingalls, Fire Warden
William E. Ingalls, Administration
Roland D. Estabrook, Fire Warden
Edward Hilton, Fire Warden
Ralph E. Estabrook, Fire Warden





Credits: Gas Tax Refund
Reimbursements /Refunds








































































































Dale G. Putnam 3,089.66
John H. Crandall 353.96
Scott Dinsmore 1,023.48
Spencer S. Kimball 1,059.30
David Kenneally 1,061.22
Laura Laubner 947.45
Jeffrey M. Jensen 899.20
Randy Young 2,396.60







Gall ' s Inc . , Equipment
Seton Name Plate, Equipment
Delsar, Equipment
Dive Rescue International, Equipment











BUILDING & OTHER INSPECTIONS
Appropriation
Expenditures
Gordon J. Whitford, Co-Building Inspector
Donald Kizirian, Co-Building Inspector
William A. Baker, Co-Building Inspector
Dewey A. Bowley, Driveway Permits
Frank Gibbs, Driveway Permits
William E. Ingalls, Heating System Permits
MobileComm, Pager & Service
National Fire Protection Association, Manuals
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance





















Revenue: 1999 Police Service Details

























1998 Details Paid in 1999
FICA Employer's Share






TOWN MAINTENANCE - Summer
Appropriation
:
Credit: Highway Block Grant
Expenditures
:
Bardon Trimount, Inc., Cold Patch
N.E. Barricade Corp., Signs
Bell & Flynn, Paving






MobileComm, Pager & Service
Frank Gibbs, Equipment
Frank Gibbs, Labor
Dewey A. Bowley, Equipment
Dewey A. Bowley, Labor
Gerald Bowley, Labor
Charles Rollins, Labor











Granite State Minerals, Salt
Roadstone, Sand
Adam J. Mazur, Jr., Constr.,
Kingston Materials
Frank Gibbs, Equipment
Dewey A. Bowley, Equipment
Dewey A. Bowley, Labor
Keith A. Bisson, Plowing
Audie L. West, Plowing
Ralph Estabrook, Plowing
James M. Benjamin, Plowing
George Hamor, Plowing







































































Exeter & Hampton Electric
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance









Charles M. Rollins, Reimbursement
NHMA Health Trust, Medical Insurance
NHMA Health Trust, Dental Insurance
C & J Trucking, Hauling & Disposal Services
WSI of MA Hauling, Inc., Hauling & Disposal Serv.
Bell Atlantic, Telephone
Gibbs Construction Inc., Dozer
Triangle Portable Services, Portable Toilet
CleanHarbors, Waste Oil
Michael L. Fortin, Reimbursement
Bailey Signs
Treasurer, State of N.H., Training Fees
Roadstone, Inc.
































































Osco Drug Store, Rabies Vaccine
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance






















































CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure:















ROCKINGHAM VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION & HOSPICE
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure










Connie Smith, Welfare Administrator
Sheila Bergeron, Deputy Welfare Administrator













































AREA HGMEMAKER HOME HEALTH AIDE
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure






SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure






ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure






FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure:




























Newton Boyscout Troop #91




The Carriage Towne News, Advertising
Hill's Irrigation, Lawn & Landscaping
Allstate Carting, Inc., Dumpster Service
Marine Rescue, Equipment Supplies
United Novelty & Paper Company
Skateland
"The Works"










































































Newton Greenhouse, Flower Baskets





The Flag & Gift Connection, Flags
Shaw's of Plaistow, Supplies-Parade
Sanborn Regional High School-Parade Band
Gordon's Army & Navy Store, Supplies
Newton Junction Baptist Church













NEWTON COMMUNITY ACCESS TELEVISION
































David H. Robinson, Salary
Sam's Club, Membership
The Carriage Towne News
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance











































Donna J. Cushing, Reimbursement
Mary Marshall, Reimbursement
Petty Cash
The Carriage Towne News





















































BUILD TWO ENCLOSURES OVER TWO HOPPERS AT TRANSFER STATION - Article #14








250th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION EXPENDABLE GENERAL FUND TRUST FUND - Article #16
Special Appropriation: $ 5,000.00
Expenditure
:









The Trustee of Trust Funds

































NHMA Health Trust, Health & Dental Insurance
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance



















CABLE CONSULTANT SERVICES RE: NEW CABLE CONTRACT - Article #35
Special Appropriation: $ 1,500.00
Expenditure
:
The Town of Londonderry, NH $ 1,145.68
TOTAL $ 1,145.68
Unexpended Balance 354.32
STEP INCREASES FOR REGULAR AND PART-TIME EMPLOYEES - Article #39










Avitar - FA $ 10,500.00
Greenwood Fire Apparatus - FD 47,792.76
Starsound Music, Inc. - CABLE 2% 4,719.65




January 1, 1999 Through December 31, 1999
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION $ 110.00
APPLE BOOKS 1,965.57
BAD CHECK 15.00
BAD CHECK CHARGE 3.00
BAKER & TAYLOR 7,025.25
BANK CHARGE 47.60
BARNES & NOBLE, INC. 507.79
BELL ATLANTIC 1,818.31
BIG KIDS PRODUCTIONS 99.70
BMG MUSIC SERVICE 14.64
BRIANA L. FOY 1,041.02
C. ROLLINS 38 6.00
CARRIAGE TOWNE NEWS 37.50
CENTER POINT PUBLISHING 17.99
CHILIS 27.60
CLOUDMOUNTAIN COMMUNICATIONS 44.95
COLUMBIA HOUSESERVICE CENTER 37.35
COMMUTERS LIBRARY 148.00
CREATIVE PUBLISHING INTERNATIONAL 23.91




DUSTON OIL CO., INC 48 6.89
EBSCO SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES 1,306.7 6
EDUCATORS PROGRESS SERVICE, INC. 83.80
ELIZABETH STANDING 4,878.58
EXETER & HAMPTON ELECTRIC CO. 3,199.27
FACTS ON FILE 44.50
FLEMMING PRESS 20.00
FRANCES S. MEARS 4,869.52
G & E SECURITY 527.63
GALE GROUP 316.55
GAYLORD BROS. 744.62
GREEN WAY CLEANING SERVICE 880.00
GROLIER EDUCATIONAL 434.60
H.W. WILSON CO. 305.00
HAMPSTEAD 250™ COMMITTEE 25.00
JEAN CONSTANTINUEAU 963.64
JUNIOR LIBRARY GUILD 967.20
LEXIS LAW PUBLISHIHG 576.75
LISA FORTIN 1,726.30
MARSHALL CAVENDISH CORP. 259.19




MIDWEST LIBRARY SALES 739.83
MR. ANDERSON'S CO. 61.48


























THE H.W. WILSON CO.












































































Report of the Chief of Police
This year the Police Department was able to acquire a four-wheel drive Chevrolet Blazer valued
at approximately $9,000, at a cost to the taxpayers of only $475. Additionally, the COPS FAST
grant from the federal government returned $19,000 to the Town ofNewton.
I am especially proud of the fact that members of the Police Department have logged over 60
hours of volunteer work. The majority of hours were at the Town's 250
th
celebration, the Open
Basketball Program and Memorial Day activities.
I am also pleased to report that we have been successful in our goal to increase safety for school
children. The expanded school zone, to include the intersection of Whittier Street and West Main
Street, is now in operation and has been effective in slowing traffic at that location where children
cross the street. Another program we adopted was having the police cruiser operate radar at
school bus stops and following the school buses on their routes. Consequently, complaints have
been dramatically reduced. We have also increased our visible presence in the schools, which the
students and the school staff have appreciated. Next year, we hope to do even more to make
your children safe. I am requesting your support for a School Resource Officer. This position
will allow the Police Department to be a proactive resource in providing a safe environment in
which our young people can develop to the best of their abilities. School violence is not just a
national issue; it is an issue in Newton as well.
Once again, Newton residents have directly experienced the negative impact of illegal drugs. We
as a community must continue our message that this type of behavior will not be tolerated. I urge
all parents and responsible citizens to take an active role in this fight to protect our young people.
We all must live our lives in such a manner to demonstrate to our young people that substance
abuse and violence are wrong.
Finally, I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen and fellow Town employees for their
assistance and cooperation, the Fire Chief and members of the Fire Department for their mutual
respect and professionalism, and the police agencies of the surrounding towns for their assistance
and support. Above all, my sincere appreciation is extended to the men and women of the
Newton Police Department for their consistent dedication and hard work, and to you, the citizens





NEWTON POLICE DEPARTMENT - 1999 ACTIVITY REPORT
ARRESTS MISCELLANEOUS CALLS FOR
DWI (Drunk Driving) 11 SERVICE
Other Motor Vehicle Offenses 59 Alarm 141
Criminal 54 Alcohol Related 9
Alcohol Related 11 Animal Complaint 206
Protective Custody 4 Assist Other Agency 105
Drug Related 18 Civil Dispute 50
Juvenile Petition (Delinquent) 16 Disturbance 83
Total 173 Drug Related 5
Juvenile Problem 100
Medical Call 151
CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS Missing Person 13
Assault 9 Mutual Aid 210
Criminal Threatening 14 Other Motor Vehicle 293
Domestic Dispute 72 Other Police Services 302
Harassment 47 Property Lost 14
Sex Offense 5 Property Recovered 19




CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY Weapon Related 27
Burglary 12 Total 2005
Criminal Mischief 58
Criminal Trespass 14
Illegal Dumping 5 RECAPITULATION
Theft 65 Arrest Statistics 173
Vehicle Theft _1 Accidents Investigated 47
Total 155 Crimes Against Persons 147
Crimes Against Property 155
Miscellaneous Calls for Service 2005
MOTOR VEHICLE STATISTICSi Total 2527
Accidents Investigated 47
Traffic Citations 357
Total 404 MILES PATROLLED: 75,636
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ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
In June of this year, I was appointed Animal Control Officer for the Town and
would like to introduce myself at this time to all the animal lovers. One of
the major concerns when I took office was the number of dogs that were not
licensed in town. Over the last six months, we have corrected this and
implore all dog owners to license for the next year beginning April 1 st
through April 31 st .
We are conducting a Rabies Clinic on the 18 th of March from 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
at the main firehouse. Licensing will also be available at this time for the
year 2000. I am part of Newton Police Department and can be contacted at the
station between 8:00 AM - 4:00 PM. After these hours, Rockingham Sheriff's
Department at 382-558 6 will contact me. Don't hesitate to contact me for any
animal problems.
INFORMATION/COMPLAINTS
Animal Control calls for 1999
Dog Bites
Dogs picked up
Dogs returned to owners
Dogs placed in new homes or NHSPCA
Dogs destroyed
Dogs killed by autos
Cats picked up
Cats returned to owners
Cats place in new homes
Cats destroyed
Cats killed by autos
Other animals killed by auto
Number of dogs licensed
Funds collected for 1999 licenses
Penalties collected for 1999




















The new Engine replacing the old El will be arriving sometime in January.
Thank you all for your support.
We would again like to remind you to be careful of disposing ashes. Have a
fire escape plan and practice it regularly. Last of all, please use smoke
detectors and check batteries consistently.











Structure (inc. chimney fires)
System Malfunction
Tree, Brush, Grass

























Direct Property Loss (Approximately)
Total Number Oil Burner Permits Issued








There are 21 members of the fire department who are trained in emergency
medical care. We have 7 First Responders, 9 Emergency Medical Technicians,
and 5 Emergency Medical Technician Intermediates.
Some of the training that was conducted this year included ice and water
rescue, pediatric emergencies, cardiac and respiratory management.
This year, the rescue squad gave the police department a cardiac
defibrillator to carry in the police cruiser. The police are usually first
on the scene and we have EMT's driving their own vehicles to the scene while
others bring the rescue truck. This is a great team effort between the two
departments in helping preserve life.
Training will continue between the fire and police departments to help
improve the quality of safety for the citizens of Newton.
The Rescue Squad responded to 182 medical aid calls and 11 motor vehicle
accidents that resulted in treating 199 patients.
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1999 Statistics
Cardiac Arrest 1 Back Pain 15
Chest Pain/Difficult BnBathing 54 Eye Injuries 2
Cardiovascular Accident 2 Vomiting 3
Seizures 4 General Weakness 11
Trauma 8 Headache 7
Overdose 3 Assault 3
Diabetic Reaction 4 Dizziness 4
Allergic Reaction 5 Behavioral 10
OB-GYN 1 Burns 2
Fractures 6 Water Rescue 4
Lacerations 12 Public Assist 1
Falls 27 Patient Refusals 4
Abdominal Pain 8 High Fever 1
Seizures 4 Choking 1
Total Medical Calls 182
Motor Vehicle Accidents 11
Motor Vehicle Accident Patients 15
Respectfully submitted,
Dale G. Putnam EMT-1























It has been a pleasure to work with the various contractors and all the
residents. We look forward to the year 2000 and hope to continue to serve
you in the coming century.
Respectfully,






Newton's public library underwent a few major changes in 1999. First, it bid
farewell to Diane Sousa, esteemed Director since 1996. Ms. Sousa left to
pursue her Masters Degree in Library and Information Science at Simmons
College, Boston. She remains very active in the library community. The
library welcomed Terri Ducharme as the new Director. Ms. Ducharme, formerly
of Laconia, graduated from Simmons College with her Masters Degree in Library
and Information Science. She began working as Director in May.
Another major change in the library occurred when the Space Needs Committee,
established in 1996, wrapped up its information-gathering phase and moved on
to be an official committee, the Building Committee. As of December 1999,
the Building Committee reached a crucial point in the planning process:
securing land for a new library building. Under the leadership and care of
Carol Szot, along with the persistent enthusiasm and efforts of all members,
the Committee exists as a planning and advisory committee to help implement a
new, safe and accessible library for the Town of Newton. The purpose of
this, or any, planning committee is to anticipate future problems and help
find solutions to avoid a crisis.
Finally, the library implemented a new automated catalog and circulation
system this year. This was necessary due to Y2K issues. The new Windows-
based system will promote a user-friendly environment for both staff and
patrons. The library is committed to finding ways in which it will remain
up-to-date in computers and technology.
There are currently 2,058 registered library users, which is roughly half of
the town population. At the end of 1998 there were 1,788. The library
welcomed 270 new library users in 1999, averaging 22 new patrons per month.
As you will find in the statistics, the collection continues to grow. The
current materials count is 23,652 compared to 22,632 in 1998. More
significantly, the use of the collection also continues to grow. Total
circulation reached 25,016 this year compared to 23,191 in 1998. The
increased circulation, or use of the collection is especially meaningful
because it was only two years ago, in February 1998, that the library
extended checkout periods to three weeks instead of two (excluding videos and
CDs) . In other words, circulation of materials has increased even though
patrons are keeping materials for longer periods of time. This one important
statistic illustrates that when the library supplied extended services,
patrons responded in a positive way by using more of those services. It can
be anticipated that the demand for more services will continue to grow.
Public Internet use increased to 449 compared to 349 in 1998. In general,
the demand for more audiovisual materials is on the rise: computers /programs,
videos, CDs, audio books, etc. It will remain a challenge finding the space
necessary to expand these collections so that we may meet patron interests,
needs and demands
.
The library is grateful to the Friends of the Library for their continued
support through fundraising and programming. The Friends are a very positive
presence in the community. In 1999 they sponsored such events: Easter Bunny
Visit and Raffle, Bake, Book and Rummage Sale, Halloween Tales, Santa Visit
and Basket Raffle. The Friends bought a variety of museum passes: Boston
Aquarium, American Stonehenge, Portsmouth Children's Museum and Boston Museum
of Science. They also purchased library equipment and items that have helped
clean up and organize the library. Thank you, Friends of the Library, for
the continued hard work and support of the library.
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Several individuals and groups once again demonstrated their extraordinary
generosity in 1999. Patrons donated books, videos, audio books and other
materials to the library. We also received a donation of over 100 children's
books from a local business. The total gifts and donations received in 1999
were 605 items. Several local businesses also donated funds and prizes to
support our programming needs. Finally, many patrons participated in the
Foods for Fines Month, and the Angel Tree, both of which help needy families
in the area. Thanks to all for your kindness and good will.
The staff continues to support the library, patrons and community with
enthusiasm, grace, patience, knowledge and efficiency. Thanks to Ruth Bragg,
Terry Caswell, Jean Constantineau, Lisa Fortin, Briana Foy, Betty Standing
and Sue Mears for their valuable skills, dedication and excellent customer
service. They are the reason Newton has a warm and friendly public library.
The staff and trustees look forward to seeing you and your family in 2000.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Rice Terri M. Ducharme





STATISTICS - Year Ending December 31, 1999
TOTAL REGISTERED LIBRARY USERS: 2,058
























Public Internet Use 449
Meeting Room Use 105
605
Museum Pass Use 51 families /groups
CHANGES MADE TO COLLECTION
Books & Audiovisual Materials Added, 1999:
Books and Materials Discarded, 1999
Books and Materials Count, Dec. 31, 1999:
Circulating Books Added in 1999: 1,418
Reference Use Only: 50
Audio Cassettes: 11
(*Total Materials Donated: 605)
INTERLIBRARY LOAN
Books Borrowed From Other NH Libraries
:

















American Girl Tea Party
Total Attendance:






Castle Bldg Stories & Stuff Little Red Wagon
STAFF ACTIVITIES
Meetings and Conferences Attended: 10
Library Fines Account:
Balance January 1, 1999 $100.24
Balance December 31, 1999 $ .97
Fine Funds Rec. in 1999








The Board of Appeals held two public hearings in 1999. Variances were
granted in both cases.
Members of the Board did attend Capital Improvement Program (C.I. P.) meetings
during the year to provide input regarding capital improvements within the
town and school district.
I attended the 24 th Annual Municipal Law Lecture Series in Portsmouth in
September. The emphasis was that good code enforcement is making and
defending good decisions.
The Appeals Board consists of five members and three alternates. All
positions are currently filled by a diverse group of dedicated townspeople.
Our meetings are held on the third Tuesday of the month, at the Town Hall at
7:30 PM. The public is welcome to attend.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas R. McElroy, Chairman
BOARD OF APPEALS
PLANNING BOARD
The Newton Planning Board held 19 regular meetings in 1999 during which 6
sub-divisions containing a total of 68 lots were approved. There were also 4
lot line adjustments heard and approved. At the March 16 meeting, Allen
Taylor was voted in as Chairman and Elliot Estey as Vice Chairman. This past
year saw the resignation of Clay Mitchell as our Circuit Rider from the
Rockingham Planning Commission who was replaced by Mike Garrepy. This yearl
also saw the resignation of Ann Byers, whose years of input and knowledge
will be greatly missed and also the resignation of member Brian Bufagna.
Both will be missed, but we wish them the best.
The subdivision and zoning amendments were grammatically corrected and a new
zoning map was produced by the Rockingham Planning Commission. As part of a
matching grant from the State of NH, we were able, through Rockingham
Planning Commission, to write a definition section to be added to our Zoning
Ordinances.
The Capital Improvements Program Committee has been working very hard and
diligently on producing a Capital Improvements Program (CIP) for the Town for
adoption in 2000 and a heartfelt thanks goes out to all the Committee members
who spent so much of their valuable time and knowledge putting this together.
The CIP as well as a School Impact Fee Ordinance is set to be reviewed at
public hearings beginning in January 2000. A Growth Management Ordinance is
being reviewed to replace the Interim Growth Management Ordinance which was
passed at the 1999 Town Meeting, but will expire in March 2000.
1999 saw the addition of a full time secretary for the Planning Board.
Office hours are Monday, Tuesday and Thursday 8 a.m. - 12 p.m. and 1:00 p.m.
- 4:00 p.m. and Wednesday 12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Regular Planning Board
Meetings are held on the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month at 7:30






The Conservation Commission is comprised of volunteers appointed by the
Selectmen. Our responsibility according to state law is to protect the
natural resources of the town. Our membership is made up of six regular
members, three alternates, and one Selectmen Ex Officio representative. We
meet on the first, third, and when occurring, fifth Thursdays of each month.
The meetings are held in the rear of Town Hall at 7:30 p.m. All meetings are
open to the public and anyone interested is invited to attend.
1999 was a busy and productive year for the Conservation Commission. We
applied for and were awarded a Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (W.H.I. P.)
grant from the Natural Resources Conservation Service, which is a division of
the United States Department of Agriculture. The grant amount was $33,875
and is being used to fund a ten-year management plan for the 47-acre parcel
on North Main Street formerly known as the Busch Farm. This type of grant is
normally limited to $10,000 maximum, but due to the unique diversity of the
property and the quality and rarity of the existing habitats, we were able to
justify and receive a grant for over three times the normal amount.
Some of the recent activities occurring on the 47-acre parcel are the first
steps in the management plan. Mechanical clearing of invasive plants has
begun. The Conservation Commission has applied for and received a driveway
permit for the property and will be developing road access and parking. An
upgrade to the existing trail system is planned. This will proved emergency
access and also allow better accessibility for town residents to enjoy the
property. A prescribed burn of the fields is planned for late winter or
early spring. All activities are under the direction and at the
recommendation of the Natural Resources Conservation Services and were
developed in conjunction with professional foresters, wildlife biologists and
wetland scientists. The Conservation Commission is also in the process of
developing a natural resources inventory of the property.
In addition to receiving the grant and developing the management plan for the
47 acre parcel, the Conservation Commission has continued to provide input to
the State Wetlands Bureau regarding dredge and fill permit applications and
possible wetland violations. Members of the Commission have attended various
conservation seminars and workshops. We are fortunate to have a diverse and
active membership willing and able to take on a wide range of projects and
challenges.
Due to wildly varying public input regarding issues surrounding trail use and
hunting on town property, the Conservation Commission felt that it would be
best to allow the people of Newton to decide on the issues for themselves.
Therefore, this years town warrant contains articles about motorized vehicles
on the East end of the Peanut Trail and banning hunting and discharge of
firearms on two town properties. We hope that this will allow everyone input
and the final decision will be the choice of the people.
If you have any questions or suggestions for the Conservation Commission,






The art of giving one's time, efforts, supplies, or money is a gift to which
no dollar value can be attached. It is the art of volunteering to give of
oneself for the benefit or betterment of others. The resulting products from
pride, caring, citizenship and donations are programs, events and
maintenance. More importantly, these efforts are the seed of community
enrichment. Our small, but ever growing town has numerous spirits whose
selfless endeavors continue to enrich us all. Yet, as a garden needs
nourishment and tending, our community needs more volunteers year after year.
The Recreation Commission was established in 1974 by Town Ordinance. Its
procedures are outlined in State Law Chapter 35. All members are volunteers
and are appointed by the Selectmen for one to three year terms. The Board
works from a town approved budget. Achieving our goals requires consistent
communication with the Selectmen's Office. This year, with their support and
help, we are proud to report our achievements for 1999:
Installation of "informational sign" at Town Hall 01/23/99; Recreation
Commission Bylaws Update 01/27/99; Middle School entertainment "Sad Cafe-
D.J."; February School Vacation "Discounted Cannon Mt. Ski Passes; Memorial &
Middle School Ski Club Awards "Ski pins"; Cannon Mt. Ski Trip by bus
03/19/99; Request for and Selectmen approval of "Adoption of Ordinance to
allow a "alternate Board member"; April School Vacation Events-Family
Concert, Skateland, Family Bingo at Newton Fish & Game, Chunkys-Family
appropriate movie; Senior Citizen Spring Fling at Newton Fish & Game 04/99;
Memorial Day Parade 05/30/99; Capital Improvements Representative-Nancy
Slombo; Contribution to Babe Ruth "Uniforms Expense" . GREENIE PARK: Spring
clean-up, Skateboard are sign; Tennis Program "Rick Bailey" Contribution to
Newton Little League-jackets for 12 year old graduates and ice cream social
at All Star Event, new swing sets, Thursday night pick-up softball-John
Johnson; installation of new playground equipment, benches, picnic table
purchased by the efforts of "The Greenie Park Association" . TOWN BEACH:
Donation by "Walter Austin" Volleyball net and poles; Purchased for Life
Guards use - new 50" water park tube; Hosts to Northeast Passage - Handicap
Water skiing module 07/10-11/99; Purchased for Swim Area - new rope and
buoys; SUMMER EVENTS: Curious Creatures 07/12/99; Chunky' s Family appropriate
movie 08/25/99; 250 th CELEBRATION CONTRIBUTIONS: Organized entertainment &
field activities - Magician Mike Bent 08/14/99; Higher Ground Band - Rick
Labell 08/14/99; Lex & Joe Band; Field events, fun run, activities, ribbons,
awards and supplies Cathy Surette 08/15/99; paid for by Recreation Commission
funds. FALL EVENTS: Senior Citizen Trip - Portland, ME "DiMillos Restaurant"
10/13/99; Family Fall Festival at Greenie Park - David Bisson Trail
Dedication and Sign (*Speaker Myrtle Rogers); Playground Dedication; Funding
for equipment - "The Greenie Park Association" - Project Kid Care, Moon
Jumper, Crafts & face painting, field events; pony rides; Church Bake Sale;
All-day D.J. Bob Comeau; Family Entertainment Kurt & James; Concession stand
10/16/99. Community Halloween Party at Memorial School hosted with Boy Scout
Troop 91, entertainment - D.J. 10/28/99; Contribution to Memorial School
Halloween Parties - Halloween Bags (Safety) for students & Siblings 10/29/99;
Skateboard Area - Meetings with youth and parents; Support of youth group and
parents improvement endeavors; Support of Skate board warrant article and
grant interests 12/99; Senior Citizen Holiday Lights Tour - Stone Zoo &
Dunkin Donuts 12/27/99
With any Board, the changing of members on a committee brings "new" ideas,
efforts and energies. Like a garden, well tended, flourishes with variety
and abundance through the years.
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The year 200 marks the end of a millennium and the beginning of a new era.
One which is filled with hopes and dreams for a productive, community minded,
caring society.
Our deeds of the past have not only shown, as was seen in the celebrations of
this past year, but also encouraged and inspired our youth to make a
difference by taking an interest in their future. Please support their
efforts by voting for the skate board warrant article.
If you are interested in recreational activities and are able to contribute
by membership, donation or committee group activities please contact this
board. Meetings are held don Wednesdays, twice per month. Agendas are
posted in the Town Hall and at both Post Offices. If you choose to become a
board member, a letter of intent should be sent to the Selectmen's Office for
approval. Then, the Town Clerk will swear you in.
Thank you to all who have helped and contributed this year. We hope you will
continue your efforts in the future.
Respectfully submitted,
Janice Amero, Andrea LeBlanc
Co-Chairmen
BOARD OF HEALTH
The Health Department issued the following this year: 28 permits for Septic
Repair, 42 permits for Newly Constructed Septic Systems, 34 Occupancy
Permits, 4 Day Care Permits, 1 Foster Care Permit and 29 Building Permits.
All the necessary inspections associated with these permits were conducted.
The County Pond and Whispering Pines Campgrounds have had their respective
septic systems designed and approved for construction by the State Department
of Environmental Services. Country Pond Campground will have three
individual systems and Whispering Pines Campground was approved for four
individual systems. These systems will be installed in the spring. Once
these systems have been installed and inspected, they will be issued
approvals for operation and will then be in compliance with the year 2000
State Regulations for recreational campgrounds.
The annual testing of Country Pond water was conducted and once again was
found to be acceptable according to State DES standards. Any resident who
wishes to have their domestic water tested by the State DES can obtain
sampling bottles through this office.
All concerns regarding potential health issues submitted to this office were
addressed and the findings were reported back to the Office of Selectmen.
Should any resident have a concern about a potential health hazard or
questions about a possible failed septic system, they should contact this
office for assistance.
It has been my pleasure serving you as Health Officer for the past year. I
will continue to be available to assist you with any health related issues
you may have. Please feel free to contact me at anytime. I can be contacted
at 382-5331 or by fax at 382-7031. I can also be reached by pager through





NEWTON WELFARE OFFICE AND FOOD PANTRY
This office has been very busy this year serving the residents of Newton.
The Newton Welfare Office and Food Pantry continues to be an important
resource to families in Newton.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all of the private citizens of
Newton who donate food to the pantry throughout the year. It makes a
difference to many families.
Thanksgiving and Christmas is a wonderful time of year for many families, but
it can also be a very difficult time of year for families as well. This
office helped to feed over 25 families for Thanksgiving and Christmas this
year and 36 children had a brighter Christmas due to the overwhelming
generosity of private citizens, organizations and businesses.
The Gale Library, the Newton Post Office and the first Christian Church
continue to support families in need with their Angel and Helping Hand trees.
The Kingston Area Junior Women's League, Granite State Grange, The Ladies
Fire Auxiliary, the second grade and fifth grade classes at the Memorial
School were all very generous during the Holiday Season.
The amount of generosity and sincere compassion I see during the Holiday
Season, as well as throughout the year, says a lot about the character of the
residents in Newton. Thanks to all of you!
Please feel free to contact me at 382-0398 if you are in need of assistance.






As the Chairman of the Newton Cable Committee, I am happy to report to the
Newton Community that 1999 has been a very successful year; maybe the best
year the Cable Committee has had.
In 1999, we took a major leap into the future with the purchase of new cable
equipment and technology that now allows us to broadcast "live" to the cable
viewers, with basically the flip of a switch for any meeting or function that
takes place in the upstairs auditorium of the Newton Town Hall. Also, we are
able to run live shoots in the "street".
Along with the new studio as we call it, we successfully negotiated the
transfer of Harron Cable to Adelphia Communications. This was a long and
tedious process that took approximately 180 man-hours with travel back and
forth to Londonderry for each meeting.
For the year 2000, we have planned to complete the purchase of the remaining
necessary cable equipment and the most important project for the "new
millennium" will be the negotiations with Adelphia Communication for the
Newton Cable Contract which expires in July 2000.
Respectfully,




CURRENT USE ACREAGE - 1999
Acreage As of April 1, 1999 & Current Owners
Anderson, Steven W.
Anderson, Thomas J.






Bowen, Howard & Jeannette
Byers, Ann & Harry, III
Byers, Ann & Harry, III




Crossman, Raymond H. & Carol E
Devito, Christopher
11.00A Forest-Unmgd, 10.50A Wetland, Pond
11.50A Forest-Unmgd, Currierville Road
5.00A Wetland, 15.90A Forest-Unmgd,
Bear Hill Road
2.00A Farm Land, 49.86A Forest-Unmgd,
Thornell Road
8.66A Farm Land, 1.20A Unproductive,
Merrimac Road
11.26A Forest-Unmgd, 3.68A Unproductive,
South Main Street
10.30A Farm Land, Merrimac Road
10.85A Forest-Mgd, Williamine Drive
22.00A Unproductive Land, South Main St.
24.14A Forest-Unmgd, Bartlett Street
24.00A Forest-Unmgd, off Bartlett Street
25.95A Forest-Unmgd, off Bartlett Street
17.40A Forest-Unmgd, Dugway Road
55.00A Forest-Unmgd, Heath Street
27.00A Forest-Unmgd, 2.22A Farm, 3.00A
Unproductive Wetland, South Main St.
22.60A Wetland, Smith Corner Road
10.13A Forest-Unmgd, Williamine Drive
Father and Son Realty Trust
Father and Son Realty Trust
5.20A Forest-Unmgd, 3.40A Wetland,
Peaslee Crossing Road
3.70A Wetland, Peaslee Crossing Road
Ferrara, Joseph W. & Robert J.
Ferrara, Joseph W. & Robert J.
Foy, James M.
Foy, James M. & Sandra P.
Gallucci, John G.




































Hesselbach, Donald & Patricia







27.7 9A Forest-Unmgd, Thornell Road
10.40A Forest-Unmgd, 3.00A Wetland
Thornell Road
5.00A Forest Unmgd, 8.00A Wetland,
Thornell
19.03A Forest-Unmgd, Off Town Hall Road
4.27A Forest-Unmgd, Off Town Hall Road
9.00A Forest-Unmgd, 8 .51A Wetland,
Currierville Road
5.40A Forest-Unmgd, Maple Avenue
6.00A Forest-Unmgd, 4.00A Wetland,
Peaslee Crossing Road
18.82A Forest-Unmgd, New Boston Road
45.84A Forest-Unmgd, 5.00A Wetland, Pond
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Mavrelion, James J. & Pamela *
Mayhew, David E. + *
Mayhew, David E. + *
McElroy, Thomas R. & Nora J.
Messer, Richard J. & Bonnie L.
Messer, Richard J. & Bonnie L.
Miles, Ann M.
Miles, Ann M.
Moore, George F. & Beulah D.














34.30A Forest-Mgd, Pond Street
5.60A Forest-Mgd, Off Pond St.
15.10A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
4.00A Forest-Unmgd, 6.00A Unproductive
Wetland, 1.10A Farm Land, Pond Street
. 50A Forest-Unmgd, Off Heath Street
11.15A Forest-Unmgd, Sarah's Way
17.80A Forest-Unmgd, 10.10A Unproductive
Heath Street (Backland)
1.50A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
10.00A Farm Land, 11.50A Forest-Unmgd,
Amesbury Road
4.03A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Ext
4.60A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Ext,







Nicol, Peter & Yvette
+ *
+ *
54.70A Forest-Mgd, Smith Corner Road
15.10A Forest-Mgd, Off Smith Corner Road
16.00A Farm Land, 49.00A Forest-Unmgd,
10.00A Wetland, Merrimac Road
13.70A Forest-Unmgd, 8.00A Wetland,
Off Bancroft Road
16.00A Farm, 16.40A Forest-Unmgd, 5.00A
Wetland, Bancroft Road
16.00A Farm, 4.66A Forest-Unmgd, 3.70A
Wetland, Bancroft Road
21.60A Forest-Unmgd, Gale Village Road
O'Malley, Karen L.
Owen, Hazel M.
10.00A Forest-Unmgd, Maple Avenue
22.00A Forest-Unmgd, South Main Street
Pagliccia, Frank & Brown, Donna
Paquette, Stephen :
Pinkerton, James & Charlene
Pottie, Joseph & Patricia
Pramberg Family Realty Trust
Pramberg, Jay P.
Redlund, David J. & Kathleen
Reynolds, Forrest T (SPI) + *
Reynolds, Forrest T. (SPI) + *
Rice, Lindsey & Susan
Roberts, Steven & Harris, J.
4.00A Forest-Unmgd, 6.00A Wetland,
Smith Corner Road
24.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Ext.
12.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street
53.40A Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
2.50A Forest-Unmgd, Pond Street
3.00A Forest-Unmgd, 2.00A Farm, 1.00A
Unproductive, Webster Road
17.00A Forest-Unmgd, 24.00A Unproductive,
Keezer Lane
8.00A Farm Land, 10.00A Forest-Mgd,
3.00A Wetland, Thornell Road
3.58A Forest-Mgd, Thornell Road
2.25A Farm, 3,2 6A Forest-Mgd,
Whittier Street
10.14A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
Sargent, R. Scott, Robert R.
,
Jane E.
Dudley, Stephen & Deborah 4.29A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Rd
Savage, Lester E. & Electa 9.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier St. Ext.











Thorkildsen, Karl & Gaines, J.
Trautman, William W.
Turmel, Jay / Peaslee, Ken
12.00A Forest-Unmgd, South Main Street
27.80A Forest-Unmgd, Off Town Hall Road
12.45A Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
26.83A Unproductive Land, 3.00A
Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
1.00A Wetland, .98A Forest-Unmgd,
Country Pond
8.38A Forest-Unmgd, Town Hall Road
1.52A Forest-Unmgd, Town Hall Road
8.64A Forest-Christmas Trees, 9.81A
Forest-Unmgd, Highland Street
24.40A Forest-Unmgd, Highland Street
10.00A Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
7.7 6A Unproductive, Keezer Lane
25.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier St. Ext.
Wilson, Raymond T.
Wotherspoon, Lee & Barbara A,
14.37A Forest-Unmgd, Hunter's Way
19.07A Forest-Unmgd, Currierville




Foy, James M. & Sandra P.
(Filed on 07/08/93)
8.00A Unproductive Land, Thornell
(Backland)
5.50A Forest-Unmgd, Chongor Drive
Note: * Recreational Land
+ Responsible Land Stewardship
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS














Stephen P. Trenholm John F. Swasey Mary-Jo McCullough
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FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES
Family Mediation & Juvenile Services is a local, non-profit social service
agency committed to providing quality ser5vices to youth and families in
order to reduce delinquency and out of home placements and to empower them
as family members and citizens of the community. The agency has been serving
the needs of the Town of Newton and other towns for over fifteen years. The
agency is overseen by a Board of Directors that includes Police Chief Andrew
Theriault and Kathy Marino as representatives for the Town of Newton.
Adolescents and their families can access our services on their own, or
schools, police, courts, or other community members can refer them. Over the
last year, direct referrals to the agency grew by 20%.
In addition, we added a Tobacco Education Course to our repertoire of
services. Other programs we proved include the following: Parent-Child
Mediation, Peer Medication, Community Service, Restitution, Substance Abuse
Awareness, Stop Shoplifting, and Anger Management.
The agency continues to meet the needs of youth and families because of
community support as well as dedicated staff and volunteers. We can be
reached at 362-9957 or via our new email address: familymediation@de-inc . com.
Respectfully submitted,
Patrick R. Judge, Chairman
Board Of Directors
DRUGS ARE DANGEROUS, INC.
The following is a list of activities we have sponsored in 1999.
1. Memorial Family skate. 250 attended. Cost about $345.00
2. Bakie Family skate. Approximately 150 attended. Cost about $325.00
3. Mini Golf Day. About 300 attended. Cost $250.00
4. Natural High Picnic. About 450 attended. Cost $2,000
5. Middle School Bingo. About 75 attended. Cost $300.00
6. Improbable Players at the Middle and High Schools. Total attendance 1,050
students. Cost $1,800.00
7. Two middle school skate parties at skateland. 200-300 attended
Cost about $350.00-$375.00 each party.
We assisted in the Health Fair, Project Safeguard and Project Stand By Me,
ongoing parenting classes and Teen Dances.
This year we are planning much of the same and just recently sponsored
S.C.A.R. presenter Bob LaPete. 1,075 both middle and high school students
attended. Cost $425.00
We hope the voters of Newton will once again appreciate our efforts and





RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
The Retired and Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) is administrated by a Federal
Agency called CORPORATION FOR NATIONAL AND COMMUNITY SERVICE and has been
sponsored by the Portsmouth Housing Authority since 1973.
The purpose of the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program is to create
meaningful opportunities for Older Americans, 55 years and older, to
participate more fully in the life of their communities through volunteer
service. The primary focus of the program is on the needs and interests of
the Older Americans serving as Senior Volunteers and giving of themselves in
order that they may again consider themselves productive and needed members
of society.
From July 1, 1998 through June 30, 1999, RSVP Volunteers contributed
approximately 222,000 hours in Volunteer service.
While volunteering, all RSVP Volunteers are protected by Accident and
Personal Liability Insurance in the amount of $1,000,000.00. In addition,
RSVP Volunteers who utilize their own vehicles while volunteering are covered
with Excess Liability Insurance in the amount of $500,000.00. This coverage
pertains to Volunteers while delivering Meals-on-Wheels, transporting seniors
to the doctor, hospital, shopping, Senior Nutrition Sites, etc. The costs of
the insurance are paid by RSVP.
We also pay 28 cents per mile for those Volunteers who wish to receive
mileage reimbursement while using their own vehicles.
We provided 9,500 hours of Volunteer Service to the Rockingham Nursing Home
and its residents, 9 of which come from Newton. RSVP Volunteers donated 1600





Seacoast HealthNet's unique programming enables us to reach our goal of
delivering affordable health care to low income, working families in 21 towns
in southern and central Rockingham County. It also offers health care
providers an opportunity to volunteer their professional expertise to this
under served population. These individuals in our community do not qualify
for government sponsored assistance and are unable to secure private health
insurance because of very limited financial resources.
Once enrolled, individuals and families are able to establish a relationship
with a primary care physician who becomes their doctor and health care
advocate. When necessary, the primary care physician refers the client to a
participating specialist for further care or to a laboratory for testing.
The doctors and therapists volunteer their professional services. During the
past year over 250 health care providers participated in the program.
Seacoast HealthNet is the only program in the area that can provide access to
wide variety of specialty care, reaching 27 disciplines and representing over
114 individual practitioners.
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Seacoast HealthNet, which has completed its third full year of service, has
enhanced services by expanding the health education component and expanding
"Best Friends for Life", a suicide prevention program. Health education
programs are done on an individual or group basis and include: asthma
management, parenting, stress management, smoking cessation, and child
safety. This October Seacoast HealthNet will introduce a new health
education program about ADHD.
It has been determined that the annual disbursement per client is $259.92.
This make the total expenditure for the 18 Newton individuals enrolled on the
program $4,678.56. We are requesting that the Town of Newton assist us with
a grant of $2,000 in our efforts to serve your community. This contribution
to our program will send a message to those in need that their neighbors and
community care about them; and community affirmation to providers






The Senior Citizen Transportation Program continues to operate on a budget,
which we try to stabilize through increased efficiencies and innovative
approaches. We do not plan to make any major changes in transportation
service in your community. Medical services continue to be available for
those who require sliding fee scale for medical care costs or cannot provide
payment. No one is refused care because they cannot pay.
Units of service for transportation are computed in rides not in clients. A
Unit of Service includes a ride to a destination, or someone going out to do
shopping, etc. for a client who is homebound. Volunteers who do not hear
from riders, who generally ride, check in with the individual to be sure that
they are all right and to check to see if they need anything from a local
market, etc. The Transportation Coordinator arranges appointments that do
not fit into the weekly schedule.
Newton residents have been served by both the medical and the transportation
program this year. Many individual medical appointments with Lamprey Health
Care have been coordinated through our transportation program.
Lamprey Health Care is pleased to continue to provide services to residents
of this town. We are always looking for volunteers to help with appointments
and for new riders.
Respectfully submitted,
Priscilla M. Shaw
Director of Community Services
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NH SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
The NHSPCA is pleased to present the Town of Newton with a brief report of
our activities for the year 1999.
Year-to-date (beginning in January 1999) , Newton residents have used the
following services of the New Hampshire SPCA.
10 surrendered animals
11 adopted animals
4 donated cash in person (two of these were community efforts by the
Memorial School and by the Mary, Mother of the Church parish)
10 purchases of merchandise
2 came to one of our low-cost rabies clinics
2 participated in Pet Fest '99, a fund-raising family event
11 donated cash through the mail
5 donated pet food or supplies
As our region continues its dramtic population growth, the New Hampshire SPCA
will continue to work to meet the needs of the community by taking more
unwanted animals and finding appropriate homes for them. We will also
continue to work to educate our children about proper animal care and about
issues involving animals and their relationship to the community.







A SAFE PLACE provides emergency shelter and support services to people in
abusive relationships and their children. Support services include a 24-hour
crisis line, legal and social service advocacy, support groups, peer
counseling, and child advocacy. In addition, we have two full-time staff
members who provide education and outreach to our communities. They are
available to speak to schools, businesses, church groups and any other
community organization. Their goal is to educate our neighbors in hopes of
preventing future violence. Last year, presentations were held for Sanborn
Middle School students.
In 1999, our agency provided shelter to 2 individuals from Newton for a total
of 94 bed nights. An additional 10 people were provided with 22 units of
non-shelter direct service. A Safe Place has been providing emergency
shelter and support services to adults in abusive relationships and their
children for 21 years. Support services include a 24-hour crisis line, legal
and social service advocacy, support groups, peer counseling, resource
libraries, referral services and child advocacy. We also have two full-time
staff members who are available to speak to schools, businesses, church
groups and any other community organization. Their goal is to educate our
neighbors in hopes of preventing future violence.
We gratefully acknowledge your past support and look forward to continuing





ROCKINGHAM VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Association and Hospice would like to take this
opportunity to once again thank you for your continued support of our
organization. Despite the rapid changes in home health care, we continue to
honor our commitment of providing care to the residents of Newton.
During this past year, there have been many Medicare regulatory changes as a
result of the Balance Budget Act of 1997. This most devastating change has
been the manner in which Medicare is reimbursing home care for covered
services. The formula for reimbursement is based on agency specific costs
for covered services. Ironically, those agencies that were cost effective in
1994 and have remained so are reimbursed at a lower rate than high cost
providers. In addition, a fifteen minute billing requirement and OASIS
(functional assessment) are now required. Each of these regulatory
requirements have increased our operational expenses with no increased
reimbursement relief.
Rockingham VNA and Hospice is an example of an agency that has been penalized
for its past cost effectiveness. In an attempt to lower our costs, we have
made many operational changes to streamline our internal practices without
affecting the quality of our patient care services. Despite all these
changes within the home care industry; Rockingham VNA and Hospice continue to
be committed to providing care and service to the residents of Newton.
The following statistics are for the fiscal year April 1, 1998 through March
31, 1999.
Rockingham VNA and Hospice saw a total of 24 patients in the Town of Newton
who received the following services in their homes:
Acute Care Visits
Skilled Visits 307







Unreimbursed Clinic Visits (163 clinic visits)
Unreimbursed Nutritionist Visits (2)
In total, RVNA & Hospice made 872 visits to the residents of Newton.
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Association and Hospice would like to take this
opportunity to once again thank you for your continued support of our
organization. Despite the rapid changes in home health care, we continue to






CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES
Child and Family Services of NH, is a not-for-profit, multi-service agency
that has provided services to the New Hampshire residents since 1850. These
funds help underwrite a range of professional family counseling and support
services. A sliding fee scale determines the family's cost. No one is
denied service based on an inability to pay.
Child and Family Services has offices in Exeter at 9 Hampton Road and in
Portsmouth at 1 Junkins Avenue. The combination of charitable dollars and
local government support make the following services available for Newton
residents
:
COUNSELING - The counseling services are family focused, child centered
services that build upon individual and family strength. The services
strengthen the health of the community by assisting families overcome the
debilitating stresses associated with substance abuse, the losses connected
with death, separation and divorce, economic hardships and other
social/mental health issues which weaken the family structure and impede a
child's healthy development.
PARENT EDUCATION COURSES - Throughout the year, evening courses are held in
local communities to accommodate the needs of working parents. Parents learn
the skills necessary to address the challenge of creating an effective
parent-child relationship that can grow in an atmosphere of love,
understanding, cooperation and respect.
ADOPTION SERVICES - Adoption preparation, home studies for couples seeking
agency or private adoptions and post placement services. Post adoption
search provides services for adoptees and birth parents seeking information
and/or possible reunification services.
Other services provided include: PRE-NATAL COUNSELING, INFANTS AND TODDLERS
PROGRAM, BABY STEPS who have a developmental disability, CHILD HEALTH CARE
SUPPORT, FAMILY SKILLS ASSISTANCE, PARENTLINE, TRANSITIONAL LIVING PROGRAM,
GROUP HOME & EMERGENCY SHELTER CARE, FAMILY LIFE & COMMUNITY EDUCATION and
FILM LOAN LIBRARY.
Child and Family Services is pleased to continue and expand upon the services
available to the Town of Newton. Our ability to provide these services
relies upon the continued support we have received from the town. We are
most grateful for the support the Town of Newton has provided us to make
these services available to their residents.
Respectfully submitted,




Under the Rockingham Planning Commission's (RPC) Circuit Rider Program,
Newton was provided professional staff support at its bi-monthly meetings,
one day of monthly on-site assistance to the Planning Board, reviews of
development proposals; and general technical assistance to the Planning
Board. The RPC was also contracted to provide a definitions section and an
index to the Town' s Zoning Ordinance which will be incorporated into the
document following the March 2000 Town Meeting. A re-codification of the
Town's Zoning Ordinance and minor revisions to the Subdivision and Site Plan
Regulations were also provided.
In addition to direct assistance, Newton benefited from regional planning
activities and services carried out by the Commission on behalf of its member
communities. A summary of these activities includes the following:
LAND USE PLANNING
• Provided National Flood Insurance Program assistance to communities in the
region.
• Continued to represent the region on the NH Estuaries Project Management
Committee that oversees the State's National Estuaries Program (NEP) project.
• Began development of a comprehensive water resources map for the region
incorporating surface water, wetlands, groundwater and related information.
• Prepared orthophoto base maps for all member communities and distributed.
• Continued development of in-house Geographic Information System (GIS) for
use in local and regional planning.
• Prepared and distributed a zoning and building code amendment calendar (for
both standard town meeting communities and SB-2 communities) informing town
officials of the required timing of events associated with proposed zoning
ordinance and building code amendments
.
• Continued to update and maintain our library of model ordinances,
subdivision and site plan review regulations, other local land use
regulations as well as our general reference library, available to all member
communities
.
• Prepared the second year products of the joint DES-RPC Regional
Environmental Planning Project (REPP) . These products include a finalized
region wide inventory of locally determined priorities regarding natural,
historic and incorporated cultural resources.
• Participated in a statewide effort directed toward standardizing soils
information for development purposes . This ad-hoc committee developed a set
of recommendations regarding soils mapping requirements.
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
• Assisted organization and hosted the 24 th annual Municipal Law Lecture
Series for town officials. Organized and sponsored the 10 th annual Planning
Board Training Series in conjunction with the UNH Cooperative Extension
Service-Rockingham County and the Rockingham County Conservation District.
• Organized and held the Annual Legislative Forum, where local officials and
legislators were invited to discuss current bills before the Legislature.
• Fielded numerous inquiries and requests for statistical information
regarding the region, its economy and demographics, continuing the RPC's role
as State Census Data Center Affiliate.
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
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During 1999, the RPC, as staff to the Seacoast and Salem-Plaistow-Windham
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), continued to carry out the
federally mandated metropolitan planning process. Having this process in
place ensures that federal transportation funds (highway and public
transportation) will continue to be available to the region. Key
accomplishments during the year included the completion of local and regional
project selection process and development of Draft FY 2001-2003
Transportation Improvement Program submission to NHDOT.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
• Provided assistance to the Rockingham Economic Development Corporation
(REDC) , the local non-profit economic development corporation comprised of
local officials in Rockingham County participating in regional economic
development efforts.
• Worked cooperatively with the NH Regional Planning Commissions and the
Community Development Finance Authority to establish a regional economic
development planning program.
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
• Assisted the communities of Exeter, Stratham and Newfields in organizing
and obtaining funding for a cooperative household hazardous waste collection.
The importance of planning and the stewardship of our natural resources are
of critical importance as development pressures continue in the Seacoast and
in Newton. The Rockingham Planning Commission looks forward to continuing
its assistance to the Town of Newton in the future.
Respectfully submitted,
ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES
Sexual Assault Support Services has served two New Hampshire counties and five
towns in Southern Maine for the past eighteen years. The demand for both our
crisis services and educational programs continues to grow. We offer the
following services to the Town of Newton:
New 24-hour toll-free sexual assault crisis hotline 1-888-747-7070;
24-hour accompaniment to police stations and hospital emergency rooms
for sexual assault victims;
Support groups for rape survivors, sexual abuse survivors, parents, and
others affected by sexual assault or abuse;
Professional training and consultation to police departments, hospitals,
schools, and others in the community;
Sexual abuse and sexual assault prevention education in the schools for
children, teens, and parents;
Sexual harassment workshops for teachers and students.
Services provided to the Town of Newton for 1998/1999 are as follows:
Crisis Intervention Services
3 residents phoned the crisis hotline
1 resident was accompanied to the hospital
2 residents called for information/referral
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Education/Prevention
Sanborn Regional High School (31% from Newton)
866 students & 40 teachers attended 28 hours of presentation
Sanborn Regional Middle School (47% from Newton)
58 students & 2 teachers attended 9 hours of presentation
Community Outreach
Bonnie Herrick, Community Services Coordinator, met with Chief Theriault to
discuss coordination of services. She serves as the Chair of the Greater
Plaistow Family Violence Council. The Council is organized around the
catchment area of the Plaistow District Court to create and support local
initiatives to end family violence. Lt. Rick Labell is a member of the
council.
Bonnie presented to Newton Learning Center and Teach and Discover day care
provider staff on v> Identifying Child Abuse & Neglect".
In order to ensure that Sexual Assault Support Services crisis and other
services continue to be available to residents of Newton, we are requesting
that you continue your much needed and much appreciated financial commitment.
On behalf of our clients, board and staff, I want to thank the Town of Newton





Seacoast Hospice is a nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting the
quality of life for the terminally ill patient and supporting the family
through the process of illness and bereavement. Founded in 1978 to meet the
needs of the dying and their families, we believe that we are all dependent
on one another. Therefore it is crucial, in the last few months of life, to
develop a caring community that can provide comprehensive services to
patients and their families.
Most people who are ill prefer to remain in the security of their own home
surrounded by loved ones and friends, and Seacoast Hospice strives to make
that possible for as long as the patient and family wish. Our goal is to
help patients to live as fulfilling and comfortable a life as possible.
Everyone connected with Seacoast Hospice honors the fact that each person has
individual values and needs, and therefore dignity, integrity and personal
choices are respected.
A highly skilled and experienced team is available including: medical
director, nurses, personal care aides, social worker, clergy, bereavement
counselors and specially trained volunteers. A full range of services is
offered including pain and symptom control, emotional support, personal care
and respite for caregivers. We provide for the staffing, medication,
equipment and supplies that help the patient and family live as fully as
possible. Assistance is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our
bereavement programs follow a family for the year after a death and services
including short-term counseling and support groups are open to the community
at large. Our loan closet containing medical equipment (such as wheelchairs,
shower seats and walkers), a very special lending library, and information
and referrals are all available to the Seacoast community.
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From 7/1/98- 6/30/99 Seacoast Hospice cared for:
• 1 terminally ill Newton resident for a total of 56 patient days.
• This represents $5,788 of hospice service.
• In addition, 6 Newton residents have attended our Bereavement programs
including our special program for children.
• 5 residents of your town have also borrowed equipment and many have visited
our library for material on death and dying.
• 1 resident of Newton served as a hospice volunteer this year.





AIDS Response-Seacoast (ARS) is a non-profit community based organization
serving the Seacoast area since 1987. Our two-fold mission is: to prevent
the spread of HIV infection by promoting the avoidance of unsafe practices
through education and prevention programs for individuals, groups and
communities; and to provide direct services for those living with HIV/AIDS
and their families through case management and other practical and emotional
support services for them and their loved ones. ARS provides services
without cost to anyone with HIV/AIDS.
Specific education/prevention programs, tailored to individual groups, are
provided for school children; teens; women at risk; men at risk; and
incarcerated individuals. Educational programs are also provided for health
care and social service providers; community organizations; businesses;
school personnel and parents; religious organizations; and minority
communities. Some programs are done on-site in established locations, and
others through community outreach.
When needed, persons living with HIV/AIDS receive assistance and advocacy to
access complex medical and social service systems; obtain housing, financial
assistance and home-based services; encouragement to promote healthy behavior
and emotional well-being; obtain personal support through matching with a
specially trained volunteer from the Buddy program; receive mental health
counseling; obtain nutritional counseling and food supplements; and receive
access to transportation for doctor's visits and other health related
appointments
.
AIDS Response-Seacoast consistently works in collaboration with existing area
health care and social service providers to provide comprehensive,
integrated, non-duplicative solutions to combating HIV infection and AIDS
related illness.
Respectfully,
Wendy L. Noyes, Ph.D.
Executive Director
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ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
Rockingham Community Action (RCA) is a private, non-profit organization that
has been serving residents of Rockingham County for over 30 years. Our
mission is to prevent, reduce and work toward the elimination of poverty. We
provide a wide range of services that are unduplicated elsewhere in the
county. Many of services meet immediate, critical needs, while others are
designed to provide families with the tools and resources to achieve long-
term economic self-sufficiency. Our efforts are conducted through outreach
and program offices in Derry, Exeter, Portsmouth, Raymond, Salem and
Seabrook, as well as intake, clinic and distribution sites in over half of
the county's thirty-seven communities.
The services provided by Community Action during the past year include:
23 households received Fuel Assistance, a program which provides a financial
grant of up to $750.00 to assist with energy-related expenses.
6 residents received Community Partnerships for Self-Sufficiency; Helps
participants develop and pursue education, training and employment goals and
provides needed support to enable them to achieve financial independence.
16 Child Care Referrals were arranged through the Child Care Resource and
Referral Program, a program that maintains inventory of all available child
care options, provides child care referrals to employees of participating
companies as well as to the general public, and expands the supply of quality
care by recruiting, training and assisting new child care providers.
54 women, infants and children received help through the WIC /CSFP Program,
which provides supplemental nutritious foods, nutrition education, breast-
feeding support and health care referrals to pregnant women, nursing mothers
and children up to the age of five (six for CSFP) , through the WIC; provides
monthly allotments of commodity foods and nutrition education materials to
senior citizens.
1 resident received Head Start. A comprehensive early childhood development
program that provides education, health, nutrition, disability, and family
support services to income eligible pre-school children and their families.
3 residents received Homeless Outreach Intervention Project. Conducts
outreach in areas frequented by the unsheltered homeless and assists the
homeless with identifying shelter needs, arranging emergency transportation
to shelters and assisting shelter providers in arranging alternative shelter.
198 Emergency Food Assistance Program, a program that distributes USDA
surplus food to participating soup kitchens, homeless shelter and emergency
food pantries.
3 Emergency Food Pantries: Four emergency food pantries, located in our
Seacoast, Raymond, Salem and Derry Outreach Centers, provide emergency food
allotments to households facing severe economic hardship in areas in which
other locally-based emergency food pantries are understocked or unavailable.
1 resident used the Crisis Services. Provide emergency grants to income-
eligible households for the payment of rent, mortgage, electricity, fuel or
other basic necessities for households facing evictions, foreclosures,
utility termination's, lack of fuel or other emergencies through various
Crisis Projects.
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1 resident utilized the Emergency Response System (Lifeline) in their home.
Installs and maintains emergency response systems in the homes of homebound
elderly or disabled people in order to ensure their safety and maintain their
independence and quality of life by providing immediate access to emergency
medical responders.
2 residents utilized the Health Insurance Counseling Education Assistance
Service. Provides the services of trained volunteers to assist Medicare
recipients with a wide range of health insurance needs, including
supplemental health insurance options and Medicare and Medicaid benefits and
claims
.
75 residents received services from Outreach Centers includes a wide range of
services provided by Outreach Center personnel, including information and
referral, client advocacy, direct client assistance, crisis intervention
services and the coordination of community-based services.
We realize how difficult it is for the town to provide financial support to
human service agencies during a period when you are struggling to curb
municipal spending. We are asking the communities we serve for funding
despite this because we know that every dollar you contribute to Community
Action results in a far greater savings to your town's welfare budget. Your
financial support is critical to the continuance of our Outreach Program and




AREA HOMECARE & FAMILY SERVICES, INC.
Area HomeCare & Family Services, Inc. (formerly known as Area Homemaker Home
Health Aide Services, Inc.) has been providing home care services to the
elderly and people with disabilities. The purpose is to maintain, improve
the quality of life for the elderly, and to help people remain independent
and in their homes for as long as possible.
HOMEMAKER SERVICES provides companionship, emotional support and services
such as: food shopping and errands, planning and cooking meals using special
diet guidelines, laundry (limited to bedding, towels, rugs & personal
clothing) and other related services.
THE IN-HOME CARE SERVICES provider performs tasks similar to HomeMaker
Services. These clients need services more frequently & for longer periods
of time. This program provides services for up to 35 hours per week & can
provide transportation to medical appointments & shopping.
CHORE SERVICES helps frail elderly and people with disabilities to maintain
their homes by providing home repairs and maintenance, usually beyond the
client's capabilities.
ALZHEIMER'S, DEMENTIA & RELATED DISORDERS is a program which provides day
programs home respite and alternate residential respite for the primary care
givers and those suffering from Alzheimer's and other related disorders.
HOMECARE FUNDING SOURCES are the United Way of the Greater Seacoast, NH
Division of Elderly and Adult Services, Portsmouth, Community Development
Block Grant, Rockingham County and the participating Towns and Cities.
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ACCOMPANIED TRANSPORTATION serves families and children in need of supportive
services such as transportation for family members to and from case related
activities including, but not limited to: appointments, meetings, visits,
daycare, recreation and other places as specified in the Family Centered
Services Plan.
CHILD HEALTH SUPPORT SERVICES provides services to families at risk of having
a child removed from the home due to emotional or physical neglect or
maltreatment. These services include supportive counseling, parenting skills
instruction, health management and referral to other resources. This
intervention will, hopefully, avert future neglect, abuse, delinquency,
emotional disturbances and placement of a child out of the home.
SUPERVISED VISITS is an integral part of the plan for a safe reunification of
child and parent. The supervised visit provides a safe setting where the
child can visit with the non-custodial parent in a closely supervised
meeting.
The Town of Newton's contribution is an integral part of our agency's annual







The Vic Geary Center serves as a senior center for seven towns: Plaistow,
Hampstead, Atkinson, Sandown, Newton, Danville and Kingston. The following
information will provide some insight into the diverse activities and
services offered to the senior citizens of your community.
The Rockingham Nutrition & Meals On Wheels Program operates from the center 5
days per week providing a hot noon meal in the dining room and Meals On
Wheels to homebound clients in the 7 towns. Frozen weekend and holiday meals
are provided and meals comprised of shelf-stable items are provided for bad
weather when delivery is impossible. During the past year 28,022 meals were
served from the center. It should be noted that 23,023 of those meals were
delivered to elderly and disabled residents of the area. Through this
program 44 residents of Newton received meals on a regular basis equaling
approximately 3,766 meals for the year. Other town residents participate in
special events throughout the year, for which formal records are not kept. In
the 7 town area 314 residents participated in the meals program. In addition
to the meals, 10,894 units of social service including home visits,
referrals, support counseling, care management, general information and
advocacy were provided from the center. 812 rides were provided, and 2,273.5
hours of service were supplied by senior volunteers working at the center
under the auspices of the Retired Senior Volunteer Program.
Several area senior organizations regularly meet free of charge at the Vic
Geary. Monthly trips were offered and enjoyed by many area seniors this past
year. 50 members of XYZ (Extra Years of Zest) meet regularly enjoying
various recreational activities. Special meal celebrations for Thanksgiving,
Christmas and other holidays are very well attended and enjoyed by all.
Throughout the year, monthly blood pressure and foot care clinics are held at
the center by Rockingham Visiting Nurses. Other clinics such as hearing and
sight are conducted regularly by area Physicians. Fuel assistance intakes
are done on an annual basis. 114 area residents received flu shots in
October. Informative guest speakers on subjects of interest such as
financial planning are invited throughout the year. Aerobics classes, dance
classes, beano, card and board games, pool and movie viewing are daily
recreational activities offered at the center. The WIC program now
distributes surplus food monthly from the Vic-Geary to income eligible area
seniors and other area residents.
The building is rented to private individuals and groups. Several non-profit
organizations hold their meetings at the Vic Geary, including Trinty
Charismatic Episcopal Church and the Knights of Pythias. Other civic
organizations holding regular meetings free of charge include the Greater
Plaistow Human Services Council and the Plaistow Area Transportation Advisory
Committee.
The organization purpose is to provide a pleasant, safe gathering place for
area senior citizens to congregate, eat a nutritious noon meal, participate
in recreational activities; to provide necessary services such as blood
pressure, foot and flu clinics, distribution of surplus foodstuffs and fuel
assistance intakes.
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